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CALM NIGHT SAVED HER

THE WILL OF THOMAS LAMONT

North Haven Summer Resident Left the Town Dragger Aloha Was Ashore At Andrews Island
$50,000—Estimated Wealth Was
-Pulled Off By Coast Guard and Draggers
Twenty-five Million Dollars
Bequests totaling $9,943,000, were
disclosed Tuesday when the will of
Thomas W. Lamont was filed for
probate with the Surrogate of
Rockland County, N. Y.
Mr. Lamont, chairman of the
board of J. P. Morgan & Co., died
Feb. 2, in Boca Grande, Fla. His
will was made Jan. 6. when the
financier anticipated that he would
never return from his Winter in
the South.
The residual estate on which no
estimate was filed, was left to his
wife, Mrs. Florence C. Lamont, to
be held in trust during her life and
thereafter to be divided among
their four children. Thomas 8.,
Corliss and Austin Lamont and
Mrs Eleanor L. Cunningham, “and
their respective issue.”
Of the specific bequests, more
than three-quarters went in three
large items of $5,000,000 to Har
vard, $2,000,000 to Phillips Exeter
Academy and $1,000,000 to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
A bequest of much local interest
was $50,000 "for the benefit of the
people of North Haven," where Mr.
Lamont had a farm.
The will was embodied in a
printed pamphlet. Much df its
thirty pages were devoted to legal
istic language guarding the intent
of the will's maker, but each be
quest was accompanied, in warm
language, by the reasons for Mr.
Lamont’s regard for each of the
'beneficiaries.
Although in no paragraph was
the total of his fortune estimated,
the amount of the specific bequests
indicated to those who knew Mr.
Lamont that the estate would
amount to $25,000,000--a sum
amassed in a long career of finance
by a man who made his way
through preparatory school and
college by means of scholarships
and odd Jotos.
The will also disposed of Mr.
Lamont's personal possessions, vir
tually all of which went to Mrs. La
mont.
With few exceptions, the insti
tutions that benefit under the will
were, like their benefactor, native
to New York.
In memory of Mt. Lamont’s eld
est grandson and namesake, who
died in the recent war, a trust fund
of $100,000 was left as a memorial.
Friends and business associates
who shared bequest included E. T.
Sanders, his secretary to whom
$85,000 was left: Leonhard A Keyes
R. Gordon Wasson, Arthur H
Lockett, John Corbin, Amy Oorbin

and Lewis Perry, former principal
of Exeter.
Executors will be his son, Thomas
S. Lamont, and his wife and J. P.,
Morgan & Co.

Fifty-Year Pass
Is Awarded To Rockland Engineman Lowell A.
Chapman
Engineman Lowell A. Chapman of
Rockland has been presented the
122d 50-year service pass to be
awarded by the Maine Central
Railroad.
Chapman., who is 69, actually has
been “working on the railroad” for
more than half a century, however,
for at the age of 10 he began serv
ing as a waterboy for his father,
Sanford A.'Chapman, who was then
section foreman at Rockland.
Starting as a fireman on Dec. 29,
1897. lie was promoted to locomotive
engineer six years later and has
spent most of his career running on
the Rockland branch, first on
freights and more recently on
Trains 56 and 59.

Reserve Officers
Heard Captain Newbert’ At
Monthly Meeting—Two
Films Shown
The monthy meeting of Knox
Ciiapter, Reserve Officers' Associa
tion, was held Tuesday night, at
the American legion Hall, Thom
aston.
Captain Philip Newbert, Com
mander of the local National Guard
unit gave an interesting and very
informative discussion of his organ
ization placing particular emphasis
on the training program he has
scheduled for the next six months.
Then were shown two very inter
esting films The first was the offi
cial pictures of the latest United
States Expedition to the Antarctic,
which was followed by the pictures
of the 1947 World Series between
the Yankees and the Dodgers. Re
freshments were served.
The next meeting will be at Ho
tel Rockland March 9. An enter
taining program is planned to make
this meeting more of a social gettogether. All Reserve officers are
urged to attend.
Read The Courier-Gazette

VETERANS
G. I.
TRAINING

FLYING

The dragger Aloha, Captain
Frank Ross, went aground on the
eastern end of Andrews Island
Tuesday night as she was bound
in from Grand Manan Banks with
a catch of 65,000 pounds. Towed off
Wednesday by Coast Guard and
the draggers. David A., Helen B,
and Helen Mac 2d, she was in
Rockland tied up to General Sea
foods pier by noon. Damages have
not yet been determined and can
not be until a marine railway is
made available for her.
The ship beached almost broad
side to the rocky shore in a calm
sea and heeled over as the tide
dropped away. Examination of the
portion of the vessel out of water
at low tide by Ross and his crew
showed considerable damage to
her outer keel which was badly
chewed up by the rocks. Inside
damage may or may not be exten
sive and can only be determined
by hauling out In a shipyard. No
leaks were found as the dragger
made Rockland under her own
power.
The cutter Snohomish was or
dered off ice-breaking duty in Pe
nobscot River to go to Aloha's aid
but was forced to abandon her trip
down river due to heavy vapor and
ice during the night. She cleared
the river and was halfway across
the bay to the Aloha's aid in the
morning when she was turned back
by the news that she was off the
rocks.
The motor lifeboat, 36 485 from
Whitehead Lifeboat Station with
Chief Merrill A Mtnzy in charge
stood by the Aloha all night and

assisted in floating her in the
morning.
The draggers, David A., Captain
Carl Reed; Helen B., Capt., Leo
Blood and Helen Mae 2d, Captain
George Ross moved out of Rockland
to the Aloha’s aid early Wednesday
morning.
Having gone ashore
shortly before high tide the Aloha
could not be moved until at least
the corresponding time on the next
tide. With the Coast Guard boat
rocking the Aloha by a line run
from her mast, the three draggers
pooled their efforts in one tow and
moved her off as the rocking of the
smaller boat broke her free from
the beach enough to allow them to
tow her off stern first.
Had there been heavy seas dur
ing the night, the vessel might well
have been lost from pounding on
the rocky shore.
Captain Ross reports no injuries
to his crew which remained aboard
during the night but with the
dragger's dory overside and ready
In case of trouble. Crew members
are Robert Learned, Herbert Pat
rick, Lewis Nickerson, engineer,
Eben Kenney and Joe Bednar.
The possibility that the Bay Led
ges buoy was completly iced up or
not operating may have caused
the helmsman to pass her and misI take the Two Bush whistler for
' the first buoy. Captain Ross stated
' that she was under full way at the
time of going ashore and that the
I impact was no more severe than
that of striking a large ice cake
| which they had been doing from
time to time coming in.
) The Aloha is owned by Joe Do1 lan of Guilford. Conn., and was
built in 1945 at the Newbert &
Wallace shipyards in Thomaston.

A Fifth Candidate

to our youth in keeping with the
resources and wealth of our great
State.
An honest living wage for an
honest day’s work.
Restore our State as a servant of
all the people all of the time.

Senator Bishop Of Sagadahoc
Enters Governorship Race
State Senator Neil S. Bishop of
Sagadahoc is the fifth Republican
entry in the gubernatorial contest,
inspired by the fact that the busi
ness which he carried along wit a
eight years’ service in the State
Legislature has been wiped out by
fire.

Senator Bishop states that if he
is successful he will be a candidate
for Congress in two or four years.
He offers what he terms “a very
clear cut’’ p latform. It follows:
No special favors tc anyone or to
any group.
Sound economy £by careful plan
ning and spending wisely).
Rugged honesty and fearless lead
ership.
Eliminate duplication of service
and trim out dead wood.
The application cf a little com
mon horse-sense.
Develop and improve our agri
cultural, industrial, year-round rec
reational and natural resources to
be second to hone.
Revise our tax structure from the
ground up. )
Provide educational opportunities

SATURDAY
SPECIALS

HOSIERY

(slightly irregular Y
REGULAR VALUE $1.69

Get em now/
USE

T/OUSL

G. I. Bill of Rights
President Truman recommended end of O. I. Avi
ation training in his message to Congress on Jan. 12,
Unless Congress amends the President’s budget re
quest, Flying Training for G. I.s will end by July 1.

High School Students Who
Have Done Well With
Studies
Grade 8

All As—Robert Gardner.
All As except one—Geraldine Ma
lian. Caroline Scnter, Jeannine
Leach. Emery Howard, Janet Stone.
'Nothing below B—Mary Jean
Glendeniling, David Bird, Ann
Blood, Franklin Esterbrook, Marcia
Lindquist, Maude Nelson, Sandia
Perry, Robert Annis, Barbara Bay.
Grade 7

All As—Richard Hanley.
All As except one*—Charlotte
Brackett, Marilyn Seavey, Joan Tal
bot, Ellen Sulides.
All As except two—Patricia Grif
fith.
’ .1^
All Bs or better—Claudette Athearson. Patricia Cuthbertson, John
Anderson, Robert Leach, Robert
Shields, Raymond Wixson.

At The High School

SEAMLESS NYLON

MISS YOUR

Junior Honor Roll

2 PAIRS *150
COTTON

DRESSES

WELL KNOWN MAKES
Sizes 12 to 52

$298
SAVITTS, INC.

369 Main St.,

Rockland

The Junior Class has elected to
the advertising staff of the Cauldron
Lois Tootill, Grace Thompson and
Lucille Koster.
Guests at the Community Con
cert Association last night were
Stanley Walsh, Jack Passon, Dick
Giles, Barbara Clark, Jeannette Escorsio, Elizabeth Herrick, Rita
Hammond, Donna Gardner and
Betty Gamble.__________________

USE OUR

EASY TERMS

COMPTON’S

17 Park St.,
Rockland
Tel. 1135-W 35-F-tf

There is still plenty of time to enroll and complete
your Flying Course before this date, providing you
act now by making application immediately. Contact
Jack Dodge.

BASKETBALL

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE

Rockland Dodges vs. Belfast Merchants

Rockland Municipal Airport,
Rockland, Maine
TEL. 1054-W

not too Lafe

USE YOUR 6.1. BILL

Private Pilot Course, Commercial Pilot Course,
Instructor Pilot Course

In Superior Court
Disposition Of the Criminal
Cases—Four-Hour Jury
Session Results In
Conviction
The criminal docket of Superior
Court w'as completed Thursday and
the jurors were dismissed by Justice
Merrill.
The charge of digging clams in
closed areas against James McPhee
Kenneth Spear and Ralph Winchenbach were quashed by direction
of the court.
• • • •
The case against William Davis of
Rockland for cruelty to a minor
child was filed by the court.
• • • •
Chester Allen of Rockland plead
ed guilty to charges of forgery and
was placed on probation for two
years with the stipulation that vio
lation of the parole would bring im
position of a sentence of 5 to 10
years in prison.
• • • •
Alan F. Erickson of Rockland was
sentenced to 30 days in jail on in
toxication charges. Charges of at
tempted breaking, enterng and lar
ceny were filed after he had enterd
a guilty plaa. Erickson is now on
probation from a previous session of
Superior Court.
• • • •
Parker Norcross peaded guilty to
intoxication charges and the case
was filed.
• • • •
Ansel Green of Bangor entered a
guilty plea on forgery charges and
W'as sentenced to 5 to 10 years on
two instances and put on probation
for two years.
• • • •
Alton B. Carver pleaded guilty to
charges oi break ng, entering and
larceny in various establishments
about the county and to the theft
of cars. The court sentenced him
to the Men’s Reformatory at South
Windham.
*• • •
Albert T. Grant Jr. of Rockland
received a severe warning from the
court as it imposed probation in
deference to his wife and children
in a case in which he was charged
with assault and battery on another
inmate of the Rockland city jail
while both werre confined awaiting
Municipal Court trial. He with
drew a former plea of not guilty and
pleaded guilty. The judge imposed
a sentence of six months in Jail and
put him on probation for two years.
The court warned that should he
take as much as a glass of ale or
beer for the two-year period, he was
to be found in violation of parole
and arrested and the sentence
served.
V • • •
Frank L. Smith of Thomaston
was found guilty of drunken driv
ing. hi a trial in which the jury re
mained out four hours before ren-

"The report of the engineers indi
cates that one further step could
be taken, i. e. installation of special
dust collecting equipment at the
stack. The estimated cost of such
equipment runs as high as a quar
ter of a million dollars.
“A capital outlay of this propor
tion at our Thomaston plant, which
already labors under the disadvan
tage of heavy coal transportation
costs and a tax rate which, in our
opinion, is the highest per barrel
of capacity of any cement plant in
the United States, might well ren
der its operations impossible. There
fore, this Company does not plan
to install such equipment.
“However, our engineers report
that two new systems of dust col
lection which offer promise are un
der development. While our opera
tions at Thomaston do not consti
I tute a legal nuisance, the Company
I desires to co-operate with the City
I of Rockland ln every way possible.
To that end we have instructed our
engineers to study these new sys
tems as they are developed, in the
hope that one of them may offer
' the economical solution we hope to
find.”

First Leg Completed

Mrs. Earl Brightman, Box 409
Schenectady, N. Y. (formerly of
Vinalhaven) would like to know the
date the relief ship arrived at
Vinalhaven with supplies and grain.
' She thinks it was the Winter of
1918-1919. Page Sidney Winslow.
Mrs. Brightman tells how the mer
cury read 32 below zero in her town
the other day. “The Courier-Ga
zette is a welcome member of my
, family,” she writes.
Last Winter the ice conditions
were such, that it looked one time
as if a full crop might not materi
alize. Three weeks ago at Chichawaukee Lake there was a large
space of open water, where ice had
been harvested. Yesterday it was
frozen to a depth of 18 inches,
providing an excellent second crop.
Never happened before, the experts
' say.
! Pearl Look writes:
About 40 years ago Meservey's
Brass Quintet was all the rage here,
and to my mind never did I hear,
any better music. Can some old
I timer tell us what they played for
j instruments.”
I make no doubt that A. Jay See
will
answer Pearl's
question
promptly.

UPHOLSTERING

Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Service
Make Your Furniture Like New
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

ATTEND

KIPPY KARNIVAL BALL

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

TEL. 1551-W. ROCKLAND, ME
BUDGET TERMS
ll-tf

And the Spectacular

CROWNING of the QUEEN
SATURDAY NIGHT
February 14

ROOMS
VJ

per

The high point of a great
KIPPY KARNIVAL

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
HONEST POVERTY

Is there for honest poverty
Wha hangs his head, aud a’ that?
The coward slave, we pass him by;
We dare be poor for a' that.
For a’ that, and a’ that.
Our toil’s obscure, and a’ that
The tank is but the guinea’s stamp—
The man’s the gowd for a’ that.
What though on hamely fare we dine.
Wear hoddln gray, and a’ that?
Gie fools their silks, and knaves their
wine—
A man’s a man for a’.that.
For a’ that, and a’ that,
Their tinsel show, and a’ that;
The honest man, though e'er sae poor.
Is king o’ men for a’ that.
—Robert Burns.

WEEK

DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St.,
Rockland
Tel. 670

Rockland Community Building

An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and If you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough coarse in training, adequate assistance,
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dis
trict Supervisor, 150 NORWAY ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE. 12-tf

By The Roving Reporter

dering their decision. He was fined
$150 and costs of court. The case
had been appealed from Municipal
Court and was brought by State
Police.
Rockland Boys On the Ameri
• • • •
can Sailor Having Grand
Arthur Stewart of Rockland
charged with forgery, had his case
Time
continued until the May term on
$1000 bail.
First leg of three months cruise
• • • •
completed when training ship,
Grand Jury Report
The Knox County Grand Jury American Sailor, arrives in St. Pet
returned a total of 19 indictments ersburg, Fla. Uneventful but inter
Tuesday, one of which was secret. esting trip after ten days at sea.
It bestowed upon Alton Byron Car
Upperclass Midshipmen from the
ver of Rockland, the dubious honor Maine Maritime Academy stood en
of receiving the greatest number of
indictments on any one person in gineering and deck watches in
any session of Knox Superior Court their respective departments. Un
for some time.
derclassmen received indoctrina ! “If the skunks are out on the
Included in the eight were two tion in both departments, prior to country roads there will be a break
for thefts of cars belonging to Mrs making their choice of engine or in the weather,” declares Weather
F. M Faber of Owl’s Head and deck major, on their return to the man Joseph Beaver of Lock Haven,
Philip H. Newbert of Rockland, the Academy. “Abandon Ship", "Man Penn. That being the case, most
first from the garage of Maine Overboard,” “Fire,” and “Casual- , of us can stand a little more of the
Willys Sales in Camden and the ty” drills have had an important ,co d sPe11
second from Whitney's Garage on place in the ship’s routine of the ! _ ,
~7.
day. Aside from toeing able to navPerhaps some day April maybe—•
Park street in Rockland.
Breaking and entering and theft ’gate the ship and run its engines, these continued snowstorms may
at Bobill’s Market on Broadway. the Midshipmen must know how cbange to rain. If you had to haul
Bean's Esso Station on Park street. to protect their own lives as well wa^er two or three miles, like some
(1 armers, y°u d hope so.
Morton's Esso Station on Broad as others aboard the ship.
way, Penobscot Flying Service
While at sea, during recreation ’
„ .
Vernon Heal Filling Station and hours, the Academy band gave a , A Bostcn Terrier PUPPY ^ith six
an<^ both female and male re
Alvah L. Anderson store in Camden number of concerts under the diThe dates of the alleged thefts fection of Midshipman George Productive organs is reported today
by a veterinarian in Alameda, Cal.
range from the day before Thanks Chamberlain of Waterville
While in Florida the Midship- «• The despatch fails to mention
giving to the theft of the Faber
car on Jan. 29 after which he was men were guests at the local Mari- its barking facilities.
caught in Waldoboro by State wX btTunndfornth^rentewiT
Sherman'Xerves: The avTrooper Harold Mitchell. Investi
gations were made by Rockland ment. Arrangements were made for
police on the local breaks and by their admission to St. Petersburg year is 7.08 degrees above zero,
sheriffs in the Camden cases.
Movie Theaters free of charge.
| while, for the same period in 1947
Chester Allen of Rockland was in
dicted on three charges of uttering ranged. A buffet supper and dance the average reading was 24.1 degrees
reading this
false checks. Bobill’s Market, J. F was held in honor of the Midship- . above zero. The highst
__ *r- O(v,
cn—n—Vballroom.
—,11-,,^—, i y^sr
was 24 reading
degrees on 1SH7
the 8th
Gregory Sons Co. and J A. Jameson men
men ot
at tbn
the Tjntei
Hotel Soreno
the highest
wasand
„
Co. came in for his attention in the They were guests of a dance spon degrees on same day, the 8th. The
three cases. A fourth charge was sored by the girls of the St. Peters
lowest reading this year was seven
or forging the name of A. C. Mc- burg Charm School.
zero on the 11th, w’hile the
Loon to the checks.
A dance was held on the ship below
lowest readings in the same period
Ansel Green of Bangor was in with music supplied by the Acad of
were 14 degrees above zero
dicted for three false checks which emy dance orchestra, under the di on 1947
the 3d. 12th and 13th. Deputy
were cashed by Bitlers Car & Home rection of Midshipman Richard Sheriff
Ernest M. Gray, commenting
Supply, Hugh Knowlton and Dennis Crosby of Old Orchard.
jon a previous report, said. “Where’s
Spruce and with forgery.
The Midshipmen transferred to your thermometer, Ray, inside the
Arthur N. Stewart was Indicted the Training Ship, American Mar
for forging and uttering a check to iner, and are now at Cristobal, Ihouse?”
Dennis Boudreau.
Canal Zone, whence they will pro
One year ago: Lieut Commander
Allen Frank Erickson of Warren ceed to the West Coast.
I Samuel F. Glover was awarded the
was indicted on charges of breaking
This training cruise will total . air medal.—The former Maurice
and entering with Intent to commit 1- 50(5 miles, almost the distance Derry residence was being convertlarceny in the store of Jack Green of half-way around the world.
ed into a wooden church structure
on Jan. 23.
—— . by the Church of the Nazarene.—
• • • •
Barbara Lufkin was crowned as
Members of the Knox Bar will
Kippy Karnival Queen.—Deaths,
hold a banquet at the Thorndike
Rockport. Mrs. Charles A. Berry,
Hotel Tuesday night in honor of
86 North Haven, William F. Cal
Quality Economy Service
Justice Edward F. Merrill of Skow
derwood, 74.
The Best in Upholstering
hegan.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16

POSITION WITH A FUTURE
^4

Representative Margaret Chase
Smith, who will address a joint
meeting of the Rorkland service
clubs at The Thorndike Hotel today.

The City Council was in receipt
of a letter from President James
H. Ackerman of the Lawrence
Portland Cement Company at its
monthly meeting Monday night.
Mr. Ackerman's stand and that of
his company on the cement dust
problem can best be determined by
the reading of the letter printed be
low.
“I have your letter of Dec. 27.
The preliminary report of the en
gineers who have been making the
study of the elimination of dust at
our Thomaston plant has been re
ceived. We have initiated a num
ber of improvements in the opera
tion of our existing dust collectors,
including the establishment of new
maintenance standards such of the
more frequent replacement of filter
bags and an increased schedule for
cleaning out settling chambers at
the stack. Previous studies by means
of dust traps in the vicinity of our
Thomaston plant indicate that dust
from that plant is very low in com
parison with other cement pro
ducing areas and our improved
maintenance should further better
this record.

HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM

Game time 8.00 o’clock

THE BLACK CAT

Why Cement Company Rejects Engineers’ Plan
—Two New Systems Being Tested

As Low as $1.25 Per Week For
• B. F. Goodrich Tim and
Batteries.
• Arnold-Schwin Bicycles.
• Philco Car and Home Radios.
• Philco Refrigeration.
• Philco Home Freese.
• Thor Gladirnns
• Thor Washing Machines
BUDGET PLAN

ISSUE

Volume 103........... Number 13.

TEN PAGES—5c COPY

WOULD COST QUARTER-MILLION

«•*

FRIDAY

MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

PUBUC ANNOUNCEMENT
It has come to our attention that the name of
Baldwin’s, Dry Cleaners, in Camden, is being con
fused with that of another cleaner in this area.

THEY ABE BACK AGAIN

We wish it clearly understood that we have no
connection whatsoever with any other cleaning es
tablishment and our ONLY Store is at 17 Elm Street,
Camden.

JIMMIE AND DICK
THE NOVELTY BOYS AND TROUPE
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
SATURDAY NIGHT. FEBRUARY 14
Cora Deane, and Willie and Lois Pierson, Beverly Ann and
Connie Jo. Guest stars Johnny Rise and Shine McRae and
Robert Cokley of Bangor, and also our own Carl Gray and
Bertha McIntosh at the piano.

12*13

BALDWIN’S
17 ELM ST.,

CAMDEN, ME.,

TEL. 2530
11-7-13
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Rather A Busy Man
Prof. Charles A. Holden In
Midst Of New Hampshire
Political Affairs
Charles A. Holden, professor em
eritus of Dartmouth College, who
qoends his Summers at Spruce Head,
has been figuring prominently in
the columns of New Hampshi-e
newspapers. He is a candidate fer
delegate at large to the Republicn
National Convention, pledged to
Gov. Dewey.
Referring to his activities in an
other direction, the Manchester
Union says:
"Election of Charles A Holden of
Hanover, professor emeritus of Dart
mouth College and for many yea-s
a prominent member of the State
legislature, as the new chairman
succeeding Alfred L. French, sec
retary of the New Hampshire Farm
Bureau Federation, featured a meet
ing of the New Hampshire Highway
Users Conference held at the head
quarters of the Farm Bureau.
"Prof. Holden was named1 as the
first chairman of the conference
when it was organized several years
ago. At the 1938 Constitutions!
Convention he was the sponsor ol
a proposal—subsequently ratified
overwhelmingly by the voters at the
polls—to dedicate ali highway user
revenues, by constitutional limita
tion, exclusively to highway pur
poses.”
Prof. Holden was first to file as
a delegate to the ilew Hampshir»
Constitutional Convention on Mev
12 as a member from Hanover. He
is a member of the New Hampshire
Safety Council and on its Emerg
ency Committee and a member of
the New Hampshire Board of Direc
tors of the American Automobile
Association. Between times he is
looking up information which he
will use If elected a member of the
New Hampshire 1949 Legislature.

Bowling Averages
Gatcombe Leads In 21 -String
Class: L. Drinkwater For
Eighteen Strings
Gatcombe heads the Star Aliev
eague bowlers ln the 21-string list
losely pushed by Robinson and
awry. L. Drinkwater has the verv
andsome average of 99.7 to herd
le 18-string bowlers, with W.
irinkwater and Machinen tied for
■cond place.
Here are the standings:
21 Strings
p T?
Avg.
1968
.......... 95.1
Gatcombe
1972
.......... 93.9
Robinson
1965
.......... 93.6
Lawry
1957
.......... 93.2
Curtis . ..
1945
..... 92.6
W Willis
1926
.......... 91.7
O’Dell
1908
........... 90.9
Genevicz
1874
........... 89.2
Alley .....
1869
.... . ..... 89.0
Roes
1840
............ 876
Lowell ....

WALDO

THEATRE

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Shows at

6.30 and 8.45
Matinees Saturday 2.30, 8unday
at 3.00 P. M.

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, FEB. 13
GENE KELLY,
maiue

“LIVING

McDon ald

In’a

BIG WAY”

with
Charles Winninger
Phyllis Thaxter, Spring Byington
SAT. NIGHT ONLY, FEB. 14
Two Full Length Features
GENE AUTRY
in

‘ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS’
Also on the Program

“Little Miss Broadway”
Saturday Afternoon: Gene Au
try Western; “The Sea Hound.”
Cartoon.
SUNDAY, MONDAY, FEB. 15-16

Katharine Hepburn
Paul Henreld
Robert Walker

“SONG OF LOVE”
TUES.-WED., FEB. 17-18
leanna Durbin

Donald O’Connor
John Dali

?harles Winninger

Margaret Wyeherly

“SOMETHING IN THE
WIND”

Athletic Banquet

SENATOR BISHOP'S SURPRISE
A surprise appearance in the Republican gubernatorial
contest is that of Neil S. Bishop, a State Senator from Sagada
hoc County, who finds more time for State affairs on his
hands, due to the recent destruction of his business plant.
Elsewhere in these columns will be found his ten-plank plat
form. which, he says, “contains no fancy sounding, hollowworded promises or pledges. Politicians are speculating as
to the probable effect of Bishop's entry, which is the third
from the First District—and will be the fourth if the genial
Max Pinansky tosses his hat into the ring.

WE’RE GETTING OUT OF LINE
The commodity market resumed its downward course
Tuesday after Monday’s rally had temporarily checked last
week's sensational plunge. And now the results are beginning
to make themselves felt in the comer grocery store, to the
delight of die hard-pressed housewife. At the same time the
stock market, w Inch has suffered less last week, and had come
back more quickly, has taken its biggest dip of the year. When
stocks plummet the average American is likely to shudder and
think of 1929. So now many are asking themselves nervously
whether the long-heralded recession may not be uoor us at
last. It could’ be. Yet it would be well to wait this one out a
little longer before jumping to conclusions. Certainly, a
comparison with 1929 is bound to be misleading At that time
prices had stayed practically stable over a period of seven
years; there had been a real estate boom and above all a specu
lative boom in securities.
This time ’here has been a war-induced price inflation
but no boom in stocks. Indeed, the market seems to have dis
counted a possible recession in advance. It would be unwise
to put too much emphasis on a decline which may be nothing
more than a sympathetic reaction to the break in the com
modity markets. Going back to the basic factors, we still
have the picture of an economy of full employment, near
capacity production and high anticipated demand. Only in
agriculture has there been a real change in supply prospects.
The drop in commodity prices is, therefore, understandable.
The degree to which it will be reflected in the cost-of-living
statistics will depend on the extent of the further drop, which
cannot be foreseen.
There has been a general awareness of dangers inherent
in the boom and a iear that a "readjustment" would be pain
ful The dangers lay not only in the inflationary price rises,
but in their unevenness. Prices were getting out cf line not
only with their previous levels but with each other. Sinc’e
agricultural prices were the farthest out of line, it should
hardly be a matter for concern if they are the first to drop.
—Herald Tribune.

Snowman ..................
Carsley ......................
Melvin .......................
Korhonen ..................
Anderson ..................
Wentworth ................
18 Strings
L. Drinkwater ...........
W. Drinkwater...........
Machinen ..................
Colby .........................
Cook .........................
Sleeper ......................

GRANGE BEYOND THE
BLUE”
with ROSCOE ATES
Also on the program

“JUNGLE FLIGHT”
Starring

Robert Lowery, Ann Savage
Saturday Afternoon:
Eddie
Dean Western, “The Sea Hound”
and Shorts.

'

Next Sunday-Monday:
Harvest”

“Wild

Avg.
99.7
97.9
97.9
93.4
92.6
92.0

P.?.
1795
1762
1763
1681
1666
1659

N. Drinkwater ............
Doak .........................
Anastasio ...................
B. Winslow .................
Danielson ...................
Bartlett ......................
Davis .........................
Taylor ........................
Brackett ....................
Richardson ...............
Bourne ......................
Bernstein ...................
Baum ........................
Hallowell ..................

91.9
185!
91.3
1643
90.2
1823
89.2
1605
891
1804
88.5
1533
88.3
1599
87.9
1582
87.6
1576
86.9
1564
86.7
15G9
86 6
1559
85 6 - 1540
84 7
1525
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In reply to your article in The
Rockland Lodge, E.P.O.E., will
hold an Old Timers- Night. Marcu Courier-Gazette I am proud and
16. with banquet and1 entertain happy to state that a patriotic order
'By Peter Sulides)
[ Referees, Karl and Simpson. Time ment. Following is a list of those “The Daughters of Ciivil War Vet
Waterville High, leading all the ! four 8s. ___________
who have been members 25 years or erans” Ruth Mayhew Tent, has un
dertaken to raise funds for a per
more:
way. wal.oped Rockland High 3(1 to '
.
1”
manent memorial marker to the
Thomas Anastasio.................... 1915 memory
27 Tuesday night. The Elm City
An AmaZUlP ruttl
Earle Barron. P.E.R.................... 1922 cent warsof our boys and girls cf re
Panthers jumped to an 11 to 5 first i
®
quarter lead and pulled ahead 21
Testimony in a recent drunken Fred C. Black .......................... 1921
We feel as you do that it is a dis
to 11 at the half.
driving hearing resulted in a story John E. Brown ....................... 1913 grace for our city to be without some
1923 outward mark of respect and ap
The superior height of the Wate -i about the most amazing fifth of Harold B. Burgess ......
Gilford B. Butler, P ER............ 1PCR preciation for what our boys and
vllle squad, their reserve strength '
jn
The man cha
and very accurate tosses proved the
, .
'
. D. P. Carry ................................ 1911 girls did for us and especially for
difference as the Panthers continued wlttl ** n“ ,lndcwe,®ther and ; Earl U. Chaples ....................... 1915 these who made the supreme sacri
to roll and lead 34 to 21 at the 'hUd i driving explained that there was Everett A. Davis, P.E.R............. la! 4 fice.
period Waterville'.- attack nevei ; on'Y one
al the party and that [. John A. Frcst, charter member 1305
We are looking forward to hav
Stalled' as thev ended on too 50 to 27 he personally poured six four-ounce Wm. J. Glendenning. Jr., P.E.R. 1923 ing a granite marker, placed in a
P Joseph. Harmon and gimpson passes of l^uor from the bottle. His John A. Golden ......................... 1920 most conspicuous spot where all
led the Waterville scoring with 12. wife supported his story as to the Harry W. Jarrett....................... 19’6 can look upon it with pride and
10 and 3 points, respectively.
capacity of the glasses as she bought E. K. Leighton ............................ 1909 wili be a symbol of love and devo
Murgita and Connellan led the them herself Later, information. Archille Marin ......................... 19'!9 tion to those who fought that wc
Tiger attack as the Rockland five came out that a considerable •E. B. McAllister. P.E.R., charter
might live on as a free people in a
member .................................. 1903 free Country.
®
'the £ “ the‘r '
A. C. MoLoon ............................ 1906
Attorney Harry E. Wilbur is cus
TiXv"it Lawrence HitfhtoXrX hafffull‘’queri^at’te Everett Munsey ....................... 1923 todian of funds, all donations to
Daniel Munro ......................... 1923 be sent to him. Several patriotic
aim mrn'ht
Oreen Front haven’t yet revealed Dr. Charles North .................... IS'13
field tonight.
any such fifth on sale there. One , Eugene O'Neil, charter member 1905 and fraternal organizations as well
Rockland (27)
p i wag centered it might have been a i Stewart E. Orbeton .................. IJ23 as clubs and Ind viduals have given
O.
fifth of a bucket the lad was talking Robert Packard ....................... '923 generously and a drive will be on
Connellan. If
4
about
rather than the standard ac- l Capt. H. J. Philbroox. PE R. . 1923 for more funds as soon as definite
Kaler. If ............... 0
plans can be made as to the loca
cepted measure.
•E. W. Pike. P.E.R.................... 1920 tion.
Murgita, rf ............ 6
*A.
P.
Richardson,
P.E.R
..........
1911
We sincerely hope all persons In
Proctor, rf.............. 0
L. M. Rokes .............................. 1923 terested (and who isn’t) will co
Hint, c ................. 0
S.
J.
Rokes
.............................
1923
operate with us Any suggestions
Holden, c .............. 0
A snappy quiz on Astronomy and i Harrison Sanborn., dentist,
or assistance will be gratefully re
Marsh, lg ............. 0
PER
.......................................
191«
Sea
Terms
featured
the
program
of
ceived.
Lina Carroil,
Bartlett, lg .......... 0
Ralph
Stone
............................
192?
the
Red
Jacket
meeting
Wednesday
Member of the Committee.
French, rg ............ 0
William
Sansom.
treasurer
...
1919
n
ght.
Bernard
Raynes
was
the
Holt, rg ................. 0
crewman who won the contest and J. N. Southard, secretory.......... 1916
Police of Bengal. India, are cred
27 he received additional points on his •Soffayer, Joseph, P E R............. 1920 ited with first using the finger point
Totals ................ 10
Blanchard Smith, charter mem
system of identification.
record as a result.
Waterville (501
There will be another First Aid , ber .......................................... 1906
The crowning of the Kippy Kar
course meeting Sunday afternoon. Frank Tibbetts.......................... 1907
Simpson, If .......... 3
George Wooster ..................... 1920 nival Queen takes place tomorrow
Upon
completion
of
the
course
sev

T Tabar, if .......... 1
(Saturdayi night at the Kippy Kar
eral able seamen will be eligible for •Robert Brewer. P. D. Deu.
P. M. Joseph, If.... 0
nival Ball at the High School gym.
• Honorary life members.
quartermaster
rank.
Mitchell, rf .......... 2
It la the high point of a great Kar
A Round-Robin basketball game
P. E. Joseph, rf..... 5
Read The Ccurier-Gazette
nival.—adv.
•
will be played on Feb. 36 with the
Harmon, c ............ 5
Augusta. Brunswick, Gardiner ships,
Stuart, e ............... 0
if present plans materialize.
Kershner, c .......... 0
P. Tabar, lg .......... 1
F. Bishop, lg .......... 0
Stanley, rg
Mrs. Josephine Finley, teacher ol
W. Joseph, rg........ 0
the Washington Village Grammar
School reports that the pupils at
12
Totals...................... 19
i that school saved1 money that other,
Referees, Wotton and Gay.
If you're counting pennies,
wise wbuld have been used for ice
four 8s.
and who Isn’t these days,
• • • •
cream and combined to make a very
you’ll find that they count
Junior Varsity
'satisfactory contribution to th?'
for more at A&P! That's
The Rockland) J. V.s, playing fine I March of Dimes Campaign to fignt
true every day ln the week,
too For we don’t wait until
ball and being seemingly the much [nfantile Paralysis in Knox County.
weekends or special occa
superior team early in the game, lei
A similar contribution was re
sion* to feature low prices
before the Waterville attack in the ceived from the Hodge School. Myr
tle Grierson, president.
last half and lost 38 to 29.
Rockland led 6 to 0 at the first
These contributions were made
period, trailed 14 to 13 at the half. Thursday to Chairman James Con
7b2w <£ow (psuc&A.!
Again the Tigers trailed 21 to 22 at nellan of the Knox County Commi'SILVERBKOOK
the third quarter, and Waterville tee. National Foundation for Infan
FRESH CREAMERY
LB
rolled in at the last period to drop tile Paralysis, and each was greatly
GOLD MEDAL
10 lb 95c
appieciated, both for the contribu
the Tigers 38 to 29
w PILLSBURY
5 LB BAG
tion and for the spirit in which it
Waterville J. V.s (38)
G.
F
P was given.
Dexter, If ..... . ...... 2
15
Bishop, If .............. 6
5
17
SOUTH THOMASTON
ALLSWtEl LB
Irish, If ............. .
2
1
5
Forget-me-not Chapter of the
or PARKAY PKG
Buckman, rf ........ 2
15 O. E. S„ meets Monday night,
Barrows, rf ............ 0
0
short business mealing at 7.30, fol
SHORTENING t1.bn41c^
Toulette, rf .......... 10
2 lowed by moving pictures shown by
Pomerleau, c ........ 2
0
4 Wilbur Senter. Refreshments served
____
NEW LOW PRICE
Haliday, c ............. o
0
0
SUGAR, 5 lb bae 44c: 10 lb baa- 87c
SAibner, 1? .......... 0
0
3)
CRISCO or SPRY.
1 lb tin 43c
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
T. Joseph, lg ....
_
3 lb tin 1.26
few
Delaivore, rg
FAMILY FLOUR. Sunnvfield.
USED Electrolux VaoUum Cleaner for
P. Maroon, rg
_. ___&
bag 41c: 10 lb bag 79c
sale
Perfect condition. Factory re

The Sea Scouts

97’tf

RADIATOR SERVICE

8
15
Rockland J. V.s (29)
G
F
Deshon, If............... 0
4
Paul, If .............
0 0
Smith, rf .............
3 S
Johnson, rf ............ 1
0
Foote, c ................... 4
1
Pease, lg ................. 0
1
Gustin, rg .............. 1
2
Robarts, rg .............. C
0
Stevens, rg .............. 0
0

Totals

Totals ................. S

11

conditioned Price reasonable. LEWIS
E DYER phone 112. Rockland or write
care of CASSENS, 168 Camden St.

13-17

K-E-E-P COOL

29

PROMPT DELIVERY

Fireproof Garage Co.
7-tf

WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND
TEL 889

13-19

lb28c

dexo

1.19

PASTRY FLOUR. Sunnvfield.
5 lb baar 41c; 10 lb bav 79c
SEEDLESS
GRAPEF’T SIZE
S
80’s 5
MAINE
APPLES CORTLAND
PEARS D’ANJOU
0
FIRM SOLID
CABBAGE
HEADS
P.E. I. TURNIPS

mahj^a>u/itoe
MHN F. CAIN CO.. DiitrttMrtar'. Cambridle, Naw.

STEAKS PORTERHOUSE
oi SIRLOIN
RIB ROAST
LAMB FORES A
PRICE
HAMBURG LEAN-ONE
CONE QUALITY'

* * '■

February 14th

FOR

LBS
LBS

4

lb

LB

LB

75‘
65c

11

49c

z

TENDERLOIN of the sea
Swordfish POUND 75e
FANCY DEEP SEA
Haddock Filletslb43c

CHED-O-IIT

•

2llo'aF

A&P COFFEES

8 O’CLOCK
RED CIRCLE

BOKAR

2

•

1 LB 1
BAGS

2 B^I I
2

'baLgBs

99'

DATED
DONUTS
Plam# Sugared
Gnnamon or Comb
DOZ

I

15‘

HOT CROSS

BUNSo?«25e

Select His Gift From This List of Favorites
ARROW SHIRTS

PARIS BELTS

ARROW TIES

PARIS GARTERS

IIICKOK ACCESSORIES

INTERWOVEN SOX

JANE
PARKER

IB?
All prices subject to market changes and effective at ah
AtP Self-Service Stores In

KAYWOOD1E PIPES
MARXMAN PIPES

BERWIND’S

EVANS UGHTERS

NEW RIVER
COAL

BUXTON BILLFOLDS

HICKOK BELTS

BUXTON KEY CASES

IIICKOK SUSPENDERS

TOBACCO POUCHES

Our Tailor Shop At Your Service

Don't wail for molor-overheat to
warn you your Radiator needs Serv
icing! By that time some damage
is done—or there wuuldn't be ex
cess heat!
Our moderate charge
for Radiator Cleaning and minor
Repairs is an investment in Motor
Safety!

Telephone 487

1

Valentines^Day

KF.Y CHAINS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

b

GOOD as I* i«

COLLAR CLASPS

FURNACE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

38

89c
49c

BUTTER
FLOUR
PURE LARD
MARGARINE

JofL Qualify. VYl&aliJ

TIE CLASPS

NEARLY ALL LUMPS—FOR YOUR

WHEN PENNIES
COUNT*

The March Of Dimes

Sidney L Cullen

COAL
PRIfF
REDUCTION Now $15 Tp
BOILER

By the Kennebec Outfit

AIL WORK GUARANTEED

SOFT

STOVE

Rockland Lodge Of Elks Will To Captain Spear’s Letter
Concerning Rockland’s Lack
Have Banquet and
Our Varsity Team and J. V.s Were Trimmed
Of War Memorial
Entertainment

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

TEL. 907 or 770

Mrs. Carroll Replies

OH Timers’Night

itn u in

SAT. NIGHT ONLY, FEB. 21
Two Full Length Features
EDDIE DEAN' in

1862
1772
1769
1759
1 744
1708

Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold
its first annual athletic banouet
next Wednesday at the local Elks
Home.
Guests of honor will Include some
60 Rockland High School athletes
and coaches, and local noted ath
letic officials.
Speakers for the evening will be:
Adam P Walsh, football coach;
Malcolm Morrill, athletic director:
and Jack McGee, track coach, all
ol Bowdoin College.
Motion pic
tures of last season's football
games in Maine will accompany
the princ pal speaker, Adam P
Walsh.
James Connellan will be
toastmaster for the evening.
The student guests will be:
Earle Bartlett. Thomas Bell. Rus
sell Connon, Donald French. Leon
ard Galiano, John Joseph, Royce
Lunt, Sebastian Luizza, Philip Magitz, Donald Marsh, Wesley Mar
tin. R chard Senter, Peter Sulides,
Andrew Weymouth, Charles Perry,
Alton Bartlett, John Benson. JameConnellan. Chester Emery, Charles
Foote. Charles Heino, David Hol
den, Harry Johnson,
Richard
Kaler. Richard McIntosh, Do
minick Murgita, Kenneth Nelson.
Jack Northgraves.
R chard Pease, Gilman Ramsdell,
Ronald Thurston. Wm. Wood, Ster
ling Alden, John Blackman, Thomas
Ch sholm, Deane Deshon, Dino
Galiano, Tony Gustin, Wesley Hoch.
Mark Holt, Donald Joseph, William
Paul, Milton Proctor, Walter Smith,
John Stevens Bruce Stratton, Ro
land Ware, Bradford Sleeper, Rich
ard Baum. Donald Anderson. Erwin
Chase, Donald A. Johnson, William
McLain. Richard Roberts.

WALLOPED BY WATERVILLE

-r

j i,1 11

with

Fay Bainter, Henry Hull

88.7
84.4
84.2
83.8
83 0
81.3

ISLAND CREEK

Ida Lupino, Dane Clark
Wayne Morris

“DEEP VALLEY”

Is Branching Out

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Maine Coast Craftsmen Have
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
New Branch In Belfast
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier
—Others Coming
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1856 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Tiie
Maine
Coast Craftsmen, re
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
ports 11 members of the new Belfast
Subscriptions $4.00 per year, payable ln advance; single copies five cents.
branch. Plans are also being made
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
in the Wiscasset-Damariscotta area
to form a second Maine Coast
[EDITORIAL]
Craftsmen’s branch there.
Tuesday was a busy day for the
“REMEMBER THE MAINE!”
members of the 'Maine Coast
Craftsmen, with their Handcraft
Fifty years ago next Sunday the battleship Maine was
Exhibit at Rockland from 2 p. m„
blown up in Havana, and it served as a prelude to the Spanishto 9 p. m„ and the regular meeting
American War. A destroyer and three submarines will be
held at the studio of President Car
roll Berry, Rockport, in the eve
sent to Cuba for participation in the anniversary exercises.
ning.
The cause of the blast, which was responsible for the loss of
Highlight of the evening meeting
260 lives was never determined, although many montlis were
was the stimulating talk on De
spent in the investigation. To many older citizens who can
sign" by Elliot Beveridge, illustra
ted by many pictures, which were
recall the Maine’s sinking as though it were an event of yes
thrown on the screen by the use
terday, it it difficult to believe that a half century h?s ensued.
of a projectoscope. Beveridge gnve
But many more half centuries will have passed before the
a most comprehensive talk on the
American people cease to “Remember the Maine."
connection between design in na
ture and the design in pictures and
handicraft work, with special ref
erence to dynamic symmetry.
CAN YOU ANSWER THEM?
A vote of thanks was given to
Three questions of the sixty-four dollar vintage have been
Barbara Richards, chairman, and
hurled by 30 House Republicans to Secretary of State Mar
members of her committee tor the
excellent "Maine Coast Crafts
shall. and nobody will envy the Secretary the task of answ er
men's Bulletin.’ first edition of
ing them. The Congressmen asked these questions:
which has just been issued. Among
1. What is the United States peipared to do to help back
the information in this bulletin is
up U. N. decision on Palestine?
a list of members, with their ad
dresses and description of their
2. Is it true that Great Britain is permitting arms to be
handicraft products. Other fea
shipped to the Arab nations? If so, do such shipments inter
tures include a “Swopper’s Column.”
fere with carrying out the U. N. decision on Palestine?
lists of craft magazines, of sources
of handicraft and art supplies, of
3. Do the activities of the Arab nation opposing the
gift shops and buvers interested in
U. N. decision endanger international peace and recurity?
Maine handicrafts and informa
tion about the handicraft classes
new being taught open to outsiders
A MAMMOTH TULIP SHOW
as well as members of the M.C.C.
Committees for the Handicraft
Helping us to forget the rigors of Winter through which
j Show to be held Aug. 9. through 15
we are now passing, the Massachusetts Agricultural Society
1 at the Boat Bam, Rockport were
will hold its 77th New England Spring Flower Show in the
announced as follows: Chairman.
Howard Jones. Rockport. Display.
Mechanics Building, Boston. Chief of the attractions will be
Alvce Passmore, chairman, Camden,
a mammoth display of many thousands of tulips. These are
Eleanore Jones, Carroll and Janet
now being brought into blossom in various greenhouses and
Berrv, Rockport: Publicity. Bettv
Fox well, Camden, Frank Hamate.
they will be staged in Grand Hall to present "Tulip Time."
Stockton
Springs. Sandy Adams;
The great floor of the hall will be filled with fields of the
Hostesses. Mrs. Grace T«owe. chair
tulips, living sheets of flaming color. At the upper end will
man.
be a Dutch Village, complete with a canal, windmills and
Dutch houses. The canal will flow down tlirough a lock and,
passing under two bridges, will make its way through the
tulip fields. At the lower end of the hall will be a Dutch
Rockland Lodge Of Elks All
Flower Market. Flowering apple, peach and cherry trees
Set To Give the Boys
will add to the beauty.
--------------a Good Time

THURS.-FRJ., FEB. 19-20
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AND PLENTY OF IT
DOMESTIC RUN OF MINE

z IDEAL FOR ALL HAND FIRED FURNACES
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

Rockland & Rockport Ume Co., Inc.
A Modern Store For Men and Boys

TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W
10-13
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING EVENTS
Feb, 13—World Day of Prayer Service
Feb. 13 -Kippy Kamivai.
Feb. 14—Klppy Kamvial Ball.
Feb. 14—Valentine Dance, at Camden
Opera House.
Feb. 20 Women’s Educational Club
meeting at Congregational vestry; 3
to 8.30 p. m.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday, (ob
served the 23d)
Feb 22 Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring DD.,
Bishop of Maine, will visit St. Peter’s
Idf and St. John’s Parish
1 *Feb, 23 - Quarterly Meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Baptist Church
Warren.
April 1-2—Republican State conven
tion In Portland.
April 1-3—Annual Carnival of Rock
port High School
April 2-3— Democratic State Convention.
May 3- Annual P.T.A. Ball at Com
munity Building.

Alfred L. Greenlaw and four other
Legionnaires of Glen Martin and
Baltimore. Maryland have gone to
Colorado for two weeks’ skiing.

The Quiet Hour Lenten services,
started by Dr. Lowe 14.years ago.
midweek evenings in theUniversal.
ist vestry will be continued during
the present Lenten season by be
ginning with Tue sday evening Feb.
17. The hour is 7,30. The services
are definitely devotional in char
acter and nonsectarion in spirit.
They feature the singing of famil
iar hymns, short scripture readings,
inspiring poetry, silent meditation
and a 20 minute devotional talk by
the minister. The purpose in mind
is the deepening of our religious
life. The subject for Dr. Lowe's talk
the first evening will be: Tlie Yoke
That Is Easy.

Bulletin: Representative Margar
et Chase Smith fractured one of
her arms in an automobile acci
dent in Bangor this morn ng, but
with the limb in splints is keeping
her engagement this noon with
• the local service clubs.

During the school vacation the
Junior High School students will
have possession of tlie Community
Building gymnasium from 930 a.
hi., to 12 noon for basketball prac
tice and classes. High School stu
dents, only will take charge from 1
Jack Dodge of the Knox County p. m., to 4 p. m. The pingoong
Plying School at the Municipal room will be open all of the week.
Airport states that private flying
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
courses are still open to all veterans.
Recent statements by President Tru Monday night. Supper will be
man have led some to believe that omitted and a social hour, with re
the course will end shortly as he freshments will be held after the
has asked Congress to take G.I. meeting, with a program appropri
Flight Training from the approved ate to Washington’s Birthday, Ada
list. Dodge points out that the au Payson in charge of refreshments.
thority for the courses remains ef Birthdays will be much in evidence
fective at least until the end of the as many of the members as well as
government fiscal year on June 30 "George” were born in February
and will go beyond if Congress does Each member Ls entitled to invite
■hot see fit to order discontinuance one guest. Beano will be enjoyed.
Was asked by the President. New Members are requested to meet as
courses are now being opened and early as 7 o’clock and take prizes.
classes formed which will permit a Each member on the “Memorial
G.I to complete flight training for Marker Fund” is urged to report on
a private license at least bfore the one or more pledges or money re
ceived
deadline.
Gov. Hildreth has renominated
Tlie Three Wild Men will be Leo
Strout, Clyde Teel and Carl Wooster. Marianne C. Bullard of Rockland
Max ne Rogers has been added to as a member of the State Board of
the famous Charmynn Sisters and Barbers and Hairdressers.
Ray Johnson has been added to the
BORN (
all-star cast of the Barnyard
Hanson—At Knox Hospital. Feb. .9. to
Roundup,’ at Kippy Kamivai.
Mr. anti Mrs Richard C Hanson, a

p

The services for the World Day
>f Prayer will be held in the Tower
Room of the Community Building
at 1.30 tonight. The program will
be centered around The Lord’s
Prayer. Hymns will be sung be
tween the speakers by a selected
choir of twenty voices, directed by
Mrs. Richard Spring and Mrs. Ly
dia Storer will give a solo rendeiing
of The Lord’s Prayer. All Interested
persons are cordially Invited to at
tend.
Merle Dobbins, former State Po
rtice Trooper, is attending the Na
tional Sportmens Show in New
York.
Mrs. Maurice Hatcheons a teach
er in the Dyke School at Bath, vis
ited the schools of Rockland Mon
day.

Closing out the remainder of our
Fail Coats and Dresses at One-heif
the regular price. Alfredfl Perrv.
7 limerock St., Rockland..
13-14
Visit Lucien X.. Green & Sons,
second noor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
IbCoats and doth Coats at moderate
F prices.
lOtf

WANTED

UNFURNISHED HOUSE
Of Five or Six Rooms
Central Location

GF PARLIN
At F. W. Woolworth's Store
_____________________

l.

w. McCartney

^PLUMBING AND HEATING

he kind of work you swear by, and
not at.”
156 NEW COUNTY RD. ROCKLAND
TKL. 1363-J
12-17
SINCE 1855

Glidden Memorials
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
TEL. 73. THOMASTON

6t-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main 'Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

daughter—Virginia Ollchrest
Shaw—At Vlnal Maternity Home.
Feb 13. to Mr and Mrs Joseph A
Shaw, a son.
Laird—At Vinal Maternity Home. Feb.
10. to Mr. and Mis. James W Laird, a
son—Frederick Walter.

MARRIED
WinrhenbatiKh-Walker—At Rockland.
Feb. 5. Conrad M. Winchenbaugh and
Mary Elizabeth Walker, both of Rock
land—by Rev Heiman R. Wlnchen
baugh.

DIED
DaggetU—At Portland. Feb 11, Mrs
Elizabeth Mae Daggett, age 69 years. 8
months, 14 days. Funeral Friday at 2
p. m. at Burpee Funeral Home. Rev J
Charles MacDonald officiating.
En
' tombment in Sea View cemetery.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Rose F Mar
shall. who passed away on Feb. 14. 1942.
Daughters and granddaughters
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my husband.
Capt Blancha: d T. Orne, who passed
away Feb. 14. 1931.
A token cf love and remembrance
Of one we shall never forget
His memory to us is a treasure
His loss a lifetime regret.
Wife and Daughter.
IN MEMORIAM
Of our dear mother. Mrs. Carrie
Barter Miller, who passed away Feb. 15
1946
You are not forgotten, loved one
Nor will you ever be
;
As long as life and memory last
We will remember thee
Sadly missed by her children, Ed
wina Schoen. Wesley Barter. Olietta
Milliken, Eugene Larrabee.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my brother.
George W Ludwig Jr . who passed away
February 13. 1922
He sleeps in God’s beautiful garden
Sheltered from sorrow and pain
And when life's Journey is ended
We hope to meet him again.
Mrs. William T. Smith,
i ThomAston.
i3*it

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to exp. ess our sincere ap
predation to friends and relatives for
their kind expressions of sympathy
during our recent bereavement.
13*lt
John Caven and family.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends for their
gifts, cards and thoughtfulness, dur
ing my stay at the Maine General HosI pital. also the lovely basket of fruit
from the neighbors at Spruce Head
Harold H. Waldron.
CARD OF THANKS
Tlie remembrances from various or
ganizations in Warren, and cards and
gifts from Warren and Union friends
have been a source of cheer to me dur
ing my illness. To all I extend thanks,
and much appreciation
Alvah Simmons,
Winthrop.

Citizens Interested
In the Work Of the Recrea
tional Advisory Board

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hewett will
arrive tomorrow for a week-end visit
with Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Lud
The Recreational Advisory Board wick.
of the City of Rockland met Wed
Senior Girl Scouts meet Monday
nesday night with the heads and night.
First aid classes start and
members of various recreational it Ls imperative that all girls be
groups and clubs and organizations present.
in the city. The object of the meet
The State Department of Health
ing was the co-ordination of recre of Welfare, Bureau of Health, will
ational activities in the commiyiity sponsor a school of owners and em
to prevent any duplication of effort. ployes of public eating and drink
Cliairmun Horatio Cowan of the ing establishments from 9 a. m.
Recreational Board
points out to 3.40 p. m., on Feb. 18, at Legion
Hall, Llmerock street.
that his board does not desire to
take over the activities or the
Lewis A. Wallser, local agent for
funds of any group; in fact has not the Northwestern Mutual Life In
the right to do so. The board’s surance Company was among the
object is to assist in every way the agents qualifying for the National
work of recreational committees oi Quality Award, of the Million Dol
all organizations to obtain a bet lar Round Table of the National
ter over all program in the city.
Association of Life Underwriters
Representatives of practically Maine agents produced over 5 1-2
every group in the city were present millions in 1947.
and sjx)ke on their especial pro
jects.
Mrs. Burton L. Preston Execu
Cowan states that club projects tive director cf The Pine Tree So
may be brought to the group which ciety for Crippled Children has ap
he heads for the purpose of ob pointed Miss Bessie L. Bowe is,
taining city assistance in such Camden Knox County Chairman
i cases where funds or labor can be for the Easter Seal Sale. The re
l provided.
turns from this sale are for the
Principal Robert Ciunie of the maintenance of The Pine Tree
High School commented on the in Camp and Hyde Memorial Home
tense interest shown by Rockland Mrs. Frank Carsley is chairman
l>eople in the establishment of rec for Rockland. The other chairmen
reational activities for the childrer will be announced'.
Every citizen
and recommended a co-ordinated of Knox County is asked to co-op
recreational program in the city erate in the sale so that returns
with all clubs and organizations may be doubled to carry on the
joining in the effort with the Rec present program and to maintain
reational Advisory Board
the Camp and Convalescent Home.
Coach Ken McDougal of the
Mrs. Fulton Leverman, adviser
High School suggested the estab
lishing of church and school bas from the National Staff of Girl
ketball leagues in the Community Scouts, .will be in Rockland Wednes 
Building such as are now in oper day and Thursday of next week.
ation in several other citys in the Girl Scout workers In surrounding
State, lie offered assistance and communities aie cordially invited ’o
suggested that High School athletes attend all meetings and a more de
could assist in training the younger tailed schedule will appear in Tues
players as thp leagues were formed. day’s Courier-Gazette.

George R Perry/wlio operates
.the George R. Perry Monument
Co in Bath has bought the prop
erty and good will of the Rockland
Marble and Granite work? on Lind
sey street. Mr. Perry will retain the
J firm name, well and favorably
: known for many years past, and
will j-eopen the plant on March 1.
with his son. George R Perry. Jr.,
in charge. With the coming of
I warmer weather Mr. Perry plans
remodelling and improvements |ni eluding a modern display room.

MAIN ST.,

TEL. 7<W
ROCKLAND, ME.

64-tf

.

This is Friday tlie 13th and is also
the big day of Kippy Karnival,
major social activity of Rockland
High and Junior High. All tlie
Courier-Oazette carrier boys are
properly active in school affairs.
These three circumstances may
conspire to cause delay In the ds"very of some Couriers today. Cus
tomers are urged to be understand
ing. The situation is complicated
with three routes being victims of
lag’ipoe with substitute carriers or
mail serving.

Harold Gardner of this City L a
patient at the Camden Community
Hospital as a result of being struck
by an automobile, sustaining a dis
located collar bone and shoulder.

Pinkham’s Mileage

Rockland. Feb. 6.
Says He Has Driven His Car
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tlie announcement of the pro
a Million Miles In the
posed Community Recreation Plan
Past 30 Years
should be, of paramount Interest
to every parent in Rockland. With a i Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
total school enrollment of 1600 pu
Having just returned from three
pils it would seem that the pro- week's
business trip through New
motors of the project, are assured !j York
I have Just completed
of a small annual income at least. | read ngState,
The Courier-Gazettes which
With a High School membership were printed
while I was away.
fee of $2. this sum $1,600 will be In.
I find I have an answer from Mr
creased $675. or over 407? of that j Lathrop
of South Hope, to the item
amount, if this includes as stated,
In the Dec. 16 issue. He states
all pupils attending public High i Ihehad
bought two cars In the South.
Schools, for our local High School
I am very lntrested In know
buildings houses the seventh and What
is about how many miles Mr.
eighth grades, or Junior High pu ing,
lothrop has driven.
pils.
i Public documents show that the
If this means only High School ' average motor st drives approxi
students in a narrower sense, then mately 10.000 miles a year. This
our older boys and girls will contri being the case it would seem Mr.
bute a sum of $850 annually to the Iathrcp has driven some less than
project. The enrollment of the Jun half million miles in his 42 years of
ior High as printed in The Courier- driving. How I arrived at my milGazette last Fall is 248, and that I lien miles of driving is that I drive
of the Senior High is 427.
I approximately 35.000 miles a year
This indicates that grade school I and driving my 30 years of driving
pupils will pay $934 for what will at 35,000 miles a year, this would
cost the High School pupils, an al- be some over a million miles which
na ; equal sum! Junior High will would take the average motorist
contribute either $250 or $500 as about 100 years to drive. Would be
the case may be
! very pleased to hear from Mr.
With the long day at the High Iathrop regarding the number of
School, 6 3-4 hours, and the Com miles he deems he has driven dur
munity project at best available, for ing his long period of driving
only one-half hour week days, at
Ray Pinkham.
noon, the only time it could be
used by the High School pupils, is
in conjunction with other members.
Only those pupils who live near
the building, or eat at school would
EVERY
use the noon privilege and then
tardiness would automatically in
SATURDAY NIGHT
crease. at the High School
AT
There would be no need, under
our present regime, of opening tlie
WASHINGTON
building before 3.30 in the after
KNOWN AS
noon, but with a one session day at
LIGHT'S PAVILION
the High School, our teen-agers
could get a chance from 1.30 to 3.30
ROUTE 220
for two hours of undisputed facili These dances were previously
ties instituted originally for their
held every Thursday night.
benefit.
77-78 79-F-tf
Unless our P. T. A., and the

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NITE

Watts Hall, Thomaston
Wayne Drinkwater’s
Orchestra
Sponsored By
Williams-Brazier Post, No. 37
American Legion
Dancing 9.00 to 12.00
Admission 58c plus tax
11-F-tf

WORKERS FOR THE

INFANTILE PARALYSIS FUND

Special Attention Given To
Out of Town Shoppers

NEWBERT’S RESTAURANT

Complete Modern Service
Equipment

Infantile Paralysis Benefit Ball

To Work On Details For the

PRICES

” Market ■
745Main,Sv.

Tel 17

Rockland Me.

PINK GRAPEFRUIT, 4 for 25c

BACON

We—with a record of 65 years’ service—know that
it is necessary to have permanent foundations
under all cemetery work

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

TEL8. 390—1174-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175

Ambulance Service

9-F-tf
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POUND

LAMBS
SLICED

OLEO,
LARD,

SHORT SHANK
SUGAR CURED
LEAN

EGGS.

LB.

POUND
REGULARS

POUND

MAYFLOWER
ALLSWEET
ARMOUR S
PURE
LARGE SIZE
NATIVE

lb.

39c

lb.

26c

doz.

63c

Many Other Lower Prices at our Meat Counters.
Come In!
2 tins 35c
FRESH

delicious, try—

ONE PIE, sliced1
APPLES, tin
A COMPLETE MEAL

LARGE PACKAGE CRAX.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25c

HYDE PARK FANCY COOKIES, pkg. 41c
KRISPY CRACKERS, .... 2 lb pkg 45c

or

Spaghetti
3 pkgs 23c

One Pie
Squash

Grapefruit
Juice

Jeans 31c

3 cans 27c

PACKAGE FIGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 23c

33‘

Shell Beans....... 2 tins 25c
DAILY
String Beans .... 3 tins 25c
Libby Baby Food, 3 jars 25c SMOKED SHAD, golden brown........ lb. 39c
Kleenex.......... 2 pkgs. 33c
ALEWIVES, St. John.................. 2 for 25c
Necco Canada Mints .. lb 29c
Eat More Fruit and Vegetables for Winter Energy
If you want something truly

Dreft, Ige pkg 37c. Silver Dust, with wash cloth 37c

BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

Village Cemeteries demand permanent foundations
for perpetual care

MACHINE
SLICED

LIVER
FRANKFORTS

In Syrup Ready To Use

Macaroni

City Cemeteries insist on foundations

ICE CREAM

NEW LOW

AT

SPAWN

FOULD’S

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

SEAL TEST

Cleaned ready for the kettle.

7-F-tf

1948

NOW SERVING

The Perry Markets Pass On To You Immediately Any Savings That Can Be Ma--.
In Our Wholesale Buying.

SPINACH,

Tangerines, doz 31c. Juice Oranges, Ige. doz 31c

'

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland. Ma.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m, Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday,
“hone 590-M, City.
lOtf

All Committee Members and Workers Are Asked To Attend

Special Services

(65 years of service)

The Rockland’ Dodges have a bet.
ter team than their present record
shows. The team is in its worst
slump of the season. Johnny Karl,
one of the Dodges’ star guards, is out
ior the rest of the season with a
| sprained! back. Bob Kinchner has
i left the squad.
Georgle Whittier, 6 ft. 5 in. center
] can’t seem to hit the basket of late
with very little scaring in the past
feur games. Against Waldoboro he
sank six baskets, for 12 points, the
best he's done in the team's present
condition. John Duff, although not
a terrific scoring punch, has been
sinking baskets from way out to
keep his team In the game.
Flint and Allen, two of the Dodges'
tops, have been off, missing the
shots they usually make. The team
has four more hard games to play
—Belfast, Gardiner, Bath and Rich
mond. Rockland's record to date is
9 and 7.
U. S. Rubber Footwear for Spring,
good supply. Quality Shoe Shop,
310 Main St.—adv.

DANCE

DEL MONTE

32 Years’ Practical Experience

Remain To Be Played By the
Dodges, With Team In a
Slump

EAT BETTER FOR LESS—SHOP AT PERRY’S

AT 8.00 O’CLOC K AT

Film Rental Library
All Types Projectors For Rent
Sound and Silent, 8 mm. and
16 nim.
Inter Office Communication
Recording Studio
Musical Instrument Repair
Vacuum Cleaner Service
Wallpaper Steamer Rental
Electrical Appliance Repair

Four Hard Games

8.30 p. M.

Admission 35c and 5flc, tax incl.
3-F-tf

24-Hour Service in Most Cases

Tubes, Parts and Batteries

Three

South Cushing Grange Hall

FRIDAY NIGHT (TONIGHT)

Why we insist on foundations under all corner stones
markers and monuments

BURPEE
Funeral Home

The Recreation Plan

ARE requested to meet

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

PHONE 701

Announcement was made this
morning by Malcolm E. Stoddard
director of Federal -.eterans affairs
in the State, that the Veteran?Administration office in Rockland
will close Feb 27.
A spokesman for Mr. Stodda-i
Philip e. Hayes of the contact di
vision at Togus. stated that a rep
resentative of the service will be
in Rockland one full day each week
to rare for the ne?Js of te veter
ans and will work closely with serv
ice officers of the veteran’s organi
zations.
Mr. Hayes also stated that should
the State Office of Veterans’ Af
fairs take over the local office in the
Community Building, which Is now
rumored, the Veterans’ Admlnistraton man will undoubtedly be
located there on his weekly visit.
philip h Newbert. State veterans’
affairs officer in this area has
shared the Veterans’ Administration
office for some time and will con
tinue to be available for service to
veterans although the location of
his office after the 27th has not yet
been settled.

Free Pickup and Delivery On All
Radio Service in Rpckland

Remember Your Loved Ones With ‘A Fitting Tribute’
In An Everlasting
MEMORIAL
All Memorials and Work
Guaranteed

1883

Page

School board insist on adequate
time for recreation aren’t our High
Schoolers sharing too much of the
financial load of the program?
Marion Mac G. Springer

The Veterans’ Administration Draws Comment From the
Mother Of a School
Terminates Its Affairs Here,
Pupil
Except For Weekly Visits

The Music Box
The Maine Music Co.

WARREN. MAINE
TELEPHONE 8-5

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

Office Will Close

lame Rock Valley Pomona Grange
meets Saturday al Penobscot View
Grange Hall at Glen Cove at 2 p.
DANCE
m. There will be a children's pro
gram in the evening, also plctu es EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
will be shown.

The Rockland Wholesale Grocery
Company took the Thomaston
Lion's Club into Camp Thursday
night bv 102 pins. Taylor was high
with 316 and 119. Ed Elliot was hi;h
for the Lions with 283 and high
single 102. A return match witn a
fine total will be roiled in the near
Nathan Berliawsky and Harrv F. future.
Mayo have le’t for a trip to Mexico
A special feature to be noted at
in Mr Berliawsky's car. Mr. Ber
liawsky has been spending several Kippy Karnival is the hands nre
new
back drop, executed by talented
weeks in Boston and New York.
Greta Nelson under supervision of
When In Portl^d buy your copy Beverly Merchant, now’ of Gorham
of The Courier-Gazette at the Hotel State Teacher's College.
Eastland news stand.
13*23
The crowning of the Kippy Kar
nival Queen takes place tomorrow
(Saturday) night at the Kippy Karn val Bal! at the High School gym.
It is the high point of a great Kar
nival.—adv.

CHESTER E. BROOKS

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCI
SERVICE

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Ludwick of
Befast have returned from a trip
to Bermuda.

BEANS and FRANKS
JUST HEAT
AND SERVE

tin 19c

FOR AFTER SCHOOL LUNCH

PEANUT
BUTTER

16 oz. Jar

Buffalo Brand—Top Quality.

BUY SEVERAL JARS TODAY

CABBAGE
BANANAS
ORANGES

NEW CROP
SOLID HEADS

lb.

gc

GOLDEN
RIPE

lb.

ye

doz.

39c

GOOD ou,.-'
JUICY FLORIDA

STRAWBERRIES—frosted........ lb. box 47c

LOWER EVERYDAY PRICES!
SWEET POTATOES............. 2 Ige tins 29c
BAKED BEANS....................... 3 tins 25c
PEACHES in Syrup............... 2 Ige tins 49c
CORNED BEEF HASH Silver Skillet 16 oz tn 29c

APRICOT or PEACH
PRESERVES
16 oz. Jar
LUU

OOp PRUNES -- 2,b25c

Bessy Grape Jelly . 2 jars 29c CRISCO, lib.tin43c; 3lb.tin$1.25

Fancy Short Shank Smoked
Shoulders.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

KIDD’S

lb. 49c

Fancy Fowl.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb 47c
Pot Roast lb 49c. Rib Lamb Chops lb 39c

Hamburg.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb 49c
Home Made Sausage.. .. .. .. ..

. lb 59c

___________

MARSHMALLOW
CREME
2 Jars 25c

CHOCOLATES
Fancy Bulk
Assortment

lb. 29c

Evaporated Milk—Libby’s . ........ 3 tins
Ajax Cleaner................. ........ 2 tins
Rolled Oats................... ... 20 oz pkg
Baxter’s Diced Potatoes ... ........ 2 tins
Palmolive Soap............... . 2 reg. cakes
Red Salmon................... ...... tall tin

39c
21c
10c
He
21c
59c

THE PERRY MARKETS

Page
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Portland.
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock
Mrs.
Marion
McCluskey
was
in

Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess, ac
2d of Friendship were Sunday
stalled
worthy
matron
of
Ivy
Chap

companied by Mrs. Fred Bell of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Windham, and Arthur Burgess ol ter, O. E. S„ Tuesday night at in Overlock and Mrs. Isa Teague.
Topsfield, Mass., were in Belfast stallation ceremonies, guests at
Meeting Saturday at Glover Hall
Sunday to attend the funeral of which were members of St. George the Town Budget Committee made
Lodge, F. A. M.„ their wives and recommendations for insertion in
Mrs. Mabel Cobb.
The Senior Class of Waldobboro guests invited by members ol the the Town warrant to be acted on
High School is holding rehearsals chapter individually.
at the annual town meeting to be
Other officers seated were, El held March 1. Total amount rec
for a play to be presented March
bert
Starrett,
worthy
patron;
Mrs.
12. The title “Second Childhood"
ommended to be raised this year,
includes in its cast Cedric Achorn. Mildred White, associate matron amounts to $52,930, and is divided
Muriel Heyer, Doris Ievensaler, Mrs. Laura Starrett, secretary; as follows: Conunen schools, $11,Ruth Chase, David Marshall, Nancy Mrs. Edna White, treasurer; Mrs 800; High School, $6,709; repairs
Miller, Geraldine Levensaler. Helen Ada Spear, conductress; Mrs. Fan on school buildings, $250; school
Ralph, Geraldine Cole. John Cast- nie Juura, associate conductress; house Insurance, $155; for other
Mrs. Lina Smith, marshal Mrs. insurance. $2,500; roads and bridges
ner and Ronald Witham.
The Missionary Society of the Virginia Teague, organist; Mrs. $5,000 sidewalks. $200; snow re
Baptist Church met Friday with Janet Wiley. Adah; Mrs. Mildred moval. $4,000; snow fence, $200;
Mrs. Thomas Stenger. It was a Gammon, Ruth; Mi's. Carrie Smith, for construction of state aid road,
program meeting and 11 were Esther; Mrs. Marion Lermond, $900; maintainance of state and
present. The society and the La Martha; Mrs. Esther Starrett, state aid roads, $1,300; officers’ sal
dies’ Circle will hold a food sale Electa; Mrs. Gertrude Starrett. aries, $3,200; support of poor, vet
warder Andrew Juura, sentinel.
erans relief, and aid to dependent
Feb 20 at Crowell’s store.
The associate patron elect, and mothers, $2,000; street lights, $725;
Sue Genther. daughter cf Mr and
hydrants, $600: public health
the
chaplain,
appointed,
not
pres

Mrs. Fred Genthner is a patient at
ent for instllation, will be inducted nurse, $150; public library. $303; E.
Miles Memorial Hospital.
A. Starrett Auxiliary S. U. V„ $50.
Into office later.
At the Tuesday meeting of the
The officers were installed by fire department, $2,500; to pay the
Woman’s Club, pupils numbering
outstanding notes covering the
31 attended and the annual essay Miss Winifred Burkett of Camden, amount borrowed on authorization
contest of the Senior Class were D. D. G. M., assisted by Mrs. Ruth at the special town meeting Jan
read, the subject “What America Smith, marshal, and Mrs. Marilyn 29, $7,090; interest on notes and
means to me.” First prize was won Barter, chaplain, both of Seaside discount on taxes $1,009; maintain
by Lucile Newbert; second Ronald Chapter, O. E. S., of Camden, and ance of town dump, $200; Junior
Witham; third was divided between by Mrs. Avie Norwood, organist, High School building fund, $2,000
Kay Davis and Marilyn Cole. In and member of Ivy Chapter, O.ES. white pine blister rust. $200. Virgil
Miss Burkett and her assistants Hills, chairman of the board of se
the absence of Kay Davis, her essay
was read by Nancy Miller. Pr z;s from Camden were presented cor lectmen presided at the meeting,
sages
by Ivy Chapter, O. E. S., and and Harold A. Boggs was clerk.
were awarded by Mrs. Ida Stahl,
chairman of the program committee. also gifts, the latter presentation
This paper carried today an adMrs. Maude Clark Gay presided. made by Mrs. McCluskey, newly I vertisement from the Warren Watinstalled
matron
of
the
chapter,
In the absence of the President,
' er Company in an appeal to cus
Hostesses were Evelyn Spear. Aro- who also presented the retiring tomers to conserve water as much
lyn Newbert, Pauline Roy. Laura worthy matron. Mrs Leola Wiley, as possible. With two pumps going
Jameson and Ida Stahl. At next with the past matron’s jewel. Mrs. steadily, no apparent gain is made
Tuesday's meeting the speaker will Wiley left gifts to her officers of at the reservoir. It is believed the
be Hen. Charles P. Nelson, Mayor last year at their stations, and water supply is shorter than in
which they received before the in November. Water in the mill pond
of Augusta.
stallation ceremonies. Mrs. Mc of the Georges River is low, and
Cluskey new worthy matron of Ivy has caused a shift over from water
MAT1NICUS
was the recipient of a bou
W. Mackie of St. George has been Chapter,
quet of mixed Soring flowers, tied power for the wet finish depart
visiting his sister, Mrs. Edwin with the Star colors, the presenta ment, to eleotrlc motor.
Ames for a few days.
tion made by Elbert Starrett, for
A fire around the chimney in the Mr. McCluskey.
Nation’s Grangers
home of Dalton Raynes gave peo
A short program included a
ple quite a scare for a while, Friday. group of soprano solos by Mrs.
Ulmont Nickerson is working for Marion Lermond. her accompanist.
Under the new trade agreement
Arthur Philbrock.
Mrs. Norwood; and a group of or
between the United States and
The Sunbeam was here over the iginal poems read by Mrs. Florence Cuba, which went into effect at the
week-end and Mr. Bousefleld held Kimball.
beginning of the year, our tar'ff
Refreshments were served at on
services Sunday night. On the trip
Cuban suear is reduced from 75
into Rockland Monday mcrninc. conclusion of the installation, by to 50 cents per 100 pounds. The
those going were, Clement Hill, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. Janet duty en Cuban tobacco imported
Wiley. Harold Drewett and Mau into the Unted States is cut from
Oscar Ames and Chaney Ripley
The Yankee Weather Man told us rice Lermond. The buffet table was 28 to 14 cents per pound, with all
on Tuesday morning, to switch those decorated with Valentines and quotas eliminated Cuba has also
oil burner to a good coal fire. A fall red tapers.
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters made tariff concessions to us
year ago. tney were telling us just
w’ill meet Monday afternoon at the How the new agreement will work
the reverse.
in practice remans to be seen.
Mrs. Statie Philbrook has returned home of Mrs. Lillian Mathews.
• • • •
Week-end guests of Mrs Emma
from Auburn.
With the growing industrial ex
Norwood
were
Mrs.
Alice
Robbins
Mrs. Alice Mitchell was a Sunday
pansion of the South, the farm
guest of her brother Lyford Ames. and Miss Marguerite Milliken of population of that section of the
country is shrinking. On the
other hand, the number of farm
owners is on the increase. For ex
ample. from 1935 to 1945 the num
ber of farm owners in the State of
Georgia increased by 18.000.
Ten
years ago 66 per cent of all
Warren Water Supply Customers!
Georgia farms were operated by
Please Conserve Water As Much As Possible! The Supply
tenants. Today the figure is down
Is Very Limited.
to 54 per cent.

WALDOBORO

NOTICE!

Use Basement Shutoffs in Cold Weather.

INVEST IN

Do Not Leave Water Running To Waste, to Save Freezing.

US.

WARREN WATER SUPPLY CO
13-14

SAVINGS BONDS

4-Wheel Drive for Tractor Work
’’The world’s most modern tractor”
—that’s what owners call the Uni
versal "Jeep.” Its 4-wheel drive gives
steady-gaited pulling power at speeds
of 21/2 miles per hour and up. It’s
easy to drive . . . less tiring . . .
more comfortable. And when field
work is done, the ’’Jeep” is ready to
speed up a score of other farm jobs.

AlAERKft’S MOST VIRSATIU
FARM 1001THE

The Uoiveiwl "JceP,

’round —- bau

veat

wenng fa™1

tractor work

over

-’s’™
S

UNIVERSAL

Jeep

...»»»> “

Washington Queen

APPLETON

PLEASANT POINT

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Collins and
family of Liberty, Mrs. Roland
Edgecomb and Mrs. Bertram Wentworth were recent callers at Mr. and
I Mrs. Frank Hart's,
i The Willing Workers will hold a
J rummage sale Feb. 21, for the bene
fit of the Baptist Building Fund.
Mrs. Martha Kallcch of Warren
1 was a recent visitor at the home of
Mrs. John Chaples
At a special meeting of the Libra
ry Association. Wednesday night it
was decided to hold a public sup
per Feb. 18. Mrs. Raymond Keating
i will be ln charge,
j Mr. and Mrs. Orman Keene, Mrs.
; Ellis Simpson and Mrs. Bert Robbins were Bangor visitors Wednesday.
| Mrs. Clarence Ames is a surgical
! patient at Knox Hospital
Tme Appleton Booster 4-H Club
gave a demonstration on posture.
J grace and courtesy, Wednesday at
the grammar school.
Mrs. Sheila Hart and Mrs. Ruby
Chaples were guests, Friday, of Mrs.
Evelyn Pitman.
A rehearsal of the degree team
will be held Wednesday after the
meeting of Golden Rod Rebekah
Lodge. All officers and members of
the team are requested to be pres
ent.
Donald Fish of Burkettville was
-end guest cf his uncle Rupert

James Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs
James Davis celebrated his 11th
birthday recently, by entertaining
several friends and schoolmates
with a party at his home. Table
decorat’ons were pink and white,
with many balloons suspended from
the ceiling which were drawn for by
numbers and created much merri
ment. Games were played and
prizes won by James Sevon and
Gerald Anderson in a bean ccntest;
quiz game. Anna Gay Ames.jean
Olson pinning tail to donkey. Anna
Ames and Janet Curtis. Delicious
refreshments with a birthday cake
were served by Mrs. Davis, as
sisted by Mrs. • Marion Ames
James received many lovely gifts
and cards. These present were,
James and “Sonny” Sevon, Gloria,
Joan and Leona Arne, Anna Gay
and David Ames, Betty Vose, Jacob
Bedell, Janet and Janice Curtis, Es
ther and Verleigh Miller. Alan and
Louise Ames, Lois Delano, Jean Ol
son, Ramona Crute, Gerald Ander
son and Dennis Young

‘

J

8
s
!
1
(
g

Miss Marion Jones of Washing
ton, Junior at Union High School,
who was chosen as Queen of the
First Knox County Interscholastic
Winter Carnival at Camden SnowBowl. Her attendants were Marilyn
Dudley of Rockland and Frances
Light of Camden.

OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this eolumn not to exceed three line. micrted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 oents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cento for two times. Five
•mall words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called L e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OIL Drum, 6:00-16 Tire and Tube, 7
0V2 CORDS Dry Wood, stove length
ft. Skis. Sleds, Marble top Cmmodes, for sale, also furnace. WILLIAM MO
several Shotguns. ’Cello, Chest of NONEN. Appleton.
13*14
Drawers, Round Table and 6 Chairs,
NEW Easy Spin-Dry Washer for sale.
Dining Room Set. Sewing Machines,
Dishes. Picture Frames of all kinds, Used seven times; buy this and save
STATE OF MAINE
Rocking Chairs, lots of other Articles. money. TEL. 805 J or Tel. 512-J.
To all persons interested in either WEAVER, 15 Hyler St.. Thomaston.
13-14
of the estates hereinafter named:
13-14
BOY’S Blue Winter Coat, quilted lin
At a Probate Court held at Rock
ing. size 10 for sale, also Man’s rever
land, in and for the County of Knox,
sible, size 38. Ladies' Brown Tweed
on the twentieth day of January, ln
Coats,
sizes 14 and 16. TEL. 994,
the year of our Lord one thousand
13-lt
nine hundred and forty-eight, and by
Those from out of town w’ho at
adjournment from day to day from ! BLACK and tan female Hound Dog
PAIR LADY 8 Shoe Skates, size 8 for
Fish,
tended the services Sunday for Lin,•« Th-pddiA PP9QP
anH son
<nn Franz
the twentieth
day hav
of said
January. The found on South St, Sunday night. Own sale: also two pair men’s, size 9 and
Franz
foIlowlng
mattPrs
ing
wood P. Jones were Mr. and Mrs., „ . s. Freddie
.
.Pease . and
.
, _ ,----------------„ ------ been present- er Inquire at 30 South St. CLEVELAND 11, Used very little TEL 506-R, 13 14
Clyde Tillson of Belgrade. Mr. and 1
r(’turne<1
fro
,a.ct,lon?hTu!S1rk™^after D MOREY._____________________ 13* it
FOR SALE
Mrs
GbUld’s Maternity Home.
| indicated. It Is hereby ORDERED:
D160
Tenant’s
Harbor.
12-room
Mrs. Mahler.
Mahlcn -Turner
Turner end
and denoht.r
daughter Mrs.
COLORED
Prescription
Driving House,
Mrs. Ruth Cochran and children
That notice thereof be given to all
small
barn, elec, and cistern
Joan of Damariscotta. Mrs Carrie
i,
nt her \ persons Interested, by causing a copy Glasses lost in Post Office Thursday. Nearly an acre, including 2 harbor-view
the home
tier o{ thls crder to
published three Reward TEL 1331-J.
13-lt lots, 2 fireplaces. Will reduce from
Russell Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Dana i arc "s^ln8
„ ...
Smith of Thomaston. Mrs. Myrtle
mother Mrs. Fred Demuth
weeks successively in The Courler-Oa
BROWN Leather Billfold containing original price of $6000. Ideal for Sum
Fountain of South Union. Mr. and
™e Jtmng people of the Baptist , zette. ^JXmVr&hey^ identification, drivers' license and other mer roomers.
S. A. LAVENDER.
Mrs. Arthur Light of Bangor and
C1)“r'h
nerwm “PP^r at a Probate Court to be held valuables lost ln J. J. Newberry’s Stoic, 151 Main St.
Tel. Thomaston 369.
please notlly FANNIE MAKI
Mrs Edith Overlook and John L • c€n^Y* ^-th supper at the parson- at sald Rockland on the seventeenth Finder
13-lt
NEN,
Tenant
’
s
Harbor.
Tel.
48-12.
A. D. 1948 at nine
Howard of Union.
' I --------- ————— | day of February
13-lt
STEEL and Cast Furnaces for sale.
j o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard
Cash
or
terms
of
3
years.
P.
A.
CLARE.
j thereon If they see cause.
The condition of Freda Prescott,
ICE Cream Freezer found. Contact Tel _1318.__________________________13*15
who was a last week victim of a
ESTATE J. FRANK RICH, late of LAURA HANLEY. Newbcrt’s Restau
FORD Coupe (1934) fo r sale, good
rant,
City.
12*lt
Rockport
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
sliding accident, is reported as im
runnling condition, good tires; 131
for Probate thereof asking that the
proving as much as can be expected,
Chestnut street. Camden. TEL. 2411
same may be proved and allowed and
although she will be confined to
___________________________________ 13*14
that Letters of Administration, with
Kenlane-Manufacturers of DURO
the hospital for several w’eeks.
the will annexed, be issued to Perry F.
GIRL'S White Tubular Shoe Skates,
COLOR STYLING ALUMINUM PRO
Rich of Rockport, or some other sultsize
6. never worn $5.00 for sale; also
The installation of Fon-du-lac , DUCTS (The NEW post war sales , able person, with bond.
LARGE Front Room, heated, to let boy's Black Tubular Shoe Skates, size
I
utopia,
will
establish
a
MODEL,
9
Chapter O.E.S was held on Thurs
at 82 Llmerock St TEL 400, city.
5.
used
twice $5.00; also Sllvertone VicEMMA
SELLERS,
late
of
Vinalhaven.
terrltoiy direct sales distributorship
13tf trola with mahogany case, large 6lze
day night Miss Winnifred Burkett, ln
deceased
Will and Petition
Central Maine. IF you can 6how
, for Pro
;i
table
model.
$10. including some rec
D.D.G.M. of Dist. 12 was the in
proof that you are or have been a I ba<e thereof asking that the same may
FURNISHED 2 and 4 room Apart
, , i
,
ji
* /a_
’pH end
nn/od ond
T nt _
be nrrv
proved
and oil
allowed
and that
that Let
high
producer, >ln .the
direct
(Ap I kw>
ments to let V. F STUDLEY. Tel. ords. MRS. BERNARD C KALER. 56
stalling officer. The installation
Pleasants*
Tel.
486 W.
13-14
j
ters
Testamentary
issue
to
Edwin
A.
plicator Type, sales held
Your
1234.
10-20
was semi-public.
Sellers of Vinalhaven. he being the
as a salesman ln our model
MODEL A Ford for sale, good condi
George Finley, deputy sheriff is in I| success
executor named therein, without bond.
LARGE Front Bedroom to let. ad tion. Inquire at 10 ELM ST., Thomas
distributorship will open a tremen
Rockland this week in attendance dous future, as follows:
NELSON E MOORE, late of War joining bath, kitchen privileges. TEL. ton ______________________________ 13*14
12-13
1. A position in our nation-wide
ren, deceased
Will and Petition 958-J.
at Superior Court.
SAMPSON Electric Mixer with Juice
for Piobate thereof asking that the
Schools In town are having a , distribution.
Good condition.
FURNISHED Heated Rooms
and ext actor, for sale.
2. A distributorship of your own. I same may be proved and allowed and
TEL 287-M________________________ 13 14
Apartments
are
available
at
the
FOSS
week's vacation, to resume sessions
If you have not been a high prothat Letters Testamentary issue to HOUSE Tel. 8060 ________________ 1-tf
PAIR of Work Horses and Harness
next Monday for the last six weeks , ducer on the consumer field, please ! Earle P. Moore of Warren, he being
I do not apply. Write KENLANE. the executor named therein, without
WEBBER'S INN—Board and Room by for sale. CHARLES C. HILL. Shepherd
of the Winter term.
I Box 316, Gardiner. Maine.
13-14
12-14
bond.
day or week Under new management. Hill. Union. Me.
104*lt-ltf
1940 FORD Dump Truck for sale, ex
LINWOOD P. JONES
ROSE C STEWART, late of Union. CALL THOMASTON. 340-3.
cellent condition TEL. UNION 9-24.
I deceas?d. Will and Petition for ProThe community of Razcrville was
12*13
I bate thereof asking that the same
saddened Feb. 5 to learn of the
! may be proved and allowed and that
CROSS BRED Cockerel Chicks avail
death of a respeetd citizen, L nwoed
} Letters Testamentary issue to Harriet
able from weekly hatches during the
I, Willis R. Vtnal. Register of Probate M. Dimmlck of Havertown. PennsylP Jones, aged 74 years. Although
A small used Tractor, or a good home- rest of the season at 6c each delivered;
for the County of Knox ln the j vanla. she being the executrix named
he had been in poor health for State
bull: one. T J MAKINEN. Tenants also after April 20 unless sold out, can
hereby certify that ln : therein .without bond
some time, his death came quite t™.Olof;^'Maine,
13*14 supply Pullets at 25c or straight run
‘n.g^eS,ta,U;s t,he pe,^ns rrc
MARGARET M COOMBS, late of Harbor Tel. 48 12.
at 16c. All from Maine U. S. Approved
j suddenly.
appointed Administrators. Executors. , vinalhaven dere-.sed
win «nd Pen
COMPETENT Reliable Woman want Pullorum, clean, high-producing stock
He was born in North Washing. Guardian, and Conservators and on tion
Probate mnreJ asS ng that ed for general housework ln family of DUTCH NECK HATCHERY Melville W
- 1874
------ and- 'had always ' the dates hereinafter named.
Tel 132-23, Waldoboro. 9*F-23
the same may be proved and allowed two. MRS. ALAN BIRD. 246 Broadway Davis
ton. Jan. -16.
CAROLINE M
THOMAS, late of 1 and that Letters Testamentary
___
___
issue to ____________________________________ 13ti
lived in the town. He was the
FOUR Apartment House for sale, in
vnnnirpd enn nf the late qimrn and Thomast^n. deceased. January 5. 1948 Marshall F Coombs of Vinalhaven. he
Five good
NICE Long-haired Kittens wanted, Thomaston on Route 1.
youngest son oi the late bimon and jane A
Of Roosevelt, Long Island, being the executor named therein,
six to 14 weeks old. DELIA YORK. rooms and bath in each apartment,
Lydia
(Hibbert)
Jones and on irs New York, was appointed admlnistra- | without bond
T "J'~ ZTTi
'-1
known
as
Broadway
Apartments.
House
13tf
mother's side was descended, from trlx. and qualified by filing bond on vrROIL T PAYSON, late of Warren HI Pleasant St. Tel 124 R
all occupied, one tenant since 1931,
WILL do all kinds of Carpente" others 4 to 6 years. A good Invest
one of the very oldest and earliest “5”' dat<1
,Lro„u?
Lh?m deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
settlers in the town
“ n “ app°:nted Agent in Maine , ^te thereof
th#t thesam(. Work and Painting. ERNEST M HARment. If interested contact the own
13*14 er W J ROBERTSON. 24 Gleason St .
Hi,
(ho vnnnooat
afamilv
HERBERT
WILLIAMS, late of South j may be proved and allowed and that MON Tel 1113-RK
He was the youngest of a family Thomaston, deceased. December 16. ; Letters Testamentary Issue to Bertha
13*18
ABLE Seaman with yachting experi Thomaston.
of seven children and the last sur- 1947 Robert w Carey of South Thom M. Payson of Warren, she being the ence desires Position on yacht for comCHEVROLET four-door Sedan (1941)
vivor cf a well-known family. 1 aft°P„wjUi
'Administrator, and executrix named therein, without bond.
TEL 647 31
13*14 for sale. Radio and heater, motor re
qualified
by filing bond on January
j March 21, 1904, he was married to 9.
'”
GRACE A. PERRY, late of Rockport,
POSITION wanted—practical nurse cently overhauled, good tires and new
1948
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro with hospital experience, no objection battery. Price $975 CaU at 29 Frank
Lotta T. Farrar, only daughter of
GEORGE D HALL, late of Marl bate thereof asking that the same may to light housekeeping for small family. lin St. or TEL. 1551 M._____________ 12-13
’ the late Alonzo and Adelaide <Hock, borough, Massachusetts, deceased. De be proved and allowed and that Let TEL. VINALHAVEN 61 or write P. O.
SPECIAL Deluxe Sedan (1941) for sale;
Farrar, who survives him. together cember 15. 1947 Alan L. Bird of Rock ters Testamentary issue to Gilford B Box 433. Vinalhaven.
12-13
clean car, radio, heater; 81 North
w th one daughter, Mrs. Edna land was appointed Administrator, and Builer and Maurice Dunbar, both of JOB as lobster pound keeper, helper good,
MAIN
ST._________________________ 12*13
by filing bond on December South Thomaston, they being the
Jones Brann; ix grandchildren, qualified
or
lobster
buyer
Some
♦'xperiece.
Tel.
16. 1947.
AVAILABLE for Immediate delivery, 7
executors named therein, without bond 58-14. H. C. HLWELL, Spruce Head.
several nieces and nephews.
cu wt. Firestone Refrigerators; 7.3 cu.
E. HILL CHAPMAN, late
LURANA S
ROSSITER
late of
,
12-13 ft
Coolorator Refrigerators.
TRI
Funeral services were held Sun ofCAROLINE
Rockland, deceased. December 16, Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and Peti
COUNTY FARM EQUIP OO . 116 Park
BOOKKEEPER
wan'cd,
who
can
also
day at the C. E. Chapel, Rev. Har 1947 Edwin M Hill of Newcastle was tion for Probate thereof asking that
6t.. Rockland.
12*13
do
typing
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
Inc
283
appointed
executor,
without
bond.
old W. Nutter officiating. The bear
the same may be proved and allowed Main St.______
ntf
PROPERTY known as Baldy's Lunch
WALTER H SPEAR, late of Rockland, and that Letters Testamentary issue
ers were J Elmer Jones, Mahlon
at
56
New
County
Road,
for
sale.
Con

ARE high prices pinching your pock
January' 20, 1948 I. Lawton to Frank W. Rossiter of Vinalhaven.
Turner. Granville Turner and Clyde deceased.
of Rockland was appointed execu he being the executor named therein, etbook? Can offer few men $20 to $60 tact R. W. TILION, Windsor House.
Billings. Jnterment was in the Bray
12*13
per week for 2 to 3 hours’ work. 5 eve
tor. and qualified by filing bond on without bond.
Marr cemetery.
same date.
ESTATE WILLIAM R YOUNG. Ute nings a week, or more for full time.
MODEL A Ford for sale TEL. 1315-W.
Apply EDWIN WEBBER, 27 Warren
During his illness he was tenderly
__________________________________ 12*13
JAMES E SNOW, late of Vinalhaven. of Union, deceased. Petition for Ad
7.30
cared for by h s son-in-law, Clif- deceased January 20, 1948 Marcia M ministration asking that Quincy E. PSt. m.Tuesday evening. Feb. 10 at 11-12
EXPERIENCED Stenographer desires
of River Edge. New Jersey was Young of Union, or some other suitPosition ln Rockland. TEL. BELFAST
ton Brann, and everything possible Snow
appointed executrix, without bond, able person, be appointed admlnistraMIDDLE-AGED lady wishes a Posi 862 or write BOX 159. Belfast.
12*13
was done to alienate his suffering. Christopher S Roberts of Rockland tor. without bond,
tion as housekeeper for respectable man
FISHERMAN
The many beautiful flowers were si- was appointed Agent in Maine
ESTATE WILLIAM F COOK, late of or a lady who works days No small
Boats cost less in Nova Scotia: de
Tel.
Belfast 739 M4 or
lent tribute from near and far, i helen a. overlock, late of Thom St. George, deceased. Petition for Ad children
write FLORENCE MATHEWS. R F D 2. signed and built to your specification.
relatives and friends and were silent
aston. deceased. January 20. 194S El ministration asking that Florence M ! care
Workmanship quaranteed. For Infor
Annie
Smith.
Lincolnville.
11*14
reminders too. of the many kind >ne,r » B‘seer» of Thomaston was ap- Cook of St. George, or some other suit
mation write H. G. STAIRS, Naval Ar
HOUSE or Downstairs Apartment of chitect.. Mahone Bay. N S.
,
, ,
. j
pointed executor, and qualified by 111- able person, be appointed administra
12*13
deeds he had done foi those Withjng bond on same date,
trix, without bond.
4 or 5 rooms wanted to rent. TEL.
SLIGHTLY uaed Ridge Top Hickory
whom he had rome in contact dur- , 1RA j 8HUMAN lstp of Rocgjanq, ESTATE SMITH B HOPKfNS. late 1359 J.
11-13
Skis with Kandahar bindings for sale,
I ing a long, busy life.
deceased. January 20. 1948 Florence I. , of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for
WOMAN wanted to care for children with poles. $28 00
RUSSELL SMITH.
—-------------------Day of Rockland was appointed execu- Administration asking that Mildred V. and do light housework To live in or Warren. Tel 14-3.
12*13
A safety master switch has been I trix, without bond.
| Hopkins of Vinalhaven. or some other :ome dally, right on bufc line. TEL
CIJ5MENT REDS will help Increase
11-13
devised for automobiles that gives earle charlbs DOW. i»te of :u.lta.b!e pe,7?n'.
aPP°lnt«1 admln- CAMDEN 476.
your profits through high livability,
thc driver finger-tip control of the Rockport, deceased. January 20, 1948 ‘stratrlx. without bond
HIGHEST prices paid for old horses fast growth and feathering, early ma
ESTATE KATHERINE M BERD, late past usefulneee
car’e entire electrical svstem
Katherine S. Dow of Rockport was apCall SPRUCE HEAD turity, extra stamina, good egg siae, top
cars entire eiectucai system,
pointed executrix, without bond.
of Camden, deceased Petition for Ad- FUR FARM Tel. 853-23 or 1054-W
egg p-oductlon
Maine U. 6. AP
___
w
10-15 PROVED PULLORUM CLEAN Pullets,
FLAVIUS
M AMES, late of Vtnafha ministration asking that John Bird of
/en. deceased. January 20, 1948 Joseph j Camden, or some other suitable perAlso
PAINTING. Paper Hanging and Cell cockerels, straight-run chicks.
F. Headley of Vinalhaven was appoint- ^n’.
aPP°lnte^ administrator, with ing work done
Excellent reference, Rocks and Black Sex-Links. Write for
ed administrator, and qualified by fll- 1501111
work guaranteed
HOWARD M KEN- catalog. CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS.
ing bond on same date.
. ESTATE EDITH A. FULLER, late of NISTON. 69 Pleasant St
Tel 1302-R Rt. 33. Winterport, Maine.
EFFIE L SHUMAN, late of Rockland, i Appleton, deceased
Petition for Al
CHOICE Extracted Honey sold by
9*16
deceased. January 20. 1948 Stuart C i l°wan<’e presented by Hayden Fuller
pint cr case. Prices on request.
STENOGRAPHER-Typist with som*' the
roduced and packed by H. G. STAR
Burgess of Rockland was appointed I
APPletoD’ w,dower.
knowledge of bookkeeping wanted. Up P
11-17
Administrator, d.b n.c.t.a. and quail- I ESTATE ALICE M KINNEY of St. to $40 per week if qualified TLBBETTK RETT. Warren Tel. 30-2.
fled by filing bond on same date.
George. Petition for License to sell INDUSTRIES. INC., Camden. Tel 406.
MOVIE Camera. 8 m m. with 5 6 lens
FINE ASSORTMENT
ELIZABETH F 0778. late of Rock I
rea! estate altitated ln
_____________________________________ 8tf and 16 m.m. projector. Camera, $20;
and fully described ln said
land, deceased. January 20. 1948 Na George,
"
ANTIQUE Furniture, Old Glass and projector. $25. MILLARD HART. Tel.
11430
than A. Farwell of Rockland was ap- petition, and Invest the proceeds, pre. China, Old Oil Paintings. Old Gold 620 M
pointed executor and qualified by ftl ??nt«d
Bn1n,a D K‘nney of St Frames, etc. Highest prices paid. Let
IMMEDIATE Delivery on Electric Re
ing bond on January 2B. 1948.
|i George. Guardian.
me know what you have. CARL E. frigerators and some model washers.
ESTATE W J. COAKLEY, late of FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Me. Tel Rock Sightly used demonstrator Vacuum
MARCJA w FARWELL, late of Rock
>09-518 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND land.
Tenth Account land 103
99tf cleaner; both tank type and upright,
deceased. January 20. 1948 Na- Rockland,
_
. . ,deceased.
,,
TEL. 1574
than A Farwell of Rockland was ap- '
^o^nce by Alan L.
at bargain prices. Pot burned Oil Heat
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL SIM
pointed
executor
and
qualified
by
ftland
Wa
^
er
Brewster,
Trustees.
ers. All sizes Farm and home Freezers
WE DELIVER
MON8. Tel 1240. Rockland, Me.
The
prices are right A few Case manure
ESTATE ANNIE L. WHALHN, late ol
ing
bond
on
January
22,
1948.
89tf
66-tf
spreaders for tractors; get your order
Attest:
Rockland, deceased
First and Final
PIANOS and House Organs tuned. in. Expect some hay tools for Spring
Account presented for allowance by
9-F-13
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
$3 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50
JOHN '48. order now. Still writing orders for
Wllllaoi Leonard. Executor.
HU BBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199 MK
ESTATE BERTHA A. JORDAN, late ___________________________________ 12*13 Case and Allis-Chalmers Tractors. THE
FARM & HOME SUPPLY. Chas E
of Warren. decea.sed. First and Final
Tel. 168 15.
WE pay top prices for scrap Iron, Stackpole, Thomaston.
Account presented for allowance by
11-17
metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR
Fred Jordan, Executor.
DON & SON. 6 T St . Rockland. Tel.
TWO Cash Registers for sale, one
ESTATE LAURA ALBEE of Thomaston. 388 W
81-tf electric,
6
drawers,
one
small
single
First and Final Account presented for
drawer type. Both ln good condition.
allowance by Robert K. Mayo, Guardian
Cheap for cash LLOYD’S PHARMACY,
ESTATE PARKS BUKHR. late of
444 Main SV. Tel. 646. Rockland
Rockland, deceased. First and Final
10-17
Account presented for allowance by
VENETIAN BLINDS
YES! High Speed, Marine and Sta
Curtis M Payson, Trustee.
Custom built for your windows.
tionary Diesel Courses are available
ESTATE ALBERT E SNOW, of South K H CASSENS. Box 216. Rockland
aluminum slate, colon white, eggshell,
Thomaston, Second and Final Account
13*15 or ivory. Tape colors: mingle, duck,
presented for allowance by Priscilla E.
ivory, brown, mulberry, apple green,
WASHING Machine Repair.
Any radio blue or Mack. Call UNITED mow
Smith, Conservator.
make. Wringer roll service. Free pick
ESTATE ALBERT E SNOW, late of up and delivery. HITLER CAR & HOME SUPPIY CO 578-SW Main BL Book
79tf
Sou.h Thomaston, deceased. First and SUPPLY. 470 Main St. Tel 677. Rock land Tel 939
Final Account presented for allowance land
GENTLEMAN'S Good-looking, Brown
8-17
by Gilford B. Butler. Administrator.
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
ESTATE ELLEN A. FT YE. late of
793-W
lOtf
STATE OF MAINE
Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for
PUBLIC
NOTICE
Administration asking that Ruth B.
LOW overhead Is your gain, yard
BIDS for EEL PERMITS for 1948 Goods of all kinds for sale at lowest
Flye of Thomaston, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admin ' must be received at the office of the possible prices. What fabrics! WKat
Department of Inland Fisheries and Values! Also Butterick Patterns. THE
istratrix, without bond
Amazing NEW KIND of oil burner runs on less fuel.
■ Game not later than Friday, the 27th
LEWIS- JOHN ROBBINS, late of I day of February, A. D.. 1948. BIDS for REMNANT SHOPPE. 200 Main St.. City.
BEST . . .by Scientific Test In a laboratory test,
7tf
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition • such EEL PERMITS will be opened at
for Probate thereof asking that the i 2 o’clock ln the afternoon on Tuesday,
SLABS for sale. Approximately one
this new kind of oil burner excelled all other burners
same may be proved and allowed, and ! the 2nd day of Ma ch. A. D.. 1948, at cord to load, $2.50 delivered. PIONEER
tented. When compared to one of the most widely
that Letters Testamentary issue to ; the Department of Inland Fisheries and LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant 8t. Tel
324-M
93tf
Carrie E. Robbins of Rockland, she be i Game. State House, Augusta. Maine.
sold burners nn the market—it saved 20 percent—
ing the executrix named therein, with 13-lt
GEORGE J STOBIE, Comm’r.
GAS House Coke Is now available.
or one gallon of oil out of every five!
out bond.
$15 ton delivered for any heating or
ESTATE OLIVER WIGGIN. late of
cooking need M. B. 8e C. O PERRY.
Tel. 487
88tf
Dlx Island, deceased. Petition for Ad
WE LL MAKE THE CHANGE
ministration asking that William G
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Butman of Ingraham’s Hill, or some
Granite walks (any width), fireplaces,
other suitable person, be appointed ad
AVERAGE HOME
posts (any size) boat moor Inga, steps,
ministrator, without bond.
flagging
chips, and duet for driveways
SIZE BURNER
(no more mud) rip rap for all kinds
ELEANOR L. GRIFFITH late of
Resulting From Colds — Upper
of Alls and dock work, pier stone, walls,
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
foundations, curbing, paving block*
for Probate thereof asking that the
Bronchial Irritations
ashlar and monumental stone poets for
same may be proved and allowed and
Whto ■ .x>ugt> tx<tb«r« rut> and kaapa you
property markers and building sup
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
oights gel bust at once - there's one
ports. We will deliver anywhere. Ask
Louise S. Ingraham of Rockland, she awake
real way tv di thia — and halt dispa, yarn
us
about granite fill loaded on your
being the executrix named therein, worry Ask l<* s ta ttle al stmoa. rat aflartiaw.
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, ne
without bond.
Bron-chu line EoiuIsmsl a pleasant tastant
obligation.
Witness, Harry E. Wilbur, Esquire, rreneotad emulsion that ftnke* right at the
JOHN MEEHAN A SON.
JOHN H. MUULER, Owuer
Judge of Piobate Court for Knox source ul the trouble tonsaos the phlegm,
Island, Me.
TeL Rockland Sl-lf

WASHINGTON

Probate Notices

LOST AND FOUND

EXCLUSIVE

OPPORTUNITY

TO LET

Notices of Appointment

WANTED

WALLPAPER

HIGHEST QUALITY

Bicknell’s Hardware

WE CAN HELP YOU

your Deeds*

MISCELLANEOUS

SAVE OIL!

2-Wheel Drive for Hauling Jobs

LET US TAKE OUT YOUR OLD BURNER
AND INSTALL

MASTER KRAFT

With 2-whceI drive for time-saving
speed on the highway—plus 4-wheel
drive for mud, ice and slippery fields
—the Universal "Jeep” has an oper
ating range that meets your hauling
and towing needs. The "Jeep” hauls
1200-lb. loads and tows 5000 lbs.,
$vith reserve for grades. The Universal
’'Jeep” is built to stand up under
hard use.

Restless

Coughing Nights

YOU PAY $225.00

LET US DEMONSTRATE THE 'JEEP* ON YOUR FARM-NO OBLIGATION

MAINE WILLYS SALES COMPANY
33 WASHINGTON STREET

USE

CAMDEN, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND

9-13

County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:

9 F-13 WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.

soothes the (rotation and brings too paooa.
Bmn-rhu-Boa Is sold aaHsfaetioo rwaroots sd

Guodnow’s Phcy, Lloyd's Phoy, Inc.

A O. BOCKXNG.
TeL TenanVsigrkor. 5«-U
- -------------- S
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VINALHAVEN

m
°I th6 ?'inn

.

*111 be held at the home of Mrts
Mom Thomas Peb. 17, at 5 JO p. m.

Subject of the meeting will be
“Simple Refreshments.”
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pratt left
Monday for Wakefield, Mass., where
they will visit relatives for sever
al weeks.
,_ ,, „ . , ,
,
e Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible
afternoon at
,, *olL ^tiurch vestry. Following
the business meeting the aftern was spent sewing patchwork.
O. E. Huse of Kents Hill was
ovemight guest Tuesday at “The
Millers."
Mrs. Gladys Lawry returned
Monday from Rockland where she
was week-end guest at the home of
her sister, Mrs. Maynard Smith.
James Calderwood made a business trip to Portland last week. He
was accompanied by his son "Jim-

n's h,s subject “The Mrs..age lo
Pergamos." There will be special
"Wsic by the choir. Evening services

Marguerite Chapter's New Officers

at 7.

- -* James Wilson of Crlehaven
Mrs
Is guest of her parents. Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Mitchell, for the week
end.

NORTH HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Waterman announce the engagement of
their daughter, Phyllis Marie, to
Maurice F. Stewart, son of Mr. and
Mrs. wlluam stewart of Mtllinccket. Miss Waterman, a graduate of
North Haven High School is em: ployed at Waterman and Company,
j Inc. Mr. Stewart is a veteran of
World War IT. and is now employed
at the Great Northern Paper Co.,
,at Millinocket. No date has been set
j f°r the wedding.
I In honor of Boy Scout Week,
Troop 250 attended church in
body Sunday night at the Baptist
mie."
.Church, and heard an interesting
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith have Ja'k by Rev. George Merriam. The
returned from an extended visit ‘"^resting display of handicraft,
with relatives at Boston and Dover vhlcl? the scouts h;,d on exhibition
N H
in the library Saturday, will be
Mrs. Lillian Risteen and Mrs. heId over untiI Wednesday.
Vivian Georgeson spent Tuesday 1 William Hopkins has returned to
at Rockland.
the University of Maine after a
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained few days visit with hi; parents. Mr.
Mrs. Mora Thomas, Miss Edith and Mrs Elmer Hopkins.
Grimes and Mrs Margie Chilles at 1 The Shipwreck Party, held by the
luncheon and 'bridge Tuesday after- Youth Fellowship Fridav was ennoon. First honors going to Mrs. joyed by 38 young peole in various
Thomas second to Mrs. Chilles costumes. The cld sea captain cherConsolation to Miss Grimes.
ished his log book, binoculars and
Mrs. Stillman Osgood returned corncob pipe which he had salvaged
Tuesday from Thomaston where Pirates, cowgirls, nurses, firemen,
she has been visiting at the home sailors and workmen were among
of her daughter Mrs. Sherwood the survivors. Prizes for the best
Sprowl.
■ costumes were won by Anne Grant
Mrs. Lodie Hassen was hostess and Curtis Dickev: for the funniest
to the Antique Club Tuesday after- costumes, by Ada Babbidge and
noon with every member present Ronald Curtis.
Lunch was served and a pleasant ' Nancy Crockett, daughter of Mr
afternoon passed with knitting
and Mrs. Harry Crockett, celebraPriends gathered Tuesday night ted her fifth birthday by entertainat the home of Mr and Mrs. ing at a party, Jeanne. James and
Franklin Adams to celebrate the Bernard Dyer. Merton and Leslie
twentieth anniversary of their Howard. David Joy Russell Crockmarriage. Supper was served and a ett and Dickie Witherspoon.
.tolly s®<aal evening enjoyed and
Members of the Baptist choir held
Mr and Mrs Adams were the re- - successful cooked food ale SatC
’ll® of a nCe elft
urriay. The proceeds are to be used
*5™* Brl-'tow went Tucsdav to t0 buy new ch01r rrbr.

Mrs. Charlotte Sweetland attended months, lias recovered sufficiently
the meeting of Waldo Pomona to go to the home of her daughter,
The Womans Society of the Com Grange in Waldo Feb. 3.
Mrs. Lola Ness.
munity Church met with Mrs. Har
Mrs. Bliss Marrlner • of Ports- ! The town s-hools arc enjoying a
old Ccbb Jan. 27. Plans for the an mouth,, N. H. and Maurice Cobb of vacaton of one week.
nual town meeting dinner were be ! Portland were called here recently
Morris Smith is a surgical patlnt
gun. Eight members and one visi j by the illness and death of their at the Waldo County Hospital in
tor were present.
sister-in-law. Mrs. Harold Cobb Mr. Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. G lbert Peakes and and Mrs. John Burgess of WaldoTHE CHICK A-I»EE"
family of Weston Mass, visited her , boro were recent callers at the Cobb
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James Rob , home.
The day is cold, and skies are gray,
wind blows loud and strong,
bins. and other relatives here re
Mrs Olin Bonn In of Skowhegan The waiting
by my window,
cently. Mrs. Sherman Murray and visited at the heme of her sister, I'm
Fer a sweet familiar song.
her daughter. Mrs. Maxine Jackson, Mrs Colby Howard last week
little black-capped chick a dee,
and the latter's baby, all of
The Womans Farm Bureau was The
I m sure will scon appear,
Brooks, were guests of Mrs. Mur ' held at the heme of Mrs. Josephine For wind and cold and skies of gray,
ray's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rob Aldus with 14 present. M'ss Muriel Fer him have not a fear.
bins. Feb. 1st.
Beal, H.D.A. was the speaker, and He proudly represents our State,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Drinkwater she demonstrated modern meat As he flits from limb to limb.
the courage he exemplifies.
and family of Lincolnville were re ; cockery in the pressure sause pan. And
all love him.
cent visitors at the home of h s par She also exhibited films on cooking Should make us—Mrs.
Stanley Poland.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Drink meat by dry heat, and one designed
water.
for health in relation to x-ray for
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Woster and T.B A Square Meal for Health was
Mrs. Wyman Drinkwater attend served at neon by Mrs. Aldus and
A
You’ll like
ed the funeral of William Thurlow Mrs Edna Goebel as the dinner
of Lincolnville at the Gilbert C. commttee. The next meeting will
Laite Funeral Home in Camden.
be held at the home of Mrs. Sidney
Albert Bardsley, Jr., who is a stu Harr man March 10. subject, “The
dent at University of Mane at Finish Makes the Dress."
Orono, spent several days last week
Mrs. Flora Dunton, who has been
at his home here.
a patient at the Bradbury Memo KLIN c. CA N CO.. slrihu.or . ',nt)r r,. Ma
Mr and Mrs. Albert Bardsley and rial Hospital in Belfast for several

SEARSMONT

CANNED

••

Officers of Margiierir, « hapter, O. E. S., of Vinalhaven
Scalid, left to right: W. M., Marion Littlefield. «• P„ Frank Sellers; Associate Matron, Grade Lawry;
Assoc iate Patron, George Lawry, Standing, ffisl row Jennie Webster, Associate Conductress; Hilma Webster,
treasurer: Eleanor Gregory, secretary: Cora Peterson, chaplain; Frank Rossiter, sentinel; Eleanor Uoyd. war
der: Itutli Billings, conductress. Second row: Kill:
lb Webster, Electa: Beulah Drew, irarsh.il. Third row:
Marjorie Conway, Esther; Doris R. Arey, Adah; EL.an ar Conway, Martha; Doris S. Arey, Ruth; Leola Smith,
organist.

the Jackson's in Tenants Harbor
for a few weeks.
i C’yson Coffin is pending a week
with his family after a strenuous
trip in his fishing boat, the St.
George, cn the Banks.
Mrs Herbert Pierson who was a!
her home a few days recently, has
returned to
Bridgeport, Conn ,
where she is spending the Winter
wilh her son, Malcolm Pierscn.
Wilfred Pepper and crew, work
ing for the St. Regis Paper Co., are
staying at Wheelbarrow Farm for
a fr y weeks while they are hauling
pulpwood from Ridge woods.

Attleboro. Mass., where he will be
,n co.opfcralion v.it!; thc World
guest of his brother, Charles Bris Day of Prayer, a meeting will be
tow.
Favorable reports have been re held Friday at 7.30 at the Baptist
ceived as to the condition of Post church.
master O. V. Drew who has been at Scout
__ Troop 250 will hold open
the Maine General Hospital. Port- ”le® "g
1 ?1 th
loan
.Si- week for observation Mr Baptist Church
land this
Drew returned home yesterday
i
MARTINSVILLE
Services at Union Church: Sunday
SOUTH HOPE
Church School will meet at 10 a Mr and Mrs. Leonard Chaples
Visitors at Mrs Chloe Mills' Sun
m. Morning worship at 11 o’clock, and son were recent dinner
when the pastor Dr. C. S. Mitchell of Jerome Jones The Chaples fam- day were Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mills and
wlll give the fourth in a series of ily has now returned to thpir home Mrs Tibbetts of Rockland. Mr and
sermons on the Revelation taking in Franklin. N. H after visiting Mrs. Arthur Sprcw! and grand
daughter, Bettv Sprowl, of Appleton
and John L Howard of Union
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery of
Scald the teapot first
Rockland, were callers of Mr and
Mrs. Wilbert Taylor. Sunday.
Scald a crockery teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea
Mrs. W’ncna Brown returned
or one tea-bag for each person. Add fresh,"bubbling”
Thursday from a few days' visit, ln
thc v cinity cf Boston. She also at
boiling water. Steep for five minutes. Stir, then serve.
tended the Sportsmens Show.
Mrs. Kate Taylor spent Thursday
with her sister, Mrs. Nail Clark, at
West Rockport.
Mrs. Edith Overlook went to
Washington. Sunday, w.th John
Howard to attenri"ffle funeral of
Linwood P. Jcnc. at the Razorville
Chapel.
Mrs. Hattie Farmer. Miss Flor
in: e Taylor, MarcqUus Taylor. Mrs.
Kate Taylor anth^Mr. and Mrs.
diaries Tajior attended Pcmbna
Grange at Thcniaston. Saturday
Mrs. Margaret Bowley was in
Rockland. Tuesday.
Mrs Eugene Ph lbrook of South
Appleton, is a guest of her mother.
Mrs. Annie Creamer.
Mrs. George Ludwig is ill.
Burtelle Sidelinger of Washing
ton was a recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
visited Mr and Mrs. D C. HemenAUNtMS FRESH
and Waldon' Oxton of Rockland
CRISP AND CRUNCHYway, recently.
Dav d C. H' menway observed his
86th birthday Feb. 4. He was hon
ored by a visit from his son-in-law
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. James
Dornan. of East Union, the gift of
three birthday cakes and cards
POTATO CHIPS
sti
from friends. Mr. Hcmenway is ac
tive and in good health.

TEA

UIINSLOUIS

«S

u—iiiiM-Tr

nie and Mildred Edwards, Joyce
j and June Champlin. Ralph and Lulella Post, Esther and Eddie Mayo.
and Freddie Harden, Jr.. Con
New Organization At Congre Inez
nie and Mac 'MacPhail. Zade and '
gational Church—Every W'.ilf Barstow, Lee and Charlie
F.'■<:!. Ann and Biil Maniner. C 4thing By Twos
tie and Harold Leach, Dirk and Fr
Date, Feb. 6, pla; ■. Rockland Con iedt Harden. Bea and Charlie Gran .
gregational Church. Program, lob Helen and Hilt Young. Olive and
Everett Baum. Mil and Flo Hary.
ster stew prepared and served by Mr. Edith ana Ott Billings, Dotty and
ana Mrs. Ralph Post. Mr. and Mrs Bo': Stevens. Georgia and Albert
Ernesl Edwards. Mr. and Mrs. Eu Emery, Fran and Svbil Orne. G. nt
gene Staples. M: and Mrs. Everett and Ruth Staples. Dorothy and B't 1
Baum Mr. and Mr Fred Harden. Compton, Maizie Ne*ccmb. Gerald
Jr, and Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bu Beverage. Win and Walt Gay. H"lo,'
renins; group singing. "Len" Eu- and Don Leach. Staff and Ginnv
I reniiis at the piano and Walt Bar- Congdon. Maltha and Bill Mao.'e
I sfo'i- leadin'-- fable; decorated ;n Dick and Ginnie Staples, Mur'”',
keeping with the spirit of Val- and Leland Drinkwater. Iva and
’ tntine; amateur movies filmed Roland Ware. Helen Plummer, Raj by Fred and Inez Haiccn, depicting ched' Hill. Jce and Muriel Bme*y.
| Metinie -enes, laun Tings, Mohawk Paul and Zeldb Trahan. Wes and
Trail, Bennington. Vt.. Montreal. Eleanor Wa gatt. Barb and D »n
Rrscklanri firemen. Bar Harbor fire, Crudcll and Charles Monteith
Florida: loaned bv the Ralph Posts.
F-ed Hardens. Elmo Croziers and
GROSS NECK
| June Champlin;
Charles Genthner has returned
New offl-c’s, Pre-icenl. Ralph and home after visiting relatives in
Luella Pest, vice president, Ernie Camden.
and Mildred Edwards; secretary,
Melvin Genthner and Melvin
Win and Wall Gav; treasurer. Mu
riel and, Leland Drinkwater; ser Genthner. Jr., were callers at Jesse
at South Waldoboro, re
geant at arm. . Edna and Charles Haveners
cently.
Monteith.
Mrs. Frank Wctton cf the village
Oorr'-niitees for next month: Sup
per, Walt and Zada Barstow, Char coiled on Mrs. Ida Waltz last week.
Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard W nchenlie and Lee Reals. Viola and Gerald
Beverage, F !ith and O't Billings bach and children of Friendship
Clean-up: June an Jm.ee Cham have been recent callers here.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner was a guest
plin. Bud and Del Compton, S’uf
of her daughter. Mrs. George Winand Ginnv Congoon and Barb and ch"ebach
at ’he village Saturday.
Don Gud-11 Program: Leland ant
Mrs. Mei tie Booth of Kaler’s CorMuriel Drinkwater, Al and Jo Bri
ery. Phone: Mil and Flo Hary. nej-, passed Sunday with her sister,
Fran and Sybil Orne. Don and Helen Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Stanley Yeaton and Melvin
leach. Uarold and Cottie Leach,
Ted and Maizie Newcomb, Staff Wd Genthner. Jr., have been visitors in
Ginny Congdon, Walt and Za-’c Camden.
Ebon Wallace and son Richard of
Barstow. Edna art Charles M nteith, Roland and Iva Ware, Juri? the Village called on Mrs. Eldora
arrd Joyce Champlin, Warren and Gross Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light of
Rachel Hill
Tne club is to meet the first Fri Camden and Mrs. Alcada Stackpole
of
Thomaston were visitors at Mel
dav of every month, with supnet
meetings, served at 7 oromp’lv. vin Genthner s Saturdays
Voted that any couple that finds the
There are about 30 species cf na
group congenial is welcome, irre tive wild grapes in the United State,
spective of age. Couplps must come
together.
Amesicans spent an average of
Seventy-one were present. The about $12.3 billions annually for
list: Mary and Len Eurenius, Er- housing between 1021 and 1041

TO THE RESCUE . .
The Versatile Vegetable
Healthful - Low Cost - Nutritious
Can

The Kupples Khib

a Vegetable, or Garnish for
Extra Flavor.

YorGarden
Finer
c!n

Qualify

Richmond
29C

CAN

HEADQUARTERS FOR LENTEN FOODS
Fancy Alaska

Van Camp’s

tall

Red Salmon
Fancy Alaska

Ready to Shape and Fry

TALL

Pink Salmon

CAN

49c

Beardsley’sccakAh 2^Ss35c

49c

Chowder

Finast Solid Deep Red

Snow’e Maine Fish or Clam

7% oi

Steak Salmon

CAN

White Spray - Also Macaroni

CAN

25c

PKG

45C

Thick White Pieces

3 L8
PKG 43c

Spaghetti

Finast Codfish

Meatless Spaghetti Dinner

Finast Pea Beans or Red Kidney

Chef Boyardee

PKG 39c

Baked Beans

All Purpose Favorite

CAN

25c

can

39c

Cloverdale - Light Meat

B 29c
PKG

Sunshine crackers

Tuna Fish

MEAT DEPT. VALUES
Porterhouse or N.

pK°s 9c

Tenderoni

59c

CAN

LOWER FLOUR PRICES!

Y. Sirloin

STEAKS

ub

FINAST ALL PURPOSE

75c

Bread Flour

42c - lB°AL® 81c

Whole or Either Half

COOKED HAMS

OLD HOMESTEAD

> 63c

Paltry Flour

42c -

81c

Bone in - Oven or Pot Roast

Cold Medal or Pilhbury's

53c

CHUCK ROAST

3lB49c
RAG ‘♦OV

Fresh Ground Lean Meat

---------

» 49c

HAMBURG

Strictly Fresh Native Brookside

SHOULDERS

45c

FRESH EGGS l"
SIZEc'

DOZ

66C

Tender Soft Light Meat

The "makings”

of a tasty meat pie

... FRESH SALTINES

63c

Haddock Dressed as Desired 19c
Cod Steak Fresh Sliced LB 33c
Mackerel
c.nPceT
« 19c

or a delicious main dish

From Sunny Florida

in itself of choice cuts of

Babijuie* - Tree Ripened

Oranges

beef, onions, potatoes,

carrots in a rich and

... THE FAMILY BEAMS

2?C

Selected Firm Fancy

LAMB LEGS

lime after *7wte

No

From Sunny California

SMOKED - Regular Style

-

Br Used in Hundreds of Ways as

nourishing gravy. Enjoy
often — save time,
effort, money.

Loaded With Juice
Good Size

Y*n (amps

8 LB
BAG

^ondVegeW^
With 6rav*

Highly Refined

Brookside Roll

LARD

BUTTER

PKG

23C

lb

89c

Cloverdale • Vitamin Enriched

LB

MARGARINE

PKG

37C

California Pabijuice

ORANGES

2

DOZ

49c

5

bor

29c

Jhm Skinned - Seedl<»«» - Good Site

GRAPEFRUIT
Maine Cortland 0/ Baldwin

APPLES

49c

4 ms 19<

Hans M, Mineial Rick

SALAD BOWL

%iS 19«

Criap Fre»k Iceberg

l*i«‘ ooz 35c

LENTEN BAKERY FAVORITE

DOZ

83c

8

VALENTINE CANDIES
COrrrR KETTLE A SORTED

HOT CROSS BUNS
JOAN CAROL
Filled With Raisins

LETTUCE

CHOCOLATES

27c

LB

69c

8 ot

39c

box

LORD'S - ESPECIALLY WRAPPED

VALSNtINfc TaAY

PKG

These Prices Effective at Firat National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity
Subject to Market Changes

NEW ENGLAND'S LARCEST RETAILER OF FINE FOODS

• Oven-Fresh
• Extra-Crisp
• EnergyBuilding
• Tender and
Flaky
• Distinctive
Flavor

NEW REDUCED SOAP PRICES!

CAIN

>rv;.d

AYONNAISE

OXYDOL
DUZ
RINSO
IVORY FLAKES
IVORY SNOW
SUPER SUDS
LUX FLAKES

YOUR CHOICE

LARGE

PKG.

37c

SMALL
PKGS.

31c

Ivory Soap,
med. cake
Swan Soap, med. cake
Camay Soap, reg, cake
Palmolive Soap, reg. cake
Lifebuoy Soap, cake
Lux Soap, reg. cake
, Kirkman’s Soap,
2 cakes

Uc
11c
10c
10c
10c
10c
19c

Tuesday-Friday
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THOMASTON
Mrs. Sherman Stanley and son
Sherman of Friendship were guests I
Monday of Mr. and Mrs Henry 1
Stanley.
Howard Beattie nas bought ihe
property at 43 Knox street.
Joseph Bradlee who is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Robert Gibson at
Springfield, Mass is ill with pneu
monia. His address is. 108 Fenway
Drive Springfield. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. James Carney will
hold an open house Sunday at
their home on Kossuth street, to
observe their silver wedding anni
versary.
Miss Mildred Demmon« was guest
Thursday of Mrs. Edgar Ames.
South Warren.
Stephen l avender has sold the
Annie F Hahn apartment, in the
O'Brien Block to Alden and Catharina Winchenbach.
Orient Lodge. F A. M will hold
special communication and work
the M M degree Tuesday with
sunnei 6.30 p m
Mrs. George Newbert and Mrs.
Robert MacFarland entertained at
8 surprise stork shower honoring
Mrs Nick Carri'anis, Mrs. MacFarland’s home on Hish street.
Wednesday night. The gi'ts were
placed in a pink and white bassinet.
The invited guest were: Mrs Rus
sell Hoffses, Mrs Claude Beaupre.
Mrs Alfred Ha-ir’a. Mrs William
Tt'irsplo Mrs. Arthur Risteen Mrs.
Vlreil Morton Mr Walter Deglar
and Mrs. Fred Ames Valentine de
corations were used for the table.
Mrs .Carriganis received many nice
gifts.
Mrs Fllphalet Gemaae. of South
Brialol. was a recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs Arthur Gammaee. com
ing to attend the installation of
Grace Chapter O E. S
The Quarterly meeting of the
Methodist Church will be held in
the vestry Wednesday at 7 30 p m.
Miss Anna Donohue who was
called to Cambridge Mass , bv the
death of her sister, Mr Cassie
(DOnohpo) Doolev. has returned
home. She was accompanied bv her
I sister M ss Marv Donohue. Atlan
tic City N Y.. who will be her guest
for a few day:,
Pythian Sisters Install

Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sis
ters, held their annual installation
Tuesdav it the Knights of Pvthias
Hall. Mrs Dora Brewer, district
deputv grand thief of Bootbbav
Harbor, a is the installing officer
assisted bv Miss Nellie Stevens, as
grand senior: Mrs. Helen Townsend
ns grnnri manager: both of Mispah
Temple. Boctbbav Harbor and Mrs.
Blanche Wilson of Mayflower Tem
ple as grand pianist. Officers in
stalled were- MW Excellent Chief.
Miss Eiia-?eth Thurston: excellent
senior. Mrs. Amv Bracv; manager.
Mrs. Audrey Woodcock; protector.

Ordinance Notice
The following ordinance had final
passage at a meetong of the City Counjcil held February 9. 1948. and will become effective twenty days after date
of this publication unless suspended
from goin a into operation by valid
[referendum thereof:
This Ord nance being in excess of
|0ne thou and words is printed by sum[mary only. Copies of ’he full text may
[be obtained at the office of the City
[Clerk.
Amendments to Chapter 28 of the
[Revised Zoning Ordinance.
Sec 102 is amended so that the word
building ’ shall include the word
‘ structure "

Section 203 is amended to define
[zoning boundary line
Sec ion 204 is ,-epealed
Section 403.5 is amended by insert
ing after the u rd "record'' the words
"On May 16. ’946
Section 403.8 is amended by elimi
nating all words before the first comma
[and substituting the words "In the
i
■ n • developments comprislng at least three acres.”
Sec 501 is amended by (1) inserting
new i em reading "5 Bakeries." (2i
Re-numbe in ■ cxi ting it’-ms 5 as 6. 6
as 7. 7 as 8, and 8 as 9. i3) Inserting
[new item 10 reading “10. Laundries
(employing not more than’ five per
sons)" (4) Re numbering existing item
10 as 12, and each subsequent item 2
[figures hivh:r
Repeal Sub-Section 502.3.
Amend Section 503.4 by substituting
[for th< phra e ‘ lot ol record” the
word- "on any lo held under sepa
rate and distin -t ownership from ad
jacent lots and of ecord on May 16,
1946
Repeal Sub-Section 503.5 (c>.
Amend Sectio.
>03 by adding new
[Section
as
follows:
Front
Yard.
[Every lot shall have a front yard not
less than 25 fe t in depth. Re num
bering Sub-Section existing 603 6 as
[603 7
R-pe:i : ,
Amend Sub Section 604.2 to require
off-street parking ior neighborhood
[service
tore, personal service shop,
restaurant, or other place .(lling cooked
food or refreshment, or auto service
[station
Amend 701 by Inserting as number
[4 "Bakeries * and as number 11, ‘ Laun
dries,’’ and renumlx r ifc ms in numeri
cal and a . .
1 • : ler to accomImodate these wo different items.
Amend Section 801 3 to provide mat
ia non-conforming building damaged
[beyond 50'. shall not be repaired or
rebuilt unless the Board of Appeals
so authcriz. s and within one year of
[the damage.
Amend Section 8(K> by (1) adding the
[following item '
.Saddle horses for
hire, (2) Re-number item 12 as item
13, (3) add new item 12 as follows:
[‘‘Used automobile outside display or
ales lot. ’
Amend Section 1103 to read as fol
lows: “The B ird of Appeals, by unaninous vote of its members after public
[notice and hearing in each case is
[hereby authorized. ’
1103.1 To Correct errors.
1103 2 To grant Variances.
1103.3 To make ce.taln determina[tions and grant certain permits
Repeal Section 1104.
Amend Section 1309 by re-numberIng as 1312.
Amend Section 1310 by re numbering
is 1313.
Amend Section 1311 by re-numbering
1314
Add new Section 1309 to cover lots
Uvided by Zone Boundary and public
jarages near rtsdence zone boundary.
Add ne a section 1310 establishing
reduced height and yard limitations
In certain zones.
Add new Section 1311 establishing new
regulations with reference to yard lots
and setback.
GERALD U MARGESON.
City Clerk

Camden Outing Club

Camden Merchants

Snow Bowl Organization Has Register Their Choice In Re
735 Members—Ski Trail
gard To Closing and Park
Has Many Devotees
ing Meiers
Seven hundred thirty-five mem
Results of the 1948 pell of retail
bers have renewed or taken out new merchants and service establish
memberships in the Camden Out ments in Camden and Rockport
ing Club this year, A Burton Stev- are announced this week by mem
bers of the Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Wilhemina Watts guard, Mrs. Merchant’s Committee, Douglas
Baroara Ludwig; mistress of rec Kelley, Chairman, Lee Bartlett,
ords and correspondence, Mrs. Henry Fisher, Alton French, and
Grace Andrews; mistress of finance Alton Small. Forty-two ballots were
Mrs .Cora Knights. Past chief. cast. The following recommenda
Mrs. Barbara Jack: excellent Jun- tions by the Merchant’s Committee
jor, Mrs. Vivian Connon, unable are based on these results.
to attend because of illness, will be
Holiday Closings
installed at a later date
No
The new officers were presented Washington’- Birthday: Yes
with colonial oouquets appropriate
Close Mon., Feb. 23.
32
7
to their station by flower bearers Patriot’s Day
35
6
Kendra Wiggins of Rockland and
John Upham of this town. Mrs
Helen Townsend, grand manager, enson, Camden, membership chair
gave the proclamation. Tlie newly man. reports. These include 107
installed most excellent chief pre members who are grade school stu
sented the installing officers with dents; 130 High School or college
gifts and also the bearers and the students; and 498 adults. And these
erand pianist. The past chief was members are from all the New Eng
presented the .past chief’s pin by land states in addition to Maine,
the newly elected most excellent from Florida, Pennsylvania, New
chief. The installing officer presen York and Ohio. Some of the many
ted her aids and the pianist with colleges represented on the mem
gifts. a poem was read by the past bership rolls are Dartmouth, Har
vard, Yale. Brown, Bowdoin. Bates.
chief.
The program consisted of vocal Colby. University of Maine. The
selections by Warren Whitney, ac Camden Outing Club is the organi
companied bv Mrs. Blanche Ler- zation which is in charge of the
niond and vocal and piano selec Snow Bowl Winter sports area in
tions by Kenneth Boardman of Camden, with skiing, skating and
Rockland Refreshments were served tobogganing its major projects.
Six skiers side,stepped the “vir
in the banquet hall which was de
corated with valentine schemes gin snow’ of the famed Meguntlcook
and the table piece was a bouquet Downh 11 Run in the Camden Hills
of carnations. Refreshment com Park, last Sunday and report "8
mittee was: Mrs. Effie Jones, Mrs. inches powder on a 2-foot base" and
Helen Tabbutt, Mrs. Guy Robbins the “most beautiful skiing ever the
entire rail from top to bottom.” This
and Mrs. Marceline Stone.
trail runs from the summit of Mt
Church News
Meguntlcook, the highest peak on
There’ will be no Mass at Saint the Atlantic manland of the UK.
James Catholic Church Sunday.
to the Springbrook Trail, at a point
Services at St. John'* Episcor"!' one and one-quartpr mile from
Church Sunday morning at 8 U.S. Route 1.
o’clock.
This Trail Ls rated expert and in
Services at the Federated Church termediate, is I'. miles in length,
Sunday. 11 a. m.. with the subject counting th etwo upper branches, is
"A Topic in the Minority.” An 30 to 60 feet wide, has a vertical de
them; ‘My Creed,” by Fisher. scent of 1000 feet; a maximum grade
Youth’s Fellowship, 7 p m. The of 38’t, and average grade of 15 to
Quarterly Conference of the Meth 30'1. A map showing this tra‘1 and
odist Church will be held in the other ski and snowshoe trails in the
vestry Wednesday at 7 30.
Park. 3 miles east of Camden. Ls
Services at the Baptist Church available upon request from the
Sunday morning open 11 o’clock Camden-Rockport Chamber of Com
the subiect. “The Advantages of
Faith:” Evening service 7 p. m.. merce.
The ski-tow at the Camden Snow
subject “Getting Right With God." Bowl was kept busy almost every
Sunday School 9.45 a. m.. Christian afternoon last week, as well as the
Endeavor 6 p. m. with Walter regular Monday, Wednesday and
Chanman the leadeT Wednesday Friday evenings and all day Sat
Ladies Circle at 2 p. m.. business urday and Sunday. Skiers at the
meeting at 5 p. m and Circle sim Bowl included many college students
per at 6 o’clock. Thursdav meeting and a group from Texas via Dow
for praver. praise and Bible study Feld. Bangor.
A meeting of the Church Society
The House Committee will have
will be held after this meeting.
the regular Friday night supper at
the Snow Bowl Lodge, Feb. 20. with
beano to be played in the evening.
Ordinance Notice
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing ord nance had first reading at
the Regular Meeting of the City Coun- ,
cil held February 9. 1948. and hearing
thereon will be held In the City Coun
cil Room on February 20. 1948 at
7 30 P M
The Council of the City of Rockland
hereby ordains:
Article 8 of Chapter 25 of the Revised
Ordnances of the City of Rockland is
hereby amended by adding the follow
ing sections:
Sec. 419. Application For Hood.
Any person, for himself, his fi m or
corporation, may make application to
the Chief of Police for a hood to be
used on parking meters. Such appli
cation shall set forth the purpose for
which the hood is needed by whom V.
will be used, the approximate length
of time It will be required each day.
and such other information as the
Chief of Police may require. Upon
receipt of the application the Chief of
Police shall make an investigation and
shall present the application together
with his report to the City Manager.
Sec. 420. Chief of Police may issue
hoods.
The Chief of Police may, with the
written approval of ‘the City Manager,
issue to the applicant a hood to be
used for the purposes stated in the ap
plication.
The appfication shall be
made in duplicate, and if a hood is is
sued, the original application shall be
filed in the office of the Chief of Po
lice, and the copy delivered with the
hood to the individual. Every person
receiving a hood, shall receipt for the
same, shall ag ee to use it for the pur
poses described in the application, and
■o return it to the Chief of Police when
no longer needed, in as good condition,
reasonable wear and tear excepted, as
when delivered to him. Every person
receiving such a hood shall deposit
with the Chief of Police the cost of the
hood which deposit shall be returned
to him when the hood is returned
Sec. 421. Use Of Hoods- - restrictions.
Hoods issued under this ordinance
may be restricted for use on a single
meter or several meters
The use of
any hood on any meter for a period
longer than one hour is prohibited ex
cept by special permission from any
member of the Police force, which per
mission shall be required for each
specific occasion and for definite rea
sons necessitating the extension oi the
one hour limit The use of a hood may
be revoked by the Chief of Police upon
evidence of abuse of the privileges or of
violation of limitation as to time.
Sec. 422. Law Enforcement Agencies
Hoods may be issued to law enforce
ment agencies without formal applica
tion for unlimited use while on offi
clal business.
GERALD U. MARGESON
13-It
City Clerk
UNION FARMER’S MUTUAL FIRE IN
SURANCE COMPANY
Union, Maine
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1947
'Cash in office and bank ............ $1,499.92

Gross cash assets ...............
1.499.92
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
50 per cent cash premium .......
353.68
Total liabilities .......................
353 68
Net cash assets ..................... 1,146.24
Premium notes subject to as
sessment ..................................... 14.885.00
Deduct all assessments and
payments
...............................
830.65

Balance due on premium
notes
......................................... 14,054.35
JAMES L DORNAN.
ll-P-15
Secretary

Legal Notice
CITY OF ROCKLAND. MAINE
Central Maine Power Company, a
corporation duly organized and exist
ing under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Maine, and having its
principal office and place of business
in Augusta, in the County of Kenne
bec in said State, and authorized to
t ansmit and distribute electricity in
the City of Rockland, Maine, in accord
ance with the general statutes relating
to that business hereby petitions for
permission, in accordance with law.
o erect and maintadn poles with
cross-arms carrying wires, together
with the necessary sustaining and sup
porting wires and fixtures required
therefor, upon, and along the follow
Ing-named highways and public roads
in said City of Rockland: One pole on
the southerly side of Beech Street near
the Beech Street entrance to ihe Pub
lic Library; One pole on the westerly
side of Schofield-White skating park,
approximately in the center of the
westerly end of the skating rink;
Three poles on the northerly side of
the Public Landing lot adjacent to the
Studley property, beginning back of the
Studley Store, extending to the Airport
ramp
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY.
BY (siened) H. P Blodgett, Div. Mgr.
January 27, 1948
Rockland. Maine. February 9. 1948.
Upon the foregoing petition, it is
ORDERED: That a hearing be held
thereon at the City Hal! in the City of
Ro kland on Monday, the 8th day of
March. 1948 at 7 30 o'clock in the aft
ernoon at which time and place resi
dents and owners cf property upon the
highways to be affected thereby shall
h’ve full opportunity to show cause
why such permit shotild not be grant
ed; and that public notice thereof be
elven by publishing a cony of said pe
tition. attested by the City Clerk togethe' with this order of notice
thereon, once a week for two successive
weeks in The Rockland Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper printed in the said
City of Rockland, the last publication
to be fourteen days before said hearing.
OSGOOD A GILBERT. Chairman.
A. C McLOON.
WILLIAM J SULLIVAN
CHARLES BICKNELL. II,
D ROBERT McCARTY.
A true copy
Attest:
( Signed) Gerald U. Margeson,
13-P-15

Memorial Day:
Close Mon., May 31.
40
2,
Independence Day
39
3
Labor Day
39
3
Armistice Day
39
2
Thanksgiving
42
0
Christmas
42
0
New Year’s Day
24
4
Close Monday Jan. 3
11
Committee recommends: That
stores close on all holidays listed
above; and close Saturday Jan. 1,
instead of Monday Jan. 3.
Wednesday afternoon Closings

Question 1. Would you favor clos
ing your store Wednesday after
noons at 12.30 through January.
February and March (except week
of Washington’s Birthday)? Yes 15.
No 19. Not voting 8.
Committee would leave it to the
Individual places of business.
Weekday and Saturday Closings
Question IB. Are you in avor of
closing at 6 p. m.. on Saturdays
through January, February and
March? Yes 20, No 14. Not voting 8.
Committee
recommends:
That
stores, with the exception oF gro
ceries, close at .6 p. m.. on Satur
days in January. February and
March.
Question 1C. Do you favor closing
at 5.30 weekdays. <a> Through Sum
mer? Yes 21. No 10, Not voting 11.
(b) Through Winter? Yes 26. No
7, Not voting 9. (c» Year arounn?
Yes 20, No 11, Not voting 13. Com
mittee recommends, that stores
close at 5 30 Mondays through
Fridays year around.
Attendance at Townmeeting

Question 2: In line with what
other Maine towns are doing in the
interests of better government and
to give all citizens an opportunity
to participate in their town govern
ment, would you—
A. Close your business during aft
ernoon of town meeting this March,
starting 1 p. m.? Yes 11. No 13. Not
voting 18
B. Close during hours while
Town Meeting is in session during
afternoon? Yes 6 No 14, Not voting
22
C. Arrange for all your employes
who would like to. attend Town
Meeting in afternoon? Yes 14. No
10. Not voting 18.
Committee recommends: that
stores and places of business ar
range for all their employes who
would like to do so. to attend Town
Meeting in afternoon.
!
Christmas Lighting Contests
Question 3. Do you think Christ
mas lighting contests for business
district and window display con
tests for individual stores at Christ
mas should be sponsored by the
Chamber in 1948° Yes 20. No 15,
Not voting 7.
Committee recommends: Christ
mas lighting and window display
contests for Christmas 1948.
Parking Meters

'For Camden Merchants Only)
Question No. 4. Would you favor
parking meters for main right-ofway on Main street, from Atlantic
avenue to Wood street, on Elm < a >
lor Summer only? Yes 11. No 18.
Not voting 13; <b) year around?
Yes 12. No 18. Not voting 12. Com
mittee recommends At this time,
parking meters not be installed.

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. O. ,R. Bagley of De
troit. Maine announce the engage
ment of their daughter, Olive Bagley to Leroy Dodge, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L Earl Dodge of Rocknort.
MLss Bagley is a graduate of Maine
Central Institute and served two
years in the W A C. medical corps.
She is bow taking a post graduate
course at M.C.I. Mr. Dcdge attend
ed the Rockport schools and is now
assisting his father in his wood
working business. No date has been
set for the wedding
Mr . Nell’e R. Ballard is expected
to arr.ve today to spend a week at
her heme here.
Mrs. W. W. Gardner, who has
been in Portland for a week arrived
home Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wolf are at
their Mechanic street cottage
The High School is progressing on
its carnival. The door prize will be;

Thursday n ght, a pressure cooker;
Friday n'ght, an electric mixer;
Saturday night, a steam iron. The
grand prize will be a Universal
vacuum cleaner with all attarhments. There will be plenty of good
entertainment.
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Complete Shows at 2.00, 6.$5, 8.30

City Clerk

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

CAMDEN THEATRE
Last Times Today
RED SKELTON in
“MERTON OF THE MOVIES"

SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 14
, On the Stage “Yorkie"
And Cash Night with 50 Reasons
To Attend!
Lionel Barrymore. James Craig,
and Lucille Bremer in
“DARK DELUSION ’
Chas. Starrett, Smiley Biimctte
I FIGHTING FRONTIERSMAN’

HEY’RE here — rhe

James Stewart

T

THISONEIS

’•"'WiMAN
I

in Robert Riskin’s

MAG5CTOWN
»iHiKfNTJMIIB.NE83tAR«.WAl!ACf FOPD
HesToomn

MEWS

THE
TOUGH ...
TENSE
STORY
OF THE
TREASURY'S
TOUGH
GUYS!
StAM-l

CARTOON

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
Sunday Shows at 3.00, 6.00, 8.20
Mon., Tues.,
2.00, 6.25, 8.33
Feature Starts Evening Shows

MWMFHRCY

Bogart

“Wistful Widow >f Wagon Gap"

f

Trucks for '48
greatest truck )i„e
And they re new all
through. Three new
ginea—a Six and two V-8’s
—with up to 145 horsePower! New axles . . .
frames . . . steering .
L7k”ZNeYMilli°»D;i;
Jar cab with living room
comfort! Model,? OTe7

two
«:& SoJn,d“

And every one of these
ForV’WnF°rd
uilt with extra strength

extras ***>"• TWs

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

5

TEL. 8225

“'■■so asti.,.

the world's doily new»pop«r—

PB-5
The Christion Science Publishing Society
Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss , U S A.
Enclosed « $1, for which p’eose send me The Christion
I Science Monitor for one month.

FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN

THE HOOSIER
HOTSHOTS

Bros:

,’t.rV w,o«.

GILBERT C. LAITE

TODAY AND SATURDAY

T9WBRIHG TttlUMFN!

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. You will find yourself one of
the best-informed persons m your community on world offoirs when
you read this world-wide doily newspaper regularly. You will gain
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding of today's vital
news—PLUS help from its exclusive features on homemaking, educa
tion, business, theater, music, radio, sports.

Mrs Stella Doe, Mrs. Selina Vemey
and Mis. Winona Chase and Mrs.
Orrianna Averill serving the din
ner at nobn
Feb. lb, Simonton Farm Bureau,
at the Community Hall. Chair Can
ing with Mrs. Bertha Annis in
charge of the meeting and Mrs.
Marion French and Mrs. Alma Ul
mer on tlie committee serving the
square meal for health at noon.
Feb. 17. Vinalhaven Farm Bureau,
at Mora Thomas’, Simple Refresh
ments, at 5 p. m.. in charge of Mrs.
Dorothy Headley. Mrs. Mora Thom
as Ls in charge of the supper and
Mrs. Dorothy Headley will conduct
the meeting.
Feb. 20, Warren Farm Bureau, at
Montgomery Rooms. Rugmaking,
in charge of Mrs. Ella Webel. Mrs.
Ruth Wiley, Mrs. Elsa Kigel and
Mrs Eiland Jura will serve the
square meal for health.
Feb 20. Washington Farm Bur
eau. Chair Caning, at Mrs. Ruth
Boynton's. The meeting will be in
charge of Mrs. Rosa Hutchins and
Mrs. Ruth Boynton. Mrs. Ida Hatch
and Mrs. Leta Tibbetts will serve
the square meal for health at noon.
Feb 19 Whitefield Farm Bureau,
at Mrs. Emma Chase’s at 1.30 p. m.
Making A Will is to be the subject
with Mrs Edward Birkenwald, At
torney. Augusta, as guest speaker.
Miss Grlney. State Department
of Health and Welfare will attend
a meeting on School Lunches at
Ihp Rockport High School next
Mondav at 7 30 p. m Organization
of all groups to serve hot school
lunches and rules and regulations
for serving lunches will be dis
cussed. All schools in Rockport will
bp affected and anyone interested
ls invited to attend Farm Bureau
prouns in Simonton, Wost Rockport
and Rockport are starting this pro
ject and every civic club is invited
tc send delegates.

yc;

Abbott and Costello

*wnw
tat J .

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers. Librarian
Every week-day: 9 o. m. to 8.30 p. m.
* « * ♦
No book that wall not improve by
reprated readings, deserves to he
read at all.—Thomas Catlyle.
• » * ♦
New books added this month are:
Non-Fiction
Lucky Forwardi the History rf
Patton's U. S Army. R. S Allen.
Proper Bostonians. C. Amory.
The Sherwood Anderson Rearer.
She: wood Anderson.
Cabin In the Hills. Allan Bos
worth.
The United States and Russia.
Vera M. Dean.
yhe New Orleans Holiday. Elea
nor Early.
•
Common Sense living. H. W Han
son.
We Live In the Arctic.
C. H.
Helmer’cks.
We Lead a Double Life. Ruth and
Helen Hoffman.
The Gay Genius. Yutang IJn.'
The Questing Spirit. H E. Lu ckock.
Fiction
We ll Sing One Song. Olive Carrut hers.
The Echoing Green. Eleanor Es
tes.
The Heritage Perilous. Jeffrey
Farnol.
Othello. Emil Ludwig.
Yankee Pasha. Edison Marshall.
Eagle In the Sky. Van Wyck Ma.
son.
Judges Story Charles Morgan.
I lght In the Window. Mary Robert • Rinehart.
The Pearl. John Steinbeck.
Private Enterprise. Angela Thirkell.
Home On the Moon. B. Blockinger.
Bells Of Old Baiiey. Dorothy
Bowers.
Replacing MLss Raymond. Ml'jorie Deans.
The Sugar Plum Staircase. Richa't! English.
Murder Goes To School. Hel m
Farrar.
The Devils Saddle. Norman A
Fox.
The Fourth Letter. Frank Gruber
Murder '47. Frank Gruber.
Case Of the Jeweled Ragpicker.
H. S. Keeler.
Lathan Lady. Rufus King.
Affair Of the Sixth Button. Clif
ford Knight
Each Shining Star. Lida Larrimore.
A Hair Of the Dog. Jean Leslie.
Three Cornered Murder. J. Les
lie.
Untidy Murder. F. and R. Lockeridge.
The Whip. 8.’ E. Mason.
A Ladv's Journey. C. Milbume.
Ship's Nurse. Dorothy Quentin.
\ Dirge For Her. Virginia Rath.
Pig In a Poke. Lee Thayer.
Death Casts a Vote. M. Yates.

Farm Bureau Notes

TODAY AND SATURDAY
-?

SUN.-MON., FEB. 15-16

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING

CAMDEN

There will be a public supper at
Meetings scheduled next week on
the Snow Bowl Lodge tonight, 530
to 7, under the direction of Mrs. 'Modern Meat Cookery" with the
home demonstration agent at 10.30
Mary Nash.
The Friends-in-Council will meet a m. are as follows:
Feb. 17, Huntoon Hill Farm Bur
with Mrs. Marion Lunt, Harden
eau, at tiie Grange Hall with Mrs.
avenue, next. Tuesday afternoon.
Gertrude
Munsey. Mrs. Laura Sea
Mrs. Mildred Knight attended the vey and Mrs.
Olive Dow on the din
meeting lor Grange lecturers in Au ner
committee.
gusta last week. Other lecturers
Feb. 18, Dresden Farm Bureau,
from this section, attending were
Mrs. Corinne Esancy, Mrs. Una at Mrs. John Hall’s with Mrs. Hall
Ames of Glen Cove. Mrs. Edna helping with the dinner.
Feb. 19, Burkettville Farm Bureau
Willis of Rockland and Mrs. Thelma
at Mrs. Ella Grinnell's. Mrs. Ella
Lunn of East Union,
Grinnell.
Mrs. Alice Robbins and
‘The Old Peabody Pew," presented
last week by members of the Congre Mrs. Henrietta Collins will have
gational Church's Good Cheer charge of the square meal for
Class, will be repeatd. by popular ' health.
request, on the evening of next I At these meetings dinner will be
Wednesday, at the Parish House rooked In pressure saucepans and a
As for tlie previous performance, ! film strip “Cooking Meat By Dry
tickets will be on .sale at thp Vil ] Heat" wfll be shown.
All day leader meetings scheduled
lage Shop and bj* members. Follow
ing the enterta nment coffee will [ next week are:
[ Feto 20. Boothbay Farm Bureau.
be served.
Mrs. Lewis Cuclnotta has received ReupnoLstering. at the Grange Hall
the announcement that her daugh | with Mts. Helen Hull. Mrs. Gl ace
ter. Dorothy Burnham, who is in [ Reed and Mrs. Margaret Boyd on
training at the Methodist Hospital the dinner committee. Mrs. Jennie
Training School in Brooklyn, has i Hall, Nobleboro, will conduct the
finLshed her probation period and meeting and members will bring
will be among those “capped" at chairs to reupholstei.
Peb. 19. Damariscotta Farm Bur
exercLses held tonight.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Congre eau Color In Dress, at Mrs. Mary
gational Church will sixinsor a Hind’s. Mbs Ann? Montfort will
food sale at Buckln’s Tailor Shop conduct this meeting and Mrs. Lily
Saturday, Feb. 28, beginning at 10 Waltz and Mrs. Alison Glidden will
a. m. ThLs sale will be under the serve the square meal for health
direction of Mrs. Ralph Bucklin and at noon
Feb 18 Sheepscot Farm Bureau,
Mrs. John McDonugh.
Two exciting games of basketball at the Grange Hall. Ruginaking
were played at the local “Y” Tues [ and Utility Sewing with Mrs. Paul
day night when the School Faculty ine Saunders and Mrs Ruth Car
met the Junior Varsity and the ney in charge of the meeting and
C.HS Vars ty met the Legionnaires.
Much to the chagrin of the Junior ington’s bibrthdays. Following the
Varsity, the “Old Boys' took them opening song, a greeting will be ex
over, 29-27, and so good a game did tended by Worthy Master Charles
the Faculty play that challenges * L. Gregory; and a response will be
from other community teams began [ given by Mrs Edna Young of Cam
pouring in. History repeated itself, den. An original paper on "Abra
and Milford Payson again was the ham Lincoln" will be read by Eleahighl ght of the evening, both in i nor Fredette; stunts will be directed
.skill and with his costumes which j by Una Ames; a poem "George
definitely had the new look. In the I Washington.’ by Mrs. Lois Daucette
game between the C.fl.S. Varsity At this point, the speaker of the
and the legion, the High School afternoon. Albert Means Secretary
saved its pride somewhat by win- of thp Y.M.C A. at Camden will be
introduced; Valentines will be dis
n ng. 43 to 34.
Penobscot View Grange will be tributed; there will be a musical
the host of Pomona Grange Satur number by Penobscot View Grange
day, beginning at 2 o’clock. Valen and movies will be shown. The
tine’s Day will be observed in the closing song will be “Love’s Old
the closing
di "erstions and favors and there Sweet Seng,” and
will be a patriotic program as an though wtill be given by Berla
observation of Lincoln’s and Wash- Wixson.

15-31 RANKIN ST„
B00KLAND
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An Eagie Lion films Release

Sunday Shows 3.00, 4.30, 6.35, R.35
Monday Shows 2.00, 6.25, 8.25

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY AT TOUR FORD DEALER'S
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Hartman To Preside

Social Matters

Exhibit Pleasing

R. H. S. Has “Done It Again”

Bishop Of Boston Area Will
Conduct Maine Metho
dist Conference

X

The Knox Hospital Auxiliary
Benefits From Crafts
men's Display

This And That

The retiring Bishop of the Bos
The exh bit of Maine Coast
ton Area. Bishop Lewis O. Hartman,
Craftsmen at the Bok Nurses Heme
will preside at the Maine Annuai
Tuesday was well attended, with a
12-16. Bishop Hartman was born in
substantial sum in silver collec
i Conference of the Methodist Church
tions aiding the Knox Hospital
Auxiliary.
iwhiqh Ls to meet In Rockland. Mav
By K. S. F
Several exhibitors of craft work
Indiana. He graduated from Ohio
were onr hand to expla n to visitors
Wesleyan from which institution
their work and the project of es
Sea Gulls .At Dawning
tablishing craft workers in this
MacDonald Class of the First he has received the degrees of A.
Prose Poetry
| section of Maine as a whole. Chair
Baptist Church met Jan. 29. with B , M. A., D. D., Litt. D„ and Bos
James Bleur Perkins of Booth- Mrs. Paul Merriam. Layettes were ton University School of Theology
man of the showing were Mrs.
In the mists of the dawning,
bay and Dr. Gilmore Soule of Rock made and lunch was served by the from which he received the de
Alyce Passmore of Camden and whirling a-pace. Gulls fly in ec
land will be guest speakers at the hostess. Those present were: Mrs. grees of S. T. B , Ph. D. and L. H. D.
[ Mr Eleanor Jones of Rockport.
stasy 1 ke champions in race. Over
After
several
very
successful
pas

evening meeting of Woman’s Edu William Brawn, Mrs. Cleveland
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jones of the tree-tops past mountain face—
cational Club Friday Feb 20 Morey, Mrs. Alfred Young Mrs. torates in Ohio, Bishop Hartman
Rockport exh bited pottery, hand Then back to the sea-shore they
Gentlemen are invited.
, wrought silver jewelry, hand- swirl in their grace. With pinions
John MacPherson IH, Mrs. Burton served as editor of Zion’s Herald,
the
New
England
Methodist
Jour

; blocked fabr cs and weaving. The spread taut through heaven-lit
Bickmore, Mrs. Henry Fifleld, Mrs.
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan was hostess
' couple are from Detroit and recent sky They sail up and yonder as if
Ames. Mrs Lloyd Argyle. nal for 24 years before being elec
-J to Tuesday Auction Club at hei Maynard
ted
a
Bishop.
He
will
retire
this
ly settled in Rockport to follow they’d prevailed a magic to cast
Mrs.
Millard
Hart,
Mrs.
Raymond
[(F.iomc on Main street. Luncheon was Bill r.gs, Mrs. Marjorie Blackman. year, shortly after presiding at the
craft work as a full time nrp
over hills and o'er dales. Wh le
served at the end of the play. Mrs. Mrs Richard Stoddard Mrs. Ro Conference to be held here
Blanche Sherman exhibited woolen drifting above in cloud-crested sky,
Blanch Keyes and Mrs. Duncan had land Philbrook, Mrs. Roger Dow,
Though several Bishops have pre
i fabrics of her own design and weav To conjure their needs from humans
highest score.
ing. Carl Malmstrom of Long they’d spy. Ah! beauty and grace
Mrs. Fred Ripley. Mrs. Ann Bill- sided at the Methodist Conferences
held in Rockland at intervals since
[ Cove and Marguerite Dudley of swirling high through the air,
The Rubinstein meetin? sched inss and Mrs. Richard Thomas.
Camden showed samples of their your charms are intriguing your
MacDonald Class of the First 1863 the two almost eloquent
uled for tonight has been post
preacher; among them who stirred
| work in carving sea b rds
ease matchless there. Go. gather
poned to a later date in order to Baptist Church will have a Valen- the city were Bishop Simpson and
Hand pa nted meta! boxes were your fishes and clams to break, on
allow members to attend the ses t ne party at the church Feb 16.
Bishop Quayle.
[ shown by Fisa West of South Thom craggy rocks for hunger’s sake.
sion of the World Day of Prayer.
The late Chaplain David Howard
aston and Evelyn Ho mes of Belfast. Then sail in vour beauty infinitely
Mrs. Charles Whitmore is In
Tribou
wrote
the
following
account
Alyce Passmore of Camden had a fair, our sky would be soulless with
Mr. and 'Mrs. Stuart E. Allen Norfolk. Va., for an extended visit
of
the
historic
occasion
during
the
[decorated Swedish cupboard on dis- out you flying there.
K. S. F.
(Eileen Beach) of Boston are guests with her husband, Capt. Cfliarles H.
• * • •
Civil
War
when
Bishop
Simpson
I
play
which she had antiqued.
of Mr. and Mrs. David S. Beach. Whitmore of the Robin Steamship
Front row: Lois lootili, Elvira Johnson, Carolyn C hisholm, Jane Mullen Beverly Brewer, Florence Lagan.
Make
a
Fire
place
preached.
Maine
stones
set
in
silver
mountLines.
Mr. Allen recently graduated from
nennetli N.lson, Jack Nortngraves. Wesley Hayes. Marilyn Dudley, Dorothy Curtis, Richard McIn
"The Conference of 1863 was in Uach
ngs were shown by Madelyn BurWhat, no fireplace, and you can’t
Rorthea tern University and retosh, Jean Weir, Ruth Roberts, David Ulmer, David Cassens.
session
on
the
clay
set
apart
by
rage of Wiscasset while the Fowlers have a wienie roast ln your back
The
annual
banquet
of
the
Odds
Wf rived his B. S. degree in Civil En‘ R. H. 8., has done it again" to created a top comedy role, with an , Cassie, a roie admirably filled by a of Bremen had a display of silver yard? Oh yes, you can!
■ gineering. He will -hertly Join the and Ends of the Congregational President Lincoln as a National
staff of George B. Hoan Co.. New Church was held Wednesday night Fast Day, and arrangements were paiaphrase a famous radio slogan infectious grin and natural charm. : oe-bustled Beverly Brewer who costume jewelry.
Can you dig a hole? Of course
A pa r of black lacquer and brass you can. Make it an oblong 16x20
Haven. Conn.
at Newbert’s Restaurant at 7 o’clock made to unite with other denomina History repeated itself Wednesday Elvira Johnson carried off the diffi
[
seemed
much
pleased
to
ultimatebase lamps with grass cloth shades inches and about six or seven in
with 32 members present. Mrs. Mil tions in a union service at the Bap
cult roie of Cieota the servant girl
Mrs. Helen Gregory of Glen Coje dred Edwards, president, was pre tist Church. There was a large at- and Thursday nights with a ven. 1 with vigor and wit.
I ly disclose Aunt Cassie’s unsus- by Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jones ches deep. Flank the back and
was honor guest at a surprise birth sented with a beautiful centerpiece tendance of men prominent in the geance when the Junior Class ; Richard McIntosh and Florence j pected heart ol gold. David Cassens brought much favorable comment. s‘des with llat stones that rise a
day luncheon Wednesday at the of Spring flowers by the group. State, and of men and women ■scored a smash hit with "The Doc ' Fagan were dignified and always made a liaid boiled martinet of Ed Mrs. Esther Carleton of Jefferson foot above the ground level. On the
home of Mrs. Marion Lindsey, Congratulations by telegram were whose hearts were wrung with deep
; effective as Dr. and Mfs. Billings - Smit h who certainly couldn’t be demonstrated the spinning of yarns stones, across the pit already dug.
Laurel street. Mrs. Gregory was the received from Rev. and Mrs. M. V emotions and stirred both with tor Has A Daughter." It was an and carried much of the background i trifled with and David Uimer add- from the fur of her Angora rabbits. rest a wire rack, or two or three
other personal triumph for Sub- jaction of the play. Marilyn Dudley
recipient of several lovely gifts, Parry, former pastor of the Church. , sorrow and anxiety
Tlie block prints of Carroll Thayer pieces of metal. Use charcoal for
a good laugh with his interpre
among them a beautifully decorated Following the banquet the group
"Bisnop Simpson preached It w:- master All-ton E. Smith whose and Ruth Robert were both tail- tation of a gaudy but highly un- Berry attra ted much attention as the fire, or small, dry sticks for qtiick
birthday cake, the gift of Mrs. Lou adjourned to the home of Mrs. Iva one of the great occasions of his -uccesses witli dramatics have be [ or-made for the beautiful elder , <ueti fu! mail-order Romeo
did the hand-decorated boxes of results.
ise Ingraham. Guests were Mrs. Wine fdr a social evening. Present eventful life, and twbaW" v
Janet Laura Scott of Rockport.
come tradition in Rockland Higli I daughter Flora Lee Billings posAnot her plan is to use an ash-can
is'
A
thoroughly
enjoyed
portion
of
Anna Brazier of Owl’s Head Mrs. were: Mrs. Mildred Edwards Mrs never saw an audience so wrought School.
1 sessor of a lively temper and a , the program was the outstanding Catherine Adams ol Camden had a top. if you still have one since the
JouLse Ingraham. Miss Marion Eleanor Wasgatt, Mrs. Eleanor upon. Two men were sitting side u.
The vehicle chosen was
3-act | tender weakn• ss for strapping, o- I performance o the Rockland High display of silk screened place mats scrap dr.ve.
Ldnd.sey and Mrs. Gregory.
Glove", Mrs. Edith Billings, Mrs side. When the Bishop stopped, one comedy by George Batson. Tin (mantle David Torrence (Wesley School Band and orchestra under and draperies of her own des gn.
Build a small fire In this. When
, The stuffed fabric animals ol Ma- | enough "coals’ have accumulated,
Leach, Mrs. Helen Leach. man said. T am tj.ankui he ha rollicking action revoked around Hayes )
direction of Vere F Crockett.
Miss Betty Beach who is employed Corice
Mrs Mary Eurenius, Mrs. Dorothea finished, for I could not. have lived the well-intentioned but inevitably
The magnificent character part
Thomas Carter was in general rilla Libby and her daughter. Rosa tart toasting wienies They'll taste
at tile Maine Central Railroad of Gipson, Mrs. Florence Post, Mrs. five
longer!’ The other re backfiring plan- for everybody's • of Lulu Thaxter was in excellent charge of tlie stage with a fine lie of Wiscasset were a highlight of just as grand as those cooked over
fice in Waterville will arrive to Ruth Staples, Mrs. Olive Baum, plied.minutes
‘If he had spoken five min good made by Tommy. • Dorothy i hands both nights and too high corps of assistants. Ruth Rolx'rts tin- show due to tlie care in choos a real garden fireplace.
ll morrow foi a we, k-end visit with Mik. Luella Post, Mrs. Inez Harder
longer I would willing!-, have Curtis and Jean Weir) daugh’ r praise cannot be given the artistry was property manager and Bar ing labrics nearest resembl ng the
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. David S. Mrs Gloria Gifford. Mrs. Jean utes
died!”
of Dr. Billings (Richard McIntosh.) [of Carolyn Chisholm and Jane bara Goldsmith. Marilyn Dudley natural colorings of the animals.
The first published musical works
Beach
Exhibiting hooked rugs were Mrs by the great Beethoven appeared in
Hodgkins, Miss Madeline Phi’btick
"Naturally when Sunday came Her well meant activities always j MTillen. A natural in light comedy and Ruth Roberts were bookliold'i s.
— fell to Kenneth Nelson and Virginia Manning was head of the Arthur Lamb. Mrs Bessie Haraden. 1783 when this remarkable musician
Miss Charlotte Bouchard was Mrs. Ann Karl. Mrs Iva Wiye people wanted to hear him! The cast their shadows before and kept
old.
honor guest at a dinner party and Mrs. Ruth Jordan Mrs. Louise church was packed early in the the audiences in gales of laughter i Jack Nortngraves in Chuck Hall, excellent usher staff Grac • Thomp Mrs. Walter Ladd. Mrs. Charlotte was only 13 years
» • • •
bridal shower Tuesday night with Tripp, Mrs. Evelyn Cameron. Mrs forenoon, and when it was time to until the final moment, when to | nought after bv the irrepressible son was bu-iness manager. Lucille Bttffum. Jim Adams cf Camden.
Certa
n
desert
animals never
Miss June Cook as hostess at her Athlcne Pease, Mrs. Leona Beals, begin the morning .service the Tommy's own shocked amazement Dodo and the scheming Tommy) Koster program book manager with Mrs. Knott Rankin. Mrs. Anne drink water, their vegetable food
Boynton.
Camden,
Mrs.
Earle
Perry,
Miss
Hilma
Bradstreet,
Miss
Mary
everything
came
to
a
ha(>py
conI
who?
beloved
baseball
uniform
streets
ln
every
direction
were
lined
Lynne
Rogers
in
charge
of
pro

Beech street home. White flowers
moisture.
struck him as appropriate garb on gram book make up. Evelyn Perry Mrs. Marianne Bullard. Mrs. C.ar- supply .ng sufficient
flanked by tall white tapers formed Wasgatt, Mrs. Esther Mayo, Mrs. with people, and a few climbed tc elusion.
• • * •
Viola
Beverage,
Mrs.
Winona
Gay,
enoe
Munsey,
Mrs.
Emily
Fabor,
Dorothy
Curtis
and
Jean
Weir,
J
all
occasions,
even
to
his
gre&t
the
roofs
of
the
houses.
On
’
of
the
was
ticket
sales
chairman.
Rich

i,ne center piece of the dining table
A pound of sugar, in terms of alalternating in leading role of Tom- farewell <cene with Cleopatra
ard Jones was a mo't effie’ent. Mrs. Harold Burgess. Mrs. Harriet ! cohol, would help make smokeless
kith red roses serving as place Mrs. Delia Lowell Mrs. Jeanette windows ot the church was removed m
gave peerless performances. | if there was a “heavy” in the chief cf publicity and Richard Ludwick and Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy
I cards (Miss Bouchard was present Dean, Mrs. Virginia Huntley and and a platform hastily improvised
Mrs Passmore and Mrs. Jones , powder to load 47 machine-gun
Under an awning on this platform Lois Tootill as the ingenious Dodo play.it was the much feared Aunt Hutchinson wtis pester chairman —
ed with a ouaker lace table cloth. Mrs. Sybil Orne.
showed hand-blocked drapes of cartridges
standing in the window, the Bishop
Guests were: Miss Norma Ramsdell,
Mrs. Josef Vinal of Warren was preached to some seven or eicht
their own design as well as luncheon
Mrs. Ruth Morris. Miss Elizabeth
Miss Marjorie Robinson left Wed
Alfred C. Prescott. Purchase sets, all hand blocked.
s<rt. (rionnor Jcnes. exhibit and Mrs.
Shapiro. Mrs Willard Pease. Mi's honor guest at 8 miscellaneous hundred people inside the church
nesday
for
New
York
City.
• cot who has been seriously ill
shower Wednesday night at and three times as manv outside."
The following entertainment pro Maude Blodgett, publicity.
, Barbara Carney and Miss #Kally stork
with pneumonia Ls making a satis gram proved a delightful feature
Mrs. Helen Bean was chairman
the home of Mrs. Herbert Mullen.
| Emery.
Bishop Hartman will be the
Mr and Mrs. Freeman S. Youn factory recovery
Pacific street. Assisting hostesses preacher Conference Sundav morn, Art Lessons At Beveridge
of the afternoon, arranged by Mrs of the tea assisted by Mrs. Eleanor
left
Wednesday
for
Indian
City.
Fredette. Mrs. Gertrude Jordan.
Beulah Ames:
The meeting of Opportunity Class were. Mrs. Clinton Barbour and ing The service will be held in the
Studio. Camden, Meeting Fla. Their address is "Care of Deputy Sheriff Ernest. M. Gray Piano
Mrs. Sara Marsh. Mrs. Elsie Munsey,
Duets:
I with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, had 28 Mrs. Vera Miller. The gift' were Strand Theatre. People from all
Harrv
M
ner.
Indian
River
City,
Torch
Light.
Clarke
Mrs. Avery Paul, Mrs. Athleen
confined to his home bv illness.
With Success
members and two guests present. piled on a table decorated with pink sections of the State will attend the
Hungarian Dance
B.ahms
Fla
Pease. Mrs. Martha Senter, Mrs.
I Twenty-eight calls were made riur- and blue crepe paper with a large service. The local churches other
Mrs. Nathalie Snow and
The first series of art lessons this
Ceeta Whitmore and Mrs. Florence
Miss Dorothy Lawry
Mrs. Theodore L. Andrus was
| in? February. The program consist- stork in the center The luncheon than the Methodist Church, will
Mrs. Nettie Bird Fro't is having
Snow. Mrs. Merle Bartlett, Mrs.
Vocal Solos:
led of readings bv Mrs. Evelyn table carried out the same motif hold their usual serviaes/Often the Winter at the Beveridge Studio in an en'oreed vacation from her du honor guest at a sto~k shower Wed Ah.
Sweet Mvs’.ery of Life,
Louise Burgess and Mrs Leola
tall white tapers in the center other churches have giiest preach Camden having been successfully ties in the Assessor’s office due to nesday night at the home of Mrs.
i- ekett Mrs Helen McKinney with
Victor Herbert
Maynard Wiggin. Purchase street
Mother Macree.
Chauncy Olcott Wiggin poured. The table decora
Mrs G1 ,ra Gregory, piano duet bv Refreshments were served. Prizes ers f-om the Conference in thier completed, a new series of classes illness
tion of Spring flowers were taste
Mrs. Jane Foley
with Mrs. Earl Cook as assisting
Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Mrs. Nellie at bridge were awarded Mrs Mari pulpits for such an occasion.
w 11 be started after a week’s inter(accompanied by Mrs. Faith Berry’)
fully arranged by Walter E. Morse,
Mr and Mrs. Gordon Riehradson horiess. Mrs. Andrus was present Readings
Magune. Mrs Edith Gregory was on Goss, Mrs Marlon Cook, Mrs. To make it possible for the jval
:
Feb 23 and 25. These classes, and daughter Betsy are guests of ed a bathinette bv the rroun A Since Mary's Come Home from College Jr. : Hostesses at the door were
program chairman. Refreshments Doris Merriam and Mrs Ionise Methodist Conferences to come tc
Mrs. ELizabeth Lawry. Mrs. Eliza
Aunt Jemima s Cou tship.
in sket hing and watercolor, are Mr. and Mrs. John M Richardson ! min ature baby’s cradle filled with
were served by Mrs. Clara Emery Brown The prizes at vames were
Forkland
the
co-operation
of
the
beth Post. Mrs. Esther Rogers and
Mrs. Maude Grant. Mrs. Hattie won by Mrs. Ruth Duff and Mrs. First Baptist. Congregational. Uni- planned to meet the needs of be- for a few days, enroute home to Soring flowers frrmed the center- Th > Valentine
Mrs.
Madlene
Jack'-on
Mrs. Iva Ware
Phyllis Kaler. Guests were: Mrs. versalist and Littlefield Memorial inners as well as of the student Stcn ngton. after spending several piece of the luncheon table Rc- Piano Solos:
Gardner.
.
Ethel Choate, Mrs. Nellie Higgins. Baptist Church was necessarv. The with some experience.
weeks in Florida.
fr Khments were served and a social Valcik.
Mokrajs '
U. S. Rubber Footwear for Spring,
Revolutionary Etude,
Chopin
Miss Dorothy Havener eave a pi Mrs. Lena Herrick, Mrs. Marion women of the Episcopal Church
evening enjoyed
Guests wereIt has come as a surprise to many
good supply. Quality Shoe Shop,
James
Dondis.
who
is
a
medical
Paul HalUgan
ano recital at the Fmim Willard Field. Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. will assist by serving one of the n these classes that they could do
Mr M-irearet Win. henbaugh. Mrs.
310 Main St.—adv.
resp naed with an encore
School in New York with the fol Katherine Hopkins. Mrs. Oliver banonets of the week. The Federa lo well with a little instruction. pat ent at Knox Ho'pital is improv Leona Fcrnald. Mrs. Madeline Ben Vocalwho
Solos:
lowing nroeram- Prelude »n F flat Blackman, Mrs. Ruth Ames. Mrs. ted Church of Thomaston and the There are many more who could ing.
ner, Mrs. Vivian Edwards, Miss Smoke Gets In Your Eyes.
Jerome Kern
[minor Bach; Sonata in C major. Doris Merriam. Mrs. F^ith Marsh Methodist churches of Rockport find in art a source of help and
Elizabeth Shapiro. Mi's Pearl Bar
Scarlatti; Sonata in B flat major. all. Mrs. Marlon Skinner. Mrs and Camden will aid in entertain satisfact on. help in many of their
er.non. Mrs Glor a Lindsey. Mrs. I Heard a Forest Praying.
Peter DeRose
Bertha
Higgins.
Mrs.
Pbvllis
Kile"
|Op. 22. Allegro Adagio Minuetto
Lucille Raymond. Mrs Petty Mer
daily activities, satisfaction as an
Miss Janet Escorsio
ing delegates.
j'ando Beethoven Ft”de in E ma- Mrs veronia Miller, Mrs. Ruth
chant Mrs. Ali.e Robbins Mrs. Alice (accompanied by Miss Donna Gardner)
cutlet for their creative energy. All
Valse Espanole,
G. Lazarus
Kor, Chopin; F’ude in O flat train- Duff Mrs. Marlon Cook Miss Dallv
Cal! Mrs. Virginia Staples, Mrs. i Piano
White Barker Tent ef Bel who have ever felt a leaning In this
Duet:
i Chopin: Ballade in G minor. Cho- Williamson, Mrs. Louise Brown fastFmma
Ruth Carlson Mr' Josephine Jones. Mrs. Faith
has extended an invitation to direction are encouraged to enquire
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Berry and Mrs. Ruth Dalton
loin: Jenx d’Fau, Rave!; Scherzo- Mi's Dorothv Choate and Mrs Mar Ruth Mavhew Tent to attend a ibeut these classs and to see the
Mrs. Billee Kendrick. Mrs. Annie Vocal Duets:
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Valse. ChcbrieT. After the recital ion Goss of Rockland: Mrs Mildred ’ Washington Rirthdav Party” at work dene by the students of the
Nelson. Mrs. Marion Goss. Mrs. The Sweetest Story Ever Told.
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
Herbert
Miss Havener wn- honored at a Easton and Mrs. Dorothv Young the B P room. Belfast. Wednesday pa't six weeks.
Florence McLellan and Mrs. Gladys Now is the Hour.
ings, Hotels. Stores, etc., Cleaned
Kaihan
I tea given bv members of faculty of of Camden. Mrs Nettle Vina,. Mr' Feb 18 All Interested will call
Prescott.
Those attending have been,
and painted.
Mr-. Jane Foley and Mrs. Doris Foley
Julia Watts. Miss Muriel French 896-M
(Emma Willard.
(accompanied by Mrs Faith Berry’i
sketching: Frances Dailey, Jean
and Mrs. Gertrude Crockett of War
The crowning cf the Kippy Kar
General cha rman cf the whole
nette Dyment,
Helen Gallup.
Closing out the -en.ainder of our ren and Mrs. Frances Blackman of i c-at Rru"stlne Noddin. R. n. of Leona Lenfest, Rita Dudley. Marga
nival Queen takes' place tomorrow successful affair was Mrs. Dorothy
| Fall Coats and Dresse. at One-half Portland
the Air Transport Command, has ret Bass. Alice Felds Nichols of
(Saturday) night at the Kippy Kar- Dowling. Associate chairmen were:
TEL. 368 M ROCKLAND
the regular price Alfreds Perrv
[ been cm a s’x weeks’ furlough with Camden and Averie Eaton and Ruth
n.val Ball at the High School gym. Mrs. Helen Lamb, rugs: Mrs. Helen
after 5.38
I 7 limeroek St , Rockland..
13-l t Subscribe to The Cr.nrier-Oflzetre her mother,, Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Emerv of Rockland: watercolor,
It is the high point of a great Kar Bean, tea: Mrs. Beulah Ames, pro- I
13-tf
[ Limeroek street. Recently from Helen Gallup. Lecna Lenfest, Carl
nival.—adv.
gram; Mrs. Alyce Passmore and
Goose Bay. Labrador. Set Noddin Eugenia Dailey. Frances Dailey,
has now gone to Weston Mass., and Lane of Camden, and Laura Pom
will shortly receive her transfer to eroy and Miss Gray of, Rockland.
(Dew Field in Bangor.
Detailed information regarding
the classes w.ll be sent to anyone
The
crowning
of
the
Kippy
Kar

Eastman--Ansco
inquiring of the instructor, Elliot
nival Queen takes place tomorrow Beveridge. Camden
•
(Saturday)
night
at
the
Kippy
KarCameras, Darkroom Equipment, Developers, Film
mval Bail at the High School gym. Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Papers
It is the high point of a great Kar
nival.—adv.
We won’t have to beg

An enthusiastic audience gave
Joseph Battista, concert pian st, a
royal reception last night when he
appeared under auspices of Knox
1 tx>unty Concert Association at Com
munity Building. An appreciation
and commentary on the work of the
gifted young artist will appear in
Tuesday's Issue, through courtesy of
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn.

The Shakespeare Society will
meet Monday night at 7.30 p. m„
with Miss Mabel Snow. Talbot
avenue. A paper entitled "The
Mysiary of the Dark Lady,” will be
■"Pad The ,Sonnete 51-101 will be
studied with Mrs. Freda Brackett
as leader.

Series Number Two

HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE

Dorothy Feeney

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

SAVE THIS WEEK WITH WATKINS

Don’t Lead

A Dog’s Life

Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.
403 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 1220

Just received a new shiomenf of
fine quality Rayons and Failles at
$1.09 and $1.19 per yard; also P>nwale Corduroys, all colors, at $1.39
ner vard. The Remnant Shop)’
200 Main St.. Rockland.
13 It

NOW AT

Relieve
Chest Colds
MISERIES

OF

PENETRATES

into upper bron
chial tubes with
special soothing
medicinal vapors.

AL’S

STIMULATES

chest, throat and
back surfaces like
a warming, com
forting poultice.

At bedtime rub throat, chest
and back with Vicks VapoRub.
Relief-bringing action starts
instantlv ... 2 ways at once!
And it keeps up this special
Penetrating - Stimulating ac
tion for hours t
in the night to
bring reiiel. V VapoRub

s

COLD WAVE

V>CKS

’5.00

/

DEAFENED’?

REMOTE CONTROL PERMANENT WAVE s5.00

Ask Us Why More

This is made possible by arrangements between this Salon
and Manufacturers and Jobbers

Than All Other

People Wear the

you to look twice at the
value tags on our Over

coats or topcoats.
They just bark “Value'

all over the store. And each
one is a thoroughbred and
prize winner.

ONE WEEK ONLY!

You will pat yourself on
the back for buying one,
for at such prices these
Overcoats

or

Topcoats

will break away from the
leash and run right into

your arms.

$25.00 to $65.00
NEW LUGGAGE
NEW TROUSERS
NEW WEATHERPROOF
JACKETS

STARTS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16th

ANY DAYTIME

Room Size Domestic

DRESS
97®

RUGS *3”

higher

Regularly

Yes, this special means just what it says . . .
Anv Dnuii*v.o H..Oone |ow price, . ,
None Htgner , . . Regardless of Style, Color
or Fabric. This i.s probably the greatest
value ever offered by us and includes every
feature of our fine quality cleansing service.

Dresses Lengthened—Special 9flc

Take Your Order

286 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 826

Here is your chance to have fine quality rug
cleansing—your rugs last longer, look
better—makes the whole room look new and
at these great savings for this one week
only.
Room Size ORIENTAL

RUGS *5 99
Other Sizes 5c sq. ft.

ONE-UNIT
HEARING AIDS
ef FRtf Booklet on Deafness

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

$1.35

Other Sizes 31 »c sq. ft.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.
MAIN ANU P ARK STS. TEL. 440
KOCKLAND, ME.

To Our Store

492 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

Watkins
MAKES LEADING CLEANSERS

Phone MfO
For Routeman
Free Pick-up
and Delivery

Pag# Elgfil
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SPOTLIGHT
ON THE GRADES

The “Big Top” Is Located In
Room 9 At the Junior
High School
When Kippy Karnlval arrives to
day a stupendous circus with extra
ordinary performers will be contin
uously going on ln room 9 in the
Junior High School. This is your
show and is made possible by the
co-operation of 38 girls and boys
under the supervision of Edwin
Knight. Miss Ida Hughes. Mrs
Mary Smith, Daniel Noonan and
Miss Mary Brow ne Rehearsals have
been ln progress for the following
amazing acts:
•‘The Merry Oldsmobile."
“Henry', the Lone Pigeon."
•'Petunia and Beulah, the Butter
milk Twins Arrive from Fairyland."
"Honeyed Hannah,”
“Madam
Screech Voice." “The Gorgeous
Humming Bird from Honkerville.”
“Dr. Pullbone takes and gives a
Free Controlled Shooting Talkie on
Painless Dentistry."
“Twitching Twosteps" by thc
Tumbling Twisters-Tarzan
and
Jane.
“A See-Saw Revelation" by two
famous zigzagging great-hearted
magicians. Mr Blackstons extra
guest.
Behold the one and only “Hercu
lean Hero"—The mighty rotund,
giingersnapping. skylarking, “King
Kong."
The “Charmyou Sisters” in per
son. All simple, untrimmed ques
tions answered half satisfactorily
in three-fifths of a second-or-money refunded any circus time next
year.
Grand Finale—The Barnvard
Round-Up" with the entire cast of
dizzy players plus an all time whin
nying sound effect.
Performers in the Acts: Michael
Levinthal. George Hyland, Robert
Leach. Richard Phillips. Harlan
Sylvester Ellen Newman. Lee Dud
ley. Albert Reed. Robert Shields,
Milton Glad, Ellen Sulides, Char
lotte Brackett William Warren.
Gerald Larrabee. Francis Kangas.
Robert Keating, Bernard Snowdeal,
Donald Curtis, Arthur Mosher,
Richard McLellan. Marie Robishaw,
Marvin Snowdeal. Floyd Johnson,
Reta Provlncher Leroy Cassidy.
Judith Burns. Patricia Griffin
Lawrence Molloy,
Alden Davis,
Lawrence Mason. Jimmie Copeland.
Stanley Soboleski. Ring-side mas
ter:
Richard
Burby:
Clowns.
Charles Brawn and Michael Ristaino: Barkers. John Gatcomb. Da
vid Altshuler and Manly Hart.
U you are at the Karnival don’t
miss this rollicking show. Remem
ber its the place where old friends
meet annually. Also, you will make
the acquaintance of manv flourish
ing whippersnapners. queerly hu
morous actors and bloomine act
resses. Autographing at intermis
sion.
Activities of the Kippy Karnival
ln General get underway in the
High School gym and classrooms
this • afternoon
and
continue
through the evening. Booths line
the walls of the gym. manned by
members of all four high school
classes. There Is something for
everyone to see and do during their
stay at the Karnival
Two new g fts have been added

PHILCO

p
H
I

L

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P

McLain School
Grade 6, Mr. Dow
We are happy to welcome Phillip
Townsend back to school after his
i long absence.
As part of its study of oil the class
| is engaged in many interesting
, activities. In the process of con■ structions are two service stations
and an oil field. There are many
art activities under way including a
mural, many smaller pictures, two
large wall maps, and a chart show
ing the by products of petroleum.
In all of these activities the chilI dren are enjoying the use of teml>era paints for the first time.
Grade 8, Mrs. Barbour
The Silver Star Club was enter
tained last Friday with a thrift
play, “Johnny Learns to be Thrifty,”
directed by Douglas Masher. Those
taking part were Fred LaBranche,
Maurice Dodge, Neal Douglas, Peter
Alex Earl Titus, Edward Baxter,
Arnold Wright, Whitney Allen,
Robert Crie, Allan Fernald. Nellie
Brann. Russell Wixson.
Robert Crie and Edward Baxter
are working on an electric map of
Europe. Other work with electricity
includes repairing an extention
cord demonstrated by Earl Titus
and Arnold Wright; the making of
an electric buzzer. Murray Arbo,
Donald Keating and Walter Willey,
and how a needle may act as a
compass was demonstrated by John
Black.
A movie on “Roman Life” is be
ing made, and a plav, “A Day With
The Romans." is being prepared.
Book covers to illustrate books
read have been made, with a prevue of the story on the inside ol
the covers.
Grade 5, Mrs. Parr
In the English contest the follow
ing people were found to be the
winners: Fred Goodnow. True Story,
Eddie Sleeper, Fiction. Ronald
Pease Poem. Play. Tie between
John Bird and Arthur Adolphson.
Grade 5, Mrs. Hall
Mary Wooster is absent.
George Grotton and Kenneth
Meyers have returned to school.
We have only 2& children now,
Clif'ord Read having moved to
Portland.
Frank Taft found a fountain pen.
He returned it to its owner and re
ceived a reward.
Grade 4, Mrs. Paulitz
We are glad to welcome Peter Jo
seph back to school after a long
period of illness.
Color wheels with water-colors, i
mixing secondary and intermediate
colors are completed by thc class. |
Originality in fascinating third
dimension valentine designs are be
ing shown by the class.
Grade 2, Mrs. Lowe
The second grade won the P. T.A. attendance banner.
The pupils are decorating the
room with hearts and cupids for
February.
Grade 1, Miss Gorden
All the pupils in the ‘ Day In and
Day Out" division have finished
I their workbooks.
Bobby Lunt, Mary Brown, and
Lynda Goodnow made good siiouettes of Lincoln.
Billy Emery made a large easel
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drawing of a log cabin. Mary Soule
will furnish the valentine box this
year.
Tyler School
Grade 5, Mrs. Spring
The pupils have been writing
their autobiographies. Many of the
girls are planning to be nurses.
Some of the boys are planning tc
be lawyers, orchestra leaders, and
forest rangers.
We have just finished our pro
duct maps of the East South Cen
tral States.
In Science we are studying a unit
on the solor system.
In English the pupils have been
giving explanations of how to do
or make something. Many of the
girls have explained recipes and
pudding. George Brackett told us
how to make ink.
Mrs. Sanborn is helping a group
of firth grades with the playing of
harmonicas.
Grade 3, Mrs. Perry
Julian Rubenstein has returned
from a trip to New York.
We are welcoming David Young
back to school after being absent
five weeks due to illness.
Our nurse for inspeciton this
week is Jannine Hill, wearing the
cap and apron. We hope that she
does not have to list too many
names of boys and girls who forgot
their health chores.
Papers chosen by Mrs. Podkowa
for her next exhibit were: “Christ
mas Toys" by Shirley Micue and
Judith Korpenen; Winter scenes
by Harry Hanley. Charles Cross,
Paul Perry, Ronald Belgen and
Dolores Malstrom; Eskimo. Sewall !
Clyde. Hervey Colson and Paul
Perry and January weather calen
dar by Judy Korpenen.
Grade 1, Mi Webster
We have had two new pupils re
cently, William Raye from Union
and Ann Chouinard from East Bos
ton
Donald Demmons has moved to
Union.
Grade 2, Mrs. Rogers
Alonzo Dorr, Sandra Korhomen '
and Douglas Raye have joined our j
class.
William Armstrong has moved :
to Thomaston and Eugene Freeman ■
is attending Purchase street school. ,
Purchase Street School
Grade 3, Miss Coltart
The children made paper mittens !
one day. They were colored with
bright colors, some followed the
same pattern as their own mittens,
others made original designs. They
look very pretty hanging in the
front of our room
We have had “Healthy Snowmen”
with us this month. If we remem
bered our health habits every
morning our Snowmen kept up their
hats, if not, they were ashamed and
their hats covered their faces for
the day. Charles Huntley. Bruce
Thqmpson. Suzanne Barstow and
Judy Childs have not had to turn
down their hats once.
Carol Fairweather, Charles Huntley and Lynne Duncan are acting
on the School Patrol this month.
Donna Rogers brought her elec
tric viotrola to school one day. We
enjoyed the “concert” of Nursery
Rh'ine records.
Suzanne Barstow and Vincent
Carr were appointed to bring in our
Valentine Box. It is beautifully
1 to the already long list of presents decorated and wc are very piea.sed.
to the Queen. They come from Mrs. Podkowa has shown us how
j Morse Jewelers and Walmsleys 1 to make some nice Valentines.
Pharmacy.
Benner Hill School Mrs. Nelson
1 Elections were held yesterday in
Edward Grover, who is leader of
! the school for the Queen but her opening exercises for this week,
j identity remains a secret until the announced this program on Moni moment of the coronation march i day morning: Skating. Robert Maki,
| Saturday night at 8.30 in the | Tommy’s New’ Sled Robert Benner.
i school gym.
<Song) Mary Lou, Sub Primary.
Sam Savitt will, on Invitation of Thc Cupboard. Sylvia Maki. Snow
' the Karnlval commitee. read the flakes. Sonja Carlson. (Song), The
list of gifts to the Queen and her Flower Grades DI. and TV.
attendants and their donors as a
Robert Benner has placed a feed
part of the coronation ceremonies. ing shelf for birds near the schoolTh Skyliners will play for the house.
Karnival Ball, thc start of which
will be the coronation ceremony.
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“Memorial Mansion’

With the co-operation of musi
cians from the other Protestant Post Office At Washington’s
In The Beginning, God
churches of the city the music com
With these four words all
Birthplace To Issue Thou
mittee of the Congregational
Bibles open. The Bible, com
Church is announcing a series of
sands Of Special Cachets
pared with all other literary pro
At the Universalist Church Sun The week in the church includes half hour Sunday afternoon musi
ductions, stands peculiarly alone. day morning at 10.49 Dr. Lowe will Boy Scouts at 7 at the church, cal vespers beginning Peb. 22, and
The
tiny one-room pcstoffice at
It is the oldest record of trust preach a concluding sermon on last Monday: Church School s-taff at 7 continuing tlirough March
14.
worthy history. It is not a book, Sundays subject “Religion That at the parsonage; Primary Depart There will be no spoken prayers, Washington’s birthplace, Virginia,
except in format, but a library of Unites Us.” The nursery and kin ment party Tuesday 2-4; Easter no sermons or meditations, and will be the scene of tremendous
brief writings, some historical, dergarten departments for all Cantata rehearsal on Tuesday at no offering, and everyone Is cor activity, come Feb. 22. as thoucodes of law. prophecies, songs, younger children meet during the 7.15; Circle Supper on Wednesday dially invited to share in these mu sands of covers pour into Postmashymns, proverbs and epistles.
service of worship. The Church at 6.15 Diligent Dames meet with sical worship treats. The hour of ter Griffith for the special cachet
The Jews were God's chosen School meets at neon
Mrs. Merle Bartlett on Thursday these programs Is 4 o’clock, with featuring “The Memorial Mansion”
people. From the earliest times
• • * •
at 2; The Junior Department party everyone asked to he in their seats of George Washington ond includ
ing the postmark of the place ac
He was in constant communica
At St. Bernard’s Catholic Church. Is at the church on Thursday from before the vesper period begins.
tually named for the birthplace of
tion with them. To me it has
Masses each Sunday at 8 a. m.. and 7 to 8.30. and the Rounds Mothers
The musicians appearing each our first President of the United
proved the greatest of all libra
10.45 a. m., Rev. Fr. James F. Sav meet in the church parlors at 7.30 Sunday are as follows:
States.
ries, although one of the most age. Mass in Thomaston at 9 a. m„ the same day.
Reb. 22, Charlotte Cook, organAccording to Postmaster James
compact.
• • » ♦
each Sunday except the third Sun
j ist; Warren Whitney, boy soprano; Connellan, the little postoffice at
it has been my privilege to
day ln the month when it is said
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), } Mrs. Percy Foley, contralto: Paul Washington’s birthplace was origivisit many great libraries. When
at the Thomaston State Prison. Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services Halligan. piano Mrs. Ella Varric- naly placed in the basmeent of the
20 years of age, I was made an
Mass at Our Lady of Good Hope for the first Sunday in Lent will ! chio. soprano.
famous mansion and was directed
honorary member of the British
Church in Camden each Sunday be: Holy Communion at 8 a. m. at
Fob. 29, Mrs. Faith Berry, organ; by a descendent of George Wash
1 brary at Barbadors. As a boy
at 9 30 a. m.
St. John’s, Thomaston; Parish Mass Mrs. Esther Howard, soprano; Mrs. ington, Postmaster Miss Julia
• • • •
I was a constant attendant of
and sermon at 9.30; Stations of th? Nettie B. Frost, alto; Harold W.
the Boston Public Library. In
"Soul” is the subject of the Lesson- Cross at 4 p. m. and Y.P.F. at 6.30. Greene, tenor; and Charles A Rose, Washington. She was succeeded by
the present Postmaster, Mrs. Philip
Charleston, S. C.. the librarians
Sermon that will be read ln all Week Day services: Mass on Tues bass.
Lee Griffith.
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on day, Thursday and1 Friday at 7.30
were helpful to me. Like many
March 7, Miss Dorothy Lawry,
Each year, thousands of visitors
of you, I have visited the New Feb. 16. The Golden Text is: “I and on Wednesday at 7 a. m. Daily organ,
and
Mrs.
Nathalie
Snow,
go through this historical mansion
will set my tabernacle among you:
York Public L brtiry and the
piano:
Mrs,
Mary
Lawry.
soprano;
Vespers
at
5.30.
Church
school
on
and stop at this little postoffice (a
and my soul shall not abhor you.
Congressional Library at Wash
Mrs. Shiriene Palmer, violin; Mrs. real government postofflee) estab
And I will walk among you. and will Saturday at 9 a.• m.
ington. Fifty years ago I saw
• • •
Lydia
Storer,
contralto:
Miss
Anna
lished on the grounds. Only at this
be your God, and ye shall be my
the Rockland Public Library
At Pratt Memorial Methodist Bullard, piano: Miss Dorothy law season of the year, on the birthday
commence its growth, until Car
people" (Leviticus 26: 11-12).
ry
and
Mrs.
Litsa
Vardavoulls,
pi

Church
the
service
of
morning
wor

•
*
*
*
of Washington, is the special cachet
negie gave its present home.
affixed and thousands of collector,
At the First Baptist Church the ship will be held at 1045. when the ano duet.
Friends of mine are trustees
men's and women’s prayer groups pastor. Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead, I March 14. Mrs. Charles Jillson. school children and others send en
of thc Auburn Public Library.
will meet at 10.15. In the 10.30 I will preach on thc subject, “A organ; William Smith. tenor; veloped and money to have the
Only last week Its president
service Rev. J. Charles MacDonald’s Sacred Season." William T. Smi'h, hvmn-singing tinder leadership of cachet affixed and to pay for the
showed me a check from Judge
Smith.
return postage. Actually there is
Morrill's daughter for $1000 ln sermon on “The Man With An Open Jr., will lie the soloist. The Church .Mr.
The program for each Sunday no charge for the cachet and remitmemory of her father. Rock Heart" will be the first of three school will meet at noon and the i| will
be announced in full. The mu tance should only be for the return
sermons on ‘Some Bible Negroes.” Youth Fellowship at 7 p. m. The
land knows of the State's great
The nursery will be conducted dur devotional leader will be Miss B?v- sic committee is as follows: Mrs. pcstage.
library in Augusta because
ing the morning service. At noon erly Pickett. The Boy Scouts will Charjes Emery, chairmen. Mrs.
There is no limit to the number
Oliver Hall and Mrs. Marion
all classes of the Church School will meet Monday at 7 p. m. The Quar I Theodore Bird. Mrs. Henry Bird of envelopes which may be sent but
Cobb Fuller served there. It was
'
(in
Florida).
Mrs.
Ralph
Smith
and
each must bear an address for re
meet for Bible study. In the 8 terly Conference will be held Tues
a delight to visit them.
turn and each must have space left
o’clock Christian Endeavor meeting day at 7.33 p. m. Rev C. D. Went Miss Marion Ginn.
Earth has records antedating
in the amount of 254” at either side
for all young people pictures will worth, superintendent of the Au
the Bible by millions or billions
be
shown.
At
7.15
the
evening
serv

of the envelope for the affixing of
gusta District, will preside at the
WEST
WALDOBORO
of years imbedded in its rocks
ice will open with the hymn-sing meeting. The Youth Fellowship 's
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz went the cachet. It is recommended that
or buried beneath its surface
and special music by the choir and invited to the Youth Rally at Sears Friday to Monmouth, N. J., or two remittance for postage stamps to be
but they are not personal rec
a soloist. Mr. MacDonald will give port on Wednesday. Thursday the weeks.
affixed be in the form of money or
ords of God’s dealng with men.
the seventh ln his series of messages Young Adult Group will meet at the
der or postal note and should be
John tells. “In the beginning
James
McGrath,
young
son
of
on the book of Revelation, and his church for a covered dish supper.
made payable to Postmaster. Wash
was the Word and the Word was
subject will be “Hell on Earth.” The entertainment will be a sur Mr. and Mrs. Edward McGrath, is ington’s Birthplace, Virginia. Do
with God and the Word was
a
patient
at
Knox
Hospital.
Rock

The prayer and praise meeting will prise. The committee will be Naomi
not send stamps for return posage.
God.”
land.
be held Tuesday at 7.30.
=======================
Rackliffe, Hugh Benner, Virginia
This is written on the first
•• • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernard
Carter
of
visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday of the New Year 1948,
At the Nazarene Church Sunday and Miles Sawyer.
South Portland were recent visit bach
•••»
Reuben Chase Sunday afternoon
and any who read it may stand
Rev. Curtis L. Stanley, pastor will
ors
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harlow
Continuing his series of sermons Genthner.
at Chamberlain.
at the beginning with Gcd. They
use for his subject at 3 p. m., “What
Mrs. Walter Kaler is confined to
may read of the experiences
Time Is It?” and at 7.30 p. m., on “What Baptists Believe," Rev.
Mrs.
Irvine
Genthner
and
daugh

mankind has had with God
evangelistic service, pastor's sub John A. Barber will speak at 10.30 at ter Lois spent Friday afternoon her home by illness.
through the ages and they, too,
ject, '“Time for .preparedness. Spe the Littlefield Memorial Baptist with Mrs. Arthur Poland at Gross In an average year before World
may enter into personal relations
cial music at both services. Sunday Church Sunday on "The Scriptural Neck.
war n. Americans traveled 550
Teaching on Baptism and Com
with Him.
School at 1.30 p. m.
Mrs. Myrtle Wincapaw is visiting i billlion passenger miles
• • • •
munion.” Sunday school at 11.45
On my way to church this
At the Congregational Church, with classes for all age groups. The relatives in (Massachusetts.
morning, across the street I saw
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton w^re
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor class for young married couples Is
a crowd gathering. An ambu
Church School at 10 with morning growing. The B.Y.F. meets in the supper guests Friday of Mr. and
lance came shrieking up the
worship at 10.45, pastor's topic, vestry with Miss Ruth Dorman as Mrs. George Mank at Waldoboro.
road. On the sidewalk lay a
Richard Osier attended
the
“Affirmations of Jesus: 2. ‘I am leader. At 7.15 following the hymuman crushed to death He was
the light of the world. ”, Comrades spiration period with favorite se Sportsman’s Show in Boston last
washing windows in the State
We Are Now Showing
of the Way meet at 6.30 with Mary lections the pastor will speak from week.
building when the sash gave
Mr. and Mrs. Harrv Miller of
Berry and Ruth Mahoney in Romans on “Guilty!” Special music
way and he plunged seven stories
charge of devotions, and the pastor will include selections by the Young Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Simmons anr’
to the sidewalk, and with God.
speaking on “Beliefs That Matter.” People’s Choir and a trio. S.N.A. Mrs. Amy Cross of Appleton were
Through all the sorrows and
troubles, as well as the joys of
meets Monday night at 7.30 with recent visitors at the home of
my life, the Bible has meant ev
consumers than were added by Miss Eva Ames. 148 North Main Clvde Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenerything to me—the inspired
these cooperatives during 1946 street. Tuesday at 7.30 The Hour of
word of God.
when they connected 274.933. At Power, pastor's subject “Making
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
the close of the year 1947 REA co Christ Known." The Ladies' Aid The Women’s Missionary Society
William A Holman.
operatives had in operation ap meets in the vestry Wednesday night meets with Mrs. William Dorman,
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
58-tf
proximately 594.000 miles of lines, at 7.30 with Mrs. Arthur Gray and 48 North Main street Thursday at
During 1947 rural power systems serving 2,030,000 rural consumers. Mrs. Lawrence Perry as hostesses. 2 o'clock.
financed by the REA brought
central station electric service to
346.000 farms and other rural es
tablishments. This is 71,000 more
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Don’t let big oil bills
get you down!
We GUARANTEE fuel savings with Timken Wall-Flame
Oil Burners.
If you're floored by sky-high fuel bills, let us put you
on your feet with a scientific test of your present oil burner.

We lest. .. you judgel
If your oil burner shows inefficient operation, well tell you
exactly how much fuel is being wasted.
Then we’ll give you a written guarantee of how much
you can save by installing a Timken Wall-Flame Oil
Burner in your present furnace or boiler.
Unless you save as guaranteed, we’ll re-install your old
burner and refund your money. That's fair enough, isn't it?
We dare to offer this efficiency test because thousand*
of present Timken owners are getting direct fuel saving*
up to 25% or more.
For complete information, call u* todayl You owe it to
yourself to act now.

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
TELEPHONE 51.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TIMKEN Silent Automatic
OIL RURNERS • Oil ROILERS . OIL FURNACES • WATER HEATIM
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Once in a great while a sensational bargain offer like this happens your way! Look
at this: A complete, 6-piece set, containing a comb for every need and every purpose
can be yours at this breathtaking low price. Try anywhere else. You'll find you would
have to pay at least $1.25 for the same merchandise! Not only that, you receive a
handy comb cleaner that cleans instantly. It’s the genuine bristle rotary type with
plastic handle.
5" ROCKET CLIF
COMB

Each comb is beautifully crafted from sparkling Virgin Polystyrene plastic. All
have the exclusive ball point teeth ... perfectly rounded so they won’t scratch. Wait
till you see the clear, liquid colors! Lacquer Red, Amber, Ice Green, Peach Tint,
Transparent White, Black Ebony, etc. Be sure to order yours now!

3" PURSE SIZE
COMB

SEND FOR YOURS WHILE THEY LAST)
Here'* ill you do: From your grocer get > sales slip showing your purchase of ANY size sack
of Aunt Jemima FAMILY Flour. Then mail the slip with the order form below and just 256
You will receive your comb set in a short time, postpaid.
If this offer is introducing you to famous Aunt Jemima FAMILY Flour for the first time, expect
a real pleasant surprise, just as hundreds of other women have! Every baking is insured, even
ingredient casts! There’s none finer than this all-purpose, no-risk flour. It’s milled by the same
people who make Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour and Quaker and Mother's Oats.

ROTARY COMB
CLEANER,
GENUINE
BRISTLES

WE

GUARANTEE
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, jemima
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J Aunt Jemima FAMILY FLOUR

MAIL TODAY!
AUNT JEMIMA FAMILY FLOUR

P.O.

Box I IFF, Chicago 90, Illinois

Pleat* tend me the tef of 6 lovely combs plus
comb cleaner. I enclose the tales slip showing
purchase of Aunt Jemima FAMILY Flour, plus
25c in coin.
— Fleas* Print Clearly —•

Name .................................................................... .,,,

Address.........................................................................

|

City..............................Zone... State.

I

This offer expires June 15, 1948
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convenience to the veteran him
parm gureau Notes
Wildlife Stories
Knows His Diesel
Irish Moss Harvest
self, whom we are trying to help in Charles Emery’s Plays
every way possible, is but one of the
several undesirable results.
7W0 Qf Them presented TO
-- Find An Avid Reader and General Seafoods’ New Man A. S. Ambrose, Kraft Head. By Governor Horace Hildreth
One way to overcome overpay
4-11 Doings
a Crowded House In
Robert F. Murphy, Otficer-ln- ments is for employers to quickly
Narrator In Friend A.
ager Here Has Had Broad
Discusses Maine Coast
Edith Hunt won the ribbon in the
Charge Veterans Administration Of notify the V A when a veteran drops
Paterson.
N.
J.
Experience
Jay
See
Industry
judging
contest
on
Dress
Hems
Augusta, Feb. 2—It was very
fice, Community Building. Rockland. out of training. Employers should
by the Thomaston Tip Top
Maine.
use the self-addressed card, which The Paterscn, (N. J.i Morning held
Carl Jensen of New York, who
A relatively new but important pleasing this weex to learn that the
4-H Club, Friday night. Atwood
Union, Feb. 2
U. S Army Engineers had approved
requires no postage, to notify V A
entered the duties of manager of cash crop for fishermen along the plans for the improvement of the
A simple plan, intended to reduce of the discontinuance of training. Call of Jan. 31 published the fol- Moody and Robert Packard of Jet- Editor of The Courier-Gazettelowing
announcement
which
will
fersonian
Farmers
won
ribbons
in
It
is
probable
that
the
readers
of
General
Seafoods
Shipyard
this
Ma ne coast has been created with Scarboro River between Prouts
to a minimum the number of over The V A will then be in position
week, has a background of diesel
payments to veteran-trainees, will to stop payments to veterans who be of interest to Rockland readers: the Potato Judging contest last fhe Courier-Gazette mav be tiling engineering and association with steady expansion of demand for Neck and Pine Point. This im
•■A requested return engagement Tuesday night.
„npn of my articles in literature of 40 to
Carrageen, or Irish moss, accord provement, which will cost $133,570.
be inaugurated this week by the no longer are entitled to them.
which reaches back sev ing to A S Ambrose, head of the will mean a great deal to that secBy following this simple proced of the Prospect Players of New Marjor^Tariband BUnehe Speii- gQ yearg ag() comparing i( wUh QUr shipyards
eral
years
prior
to
the
war.
Veterans Administration.
York
by
the
ambulance-aid-group
cer
°f
Portland office of the Kraft Foods lion of Maine, both Ircm a business
so called modern reading of which
ure, which involves a minimum ol
B fore the war he was a Diesel Company which has been recently and recreational point of view.
Franked, self addressed postal paper work on the part of the em- of the Dover Club has resulted in Whitefield were winners in the con- I fully acknowledge some is ex
engineer witli the De opened for the direction and con
In a business way, the plan calls
schools, we a booking at the Dover Club Audi- test on Dress Hems held Satur- tremely good. I also claim that installation
cards will be made available to all ployer-trainers and
troit Diesel Engine Division oi
for the construction of two chan
torlum this evening, Jan. 31. The daJ^of pro urement activities
employers who train veterans, and can help tlie trainee to stay free dramatic group will appear in Donald Reed of Hurricane Boys much of the up to date reading is General Motors and carried along trol
The Portland office works with nels ,one through a bar at the en
financial difficulty, protect his
of North Appleton was winner of totally unfit for any person to read, that work in several defense ship fishermen throughout the region trance to Scarboro River, and the
to all training institutions, for of
hard-earned period of training en Charles Emery's two one-act plays. the Bean Judging contest in his especially those not of maturity.
their use in in.orn.ing the Veter titlement, and safeguard the in ‘Warrior’s Return," and •Fascina
helping where necessary to fa- other in Dock Creek. Also, the an
Since my other two or three arti- yards during the war
club.
His work has carried him as far
chorage basin at the mouth of
tion.”
ans Administration * immediately terest o: the taxpayer.
Gilbert Martin and Earl Gammon
aPPaa‘ed I have received let- away as Venezuela and into ship mil'arize them with the gathering Jones Creek will be enlarged. These
whenever a veteran suspends train Many Veterans of World War I The Prospect Players appeared
cf Irish moss, which has extensive
of
George
’
s
Valley
Boys
of
Warren
ing.
food improvements will enable fisher
York, fully agreeing with me. Since yards the length of the Atlantic uses in many modern
who served in the armed forces at in Paterson last Fall and were
men in the area to increase their
The matter of overpayments of any time between Oct. 6. 1917, and warmly received. A sellout on tilts won ribbons in the Bean Judging my last letter I have come into po- seaboard. The past two and one-half products
Contest
last
Tuesday
night.
"The Irish moss is easy to catch and use larger boats, and pro
cash benefits to veterans ls a dififi- July 2. 1921, may be eligible to ap- performance is expected as almost
session of a copy of a book which I years, he has been chief engineer
Jolly
Sea
Bees
of
North
Haven
of
the
New
York
distributing
agengather.” Ambrose said. "FLsher- vide accessibility by water to the
cult problem to overcome. The in-'ply for new, or for additional two-thirds of the seating capacity held a very good meeting on Jan. consider A-l for youth and as I am
I suppose now, along in my second
General Motors diesels. The men using special rakes and work- canning plant nearby, resulting in a
has already been sold in advance.
"The production is managed by 24. with only cne member absent. childhood, it interested me, per- Venezuelan project was the delivery ing from small dories may haul ir. substantial increase in local em5^’ ~
F 1 James
Davies. Mr. Emery the au Meeting was called to order by the haps more than if I read it when it
diesel driven launches used in a good day's pull’ quite easily plcyment.
■ j?!.
president. Rose Marie Baird The first came out in 1884. This for the oil operation on Lake Maricibo by There is a demand for all thev car.
aFrom a recreat onal viewpoint, it
thor, will be present.’
American
Flag
was
saluted
followed
Standard
Oil of New Jersey. The obtain and the remuneration is will provide adequate anchorage for
The newspaper prediction of a by the Club Pledge and the singing reason that perhaps 30 years ago I
sell-out was warranted, as the
„ ,, .
,,
W’as at the scene of a panther hunt units were built and tested in this very attractive The season lasts craft within easy reach of Old Orchard Beach, one of the largest
"S. R. O ’” sign was out.
in the book "The Flume" country and then shipped to their from May until early autumn."
assistant leader A motion described
Irsh moss and its gelose extract Summer resorts along our AtlanThe Prospect Players are part of pointed
in the White Mountains of New destination in his charge
was
made
and
carried
to
init
’
ate
Arriving in Rockland with Mr have been used in food products tic Coast Likewise, this improved
Mr. Emery’s studio group which he new members this afternoon. Tney Hampshire where the story begins
organized last Summer
Tlie story a book of over 400 pa Jensen were production engineers for mere than a century Barb anchorage will result in local recwere
put
through
the
Program
of
, A new play entitled "The Day Initiation by Rose Marie Baird with ges. fs laid in Western New Hamp of General Seafoods who will work harvest centered off the Irish ’ reational boating activity being ex
I
THE HEART
OF YOUR
After Forever" has been released the assistance of Freda Mills and shire and at Parmachcnee I ake in here in connection with the install coast. later beds were found off panded.
The State or Maine takes pride
to Samuel French Co., for
ccnsid- Agnes Beverage. Ex-leader, Mrs. Western Maine, and is chock full ation of additional freezing facili France It has been harvested off
j
parts of the Massachusetts coast in the delicious seafoods caught off
tion of publication and a con- Ejj^betj, Bunker had the honor of of adventures in hunting and fish ties at the fillet plant
for
many
years,
and
while
beds
its
shores. They are the favorites
The yard will increase its scope
tract for all rights involved.
holdingthe charter while ex-piesi- ing in late Summer and early Fall. of service to fishing boats of all have been known to be present off of epicures everywhere. Another of
Much
of
this
was
done
in
a
man— dent. Freda Mills attached our
It is only in recent year our great prides is the famed abilUnited State Government Life In- third seal to the charter. Refresh ner legal in those days, but Bill types as rapidly as possible, accord Maine.
that development cf the industry , tv of the women of Maine to pre
Davis of Union would frown much ng *° Mr. Jensen,
surance.
ments were served of brownies, over these methods if used now
pare these seafcods in ways that
lias become noteworthy.
The extensive publicity given to _____
cookies_ and cocoa furnished by The book Ls the last of a series o'
Carrageen, used as a stab lizer in bring out all their goodness and
MARTINSVILLE
National Service Life Insurance for leader.
ice cream, milk drinks, puddings delicate flavors.
the veterans of World War II has Pownalboro 4-H of West Dresden four, all on wild life in Maine. Two The Ladies Sewing Circle met and other foods also is being used
When we started out to prepare
resulted in renewed interest by organized for 1948 with Mrs Wini- others at least. I read at about the Thursday with Mrs. Earl Barter extensively in additional lines of the 1948 edition of our State of
veterans of the first world war on fred Houdlette as leader and Mrs. age of 15 or 16They were written Sewing was done in tlie early after- industry, thus ccns'derably broad Ma ne Seafood Recijies. it was nat
their entitlement to government Perry, assistant. The following offi- by Capt Charles A. J Farrar and noon, and later a pleasant surprise ening the market, Ambrose sad
ural for us to go right to these good
, insurance.
cers were elected: President Ella I am sure that at one time he wrote party was given Mrs Charles TayWe ex
With the setting up of a pro cooks of the State
n fi. u fll ft U ttfT
An increased number o inquiries Robinson vice president. Judy Pe- guide books for all the Northern lor in honor of her birthday. Re- curement operation at Rockport. amined thousands of their family
concerning United States Govern- ters; secretary, Marv Brown; trea- Maine territory. Fine books! I hope freshments included a beautiful Kraft seeks to interest and to aid favorites from which our commit
-J
ment Life Insurance have been re- surev Barbara Robinson fl ig bear- some time to find the other three birthday cake Mrs. Taylor received rnoie fishermen in getting into tlie tee of lood experts selected 115
ceived. which may indicate that a er, Priscilla Allen and reporter volumes as well as some from the many cards and friendly wishes,
as
representative
of
pen of that other Maine writer the
Mrs. Sherwood Cook and infant business of raking Irish moss The recipes
great number of World War I vet- Judy PeterKraft operation will permit de “Down East" seafood cookery.
Rev.
Elijah
Kellogg,
who
wrote
son,
Stephen,
passed
the
week-end
erans were not aware of their eli- The Needle Jabbers of Vinalhaven
Many of these are what might
livery of the wet moss to the com
gibility for the insurance or had for- are entertaining their mothers at a many boys’ books, all good clean with Mr and Mrs. Merle James in pany. relieving the fishermen of be
called
"heirloom’ recipes,
and
interesting
to
young
or
old
Cushing.
In
her
absence.
Amy
and
V
: gotten it.
meeting in the near future. Tlie
the-drying and bleaching opera handed down from mothers to
The
Kellogg
stories
were
numerous.
Susan
Cook
visited
their
grandVeterans ar * eligible for a total of menu to consist of hot muffins.
tions formerly required. ThLs w 11 daughters for generations. All
$10,000 of government insurance, scrambled eggs, baked apples and Some the majority had Maine lo- mother. Mrs. William Cook
= permit the fishermen to devote have been tested and checked with
iHowever, entitlement to this full hot cocoa. The secretary Vivian cations, Casco Bay and near Brunstheir full time to the gathering of considerat on for the availability of
amount of $10,000 is reduced b\ the Hatch, reports that each of the ten wick being the scenes of the two *’big woods” section of Maine 60 Irish moss.
their ingredients in the average
amount of any government insur- members will take part in the pre stories. ALso he wrote some Indian years or more ago. Any boy would
Fishermen interested in the Irish seafood market
stories of early Pennsylvania days. enjoy reading them, even the “old moss
;ance which had been surrendered paration of the meal.
operations may obtain in
We are very proud of these
Thp Farrar stories, of which I boy” himself .—A. Jay See
previously eithei for cash or for
This Kitchen can be Yours with
formation from Kraft Portland recipes and we want every house
Time in the Locker
have finished Vol. 4 are all about
paid-up insurance.
headquarters,
Ambrose
said,
add

wife
to try them. Free copies of
The effects of earlier surrender or If frozen pork is to be fine in ^a- the wilds of Maine. Vol. 1. Down neediest3 worrv H h'e "think"" th" ing that many fishermen are cur State of Maine Seafood Recipe
Pitrofax
Service
vor.
it
should
be
used
within
five
or
The
West
Branch
or
Camps
and
readers
arp
tirin
„
of
hl
cont
..
ibu
lapse of government insurance, or
unaware of what Irish moss looks
f n r human in like and how it should be prepared book can be obtained by writing
■ of the maturing of an endowment six months of the date stored, ad- Tramps Around Katahdln Vol 2. tions Th
TradoZ.Mark
the Maine Development Commisvises
Kenneth
F.
Warner.
ExtenEastward,
Ho.
or
Adventures
at
S
told
in
free
flowingTyle
and
policy, upon the amount of new in
for market.
1011, State House. Augusta, Me.
...wherever you live!
surance which may be applied for. sion meat specialist of the U. S. De- Rangeley Lakes Vol. 3. Up the North The Courier-Gazette i-’ well plea-ed
Kraft Portland headquarters are
is available upon inquiry at any Vct- partment of Agriculture. When Branch, or A Summer Outing. Vol. to give then, nub’ieation —Fd ■
I presently located at 234A Middle Mare than 700 new oil wells have
stored too long the tat in pork grad- 4. Wild Woods Life, or A Trip to
puo.icatioi..A "New Freedom'’ Kitchen like this, with this beautiful
i erans Administration Office
been sunk in Venezuela In recent
street.
Magic Chef range as its heart, is something you can
There are seven-different types of ti-illy becomes lancid and meat loses Parnaachenee.
A pneumatic gun was used for the
months, according to Caracas re
United States Government Life Inbest flavor, Longer storage than These word- pretty well cover the .the first time in 1883
plan for today. But, unlike a lot of pleasant dreams, it is
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ports.
[surance policies for which appli- s^x
*s Practical
one that can easily come true. So, as you think ahead
cation may be made. They are 5- con^itions are just right. Salt
to your home of tomorrow, beyond the city gas mains,
• year Term. Ordinary Life, 20-Pay- speeds up rancidity so storage ‘ me
build your kitchen dreams around "Pyrofax" Gas—Magic
ment and Life, 20-Year and 30- of frozen and cured meat should
Chef—the gas range with a dozen magic helps. "Magic”
Year Endowment and Endowment be shorter than that of unsalted
is the right word for the speed and certainty of its results
at age 62. The premium rates for meat. As a reminder. Mr. Warner
and the many thoughtful conveniences it will provide.
new
insurance are based
on suggests labeling the packages with
Be modern—use "Pyrofax" Gas Service
the age of the insured by nearest the date of storage so that none of
birthday. When applying for new in. too long.
LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR
surance. it is necessary to show good Beef lamb and poultry hold their
health by a physical examination. flavor longer than jiork in zero storNew Freedom Pijrofox Gas Kitchen
This examination may be received a?e If necessary, well-wrapped
without charge at any of the Vet- ',eef an<f poultry can be kept satiserans Administration Offices at factorily as long as a year.
Togus. Portland and Bangor; or the
cddi iPtTTje* n
veteran may receive the examSrnULE HEAD
ination from any licensed physician, Mrs. Elbert Burton is a patient
but at his own expense.
at Knox Hospital.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Complete information and preHarold K Simmons Frank Rackmium rates are obtainable at the Jiff Bernard Rackliff Lyell DrinkRockli'n<I office of the V. A. to- water. Norman Drinkwr.tcr, Sr and
445 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND. ME.,
TEL. 738-A/ cated
in the Community Building. Robert Burch have returned from
MW
where they attended the
Well-laid thatch roofs have lasted Boston
Sportman's Show.
IRST, I'm actually saving money with my
300 years in Holland.
Mrs. Beverly Carter of Swans
new Easy Spindrier. It’s economical to
Island was recent guest of her
operate and uses valuable hot water sparingly.
sister. Mrs. David Post
But best of all it not only washes clothes
Mrs. Lucy Wall has returned
home from Rockland where she vis
sparkling clean but its gentle action keeps them
ited her daughter. Mrs. Esther
new-looking longer.
Harvey for several days.
Miss Mary’ Russell of Rockland
Second, I'm saving hours of time every
passed the week-end with her
single week. The Spindrier goes right ahead
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. L. C
with the washing while 1 go ahead with my
Elwell
other chores. And there's no need to wait for
“good drying weather” because Easy will damp
WEST ROCKPORT
dry your clothes in a jiffy on even the rainiest
The Baptist Yeung People’s Fel
day.
lowship of the local church organ
ized Sunday afternoon. They will
Third, (and most important to me) I'm
hold a Valent ne social at the vestry
saving myself . . . my back, my hands, my feet.
Friday night
A representation
from this group and a few older
Drudgery is a thing of the past when using a
folks attended the Youth for Christ
Spindrier. For once it’s possible to do the fam
rally at the First Baptist Church in
ily wash while lying down and reading a book.
Rockland last week.
Mrs. Kate Taylor of South Hope,
Yes, ma'am, you can take Reddy Kilowatt's
six'llt Thursday w th her sister, Mrs.
word for it. the Easy Spindrier is a bank, back
A. A. Clark, who has been confined
and time saver.
to the house, but is much improved.
Mrs. Bernice Leach of Rockland
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lamson.
Tuesday Club met last week with
Mrs Earl Tolman. This week Mrs.
Ralph Thorndike will be the hostess
Philip Dav s, manager of the Blue
Q
berry Growers’ Association, is a surg cal patient at Camden Commun
ity fhospital.
ONLY ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS FOR 1948

CAPITOL STUFF

Veterans’ Corner

Che/

New Freedom

Gas Kitchen

f

ALBERT E. MACPHAIL

’hi saving-I ways

with Easy !

F

CH EVROLET

TRUCKS
'48
Here are the nation’s newest
^CHEVROLET

HA

Ai

trucks with the greatest fea

tures and biggest values! Here is

advance engineering—in 107 differ
ent models on eight different wheel

bases. HERE IS TRANSPORTATION

HAVE ALL THESE NEW AND FINER FEATURES:
Naw Chevrolet 4-Speed
Synchro-Mesh Truck
Transmissions

New Improved
Chevrolet
Valve-in-Head Engine

Here's a feature that assures
truck users of new ease and
efficiency In operation!

Here's the world's most eco
nomical engine for its size—
with new features that assure
greater operating efficiency!

New Chevrolet AdvanceDesign Gearshift
Control
Gearshift is mounted on the
steering column to provide
new efficiency on every
hauling job (on 3-speed
transmission models)!

New Foot-Operated
Parking Brake
The new Chevrolet footoperated parking brake
provides new, dear, floor
area (on 3-speed trans
mission models) I

New Multiple-Feature
Developments
New splined rear-axle shaft
attachment to wheel hubs in
heavy-duty models. Heavier,
more durable springs.

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

S3

When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
maycause naggingbackache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some,
times shows there is something wrong with
ir kidneys or bladder.
' on't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Ls, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
oy millions for over 60 years. Doan's give
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

«<ep

signed hydraulic truck brakes
• Standard cab-to-axlelength dimensions . . . and
MANY other fine features.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

€

1^-—-

Without Painful Backache

• Flexi-Mounted cab • Fully
adjustable seat • All-round
visibility with rear corner
windows* • Specially de

optional at extra cost.

689 MAIN STREET

_____

EASY SPINDRIER is the latest in a line of wash
ing machines which have been popular with
Maine farm and housewives for more than a
quarter of a century. All the latest develop
ments in the field of better home laundering
have been incorporated in the Spindrier which
washes and damp dries your clothes to perfec
tion.

Plus • Cab that "breathes" *

★Frosh air heating and vsntfoting sysfom and rear comer windows

UNLIMITED!

Now She Shops
“Cash and Carry”

Don’t Neglect Slipping

FALSE TEETH

Do false teeth drop, slip or wabble
when you talk, eat. laugh or sneeze?
TELEPHONE 1251 Don't he annoyed, and embarrassed by
such handicaps. FASTEETTH, an alka
line (non-acid) powde- to sprinkle on
your plates, keeps false teeth more
firmly se\ Gives confident feeling of se
curity and added comfort. No gummy,
TJNfON, MAINE
gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Get FAS
TEETH today at any drug store.

BARKER’S GARAGE

in nt your nearest CMP store for an Easy demonstration . .. Ask about budget terms

CENTR
POWER

AINE
O MPA N Y
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Tuesday-Friday

25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding p.-riod of 1923.

Dr Victor V. Thompson, former
principal of Rockland High School,
died at Orff’s Corner.
Louis W. Bosse underwent an op
eration due to an accident received
in a football game.
Rural residents reported that it
was hard getting in from the coun
try due to thank-you marms.
L. Wilbur Messer resigned as gen
eral secretary of the Chicago
Y.MC.A.
A pin prick in one of his fingers
gave Wendell Thornton an uncom
fortable period of blood poisoning.
Richard Reed resigned as man
ager of the High School basket
ball team
The Owl Club celebrated its 17th
birthday with a banquet in Temple
Hall, attended by 300. Eastman's
Orchestra furnished music. Brad
ford C. Redonnet was the princi
pal speaker Charles M. Cook was
head waiter.
Elmer Bird was elected president
cf the John Bird Co. Raymond
Bird became vice president in place
of Sidney M. Bird, deceased.
Knox County Supreme Court was
in session. Irvin Cain of Rockport
and William A. H it of Rockland
were foremen of the traverse
juries.
Mrs. Millie Thomas was elected
worthy matron of Golden Rod
Chapter. O.E.S.
St. Peter's Episcopal Church
celebrated its 70th anniversary.
Benjamin C. Calderwood. former
ly of Rockland, died in Bath Burial
at North Haven.
Dr. Ernest B. Young, whose wife
was the former Grace Simonton of
Rockland, died at his home in Bos
ton aged 52.
W O. Fuller was elected president
of the Livingston Manufacturing
Co
J. A Richan was elected presi
dent of the Past Officers' Associa
tion.
Schooner
Robert
W.
was
wrecked at York Beach.
Three hundred volunteers shov
eled the snow-blocked Main street.
A. C. McLocn was accidenty injured
by a shovel wielded by William D.
Talbot.
• * • •
The births were:
Boothbay Harbor. Jan. 13. to Mr
and Mrs. John Field of Monhegan.
a son—Robert Tredwell.
Rockland. Jan 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold B. Fish of Rockport, a
daughter—Eleancr Rosalie.

Siiringfied. Mass., Jan. 15. to Mr
and Mrs Oscar E. York, a son—
Warren Oscar.
Razorville Jan. 12. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Black, a daughter.
Vinalhaven. Jan. 11. to Mr and
Mrs Wiliam Candage. a daughter
Warren, Jan. —, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Young, a daughter
Camden. Jan. 21. to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Bryant, a son.
Rockland, Jan. 30. to Capt and
Mrs. R F Eaton a son—David.
Rocklano. Jan. 27. to Mr. and Mrs
John P. Larkin, a daughter—MaryEllen.
• • « •
The man,ages for this period
were:
Portland. Jan 10. Maurice Bow
ers of Camden and Elizabeth Jor
dan of Portland.
Rockland. Nov. 9. Frank R. Gree
ley and Estelle Perry.
Camden. Jan. 25. Willis J Spear
of Thomaston and Madolin G Rich
ards of Camden
Rockland. Jan. 21. Herbert R.
Day of Rockland and Margaret B.
BeatVe of Thomaston.
Rockland. Jan 19. Clarence M.
Hennngar and Clara I. Winchen
bach
• • • •
Miss Alcada Hall of Thomaston
had a thrilling experience when the
Coburn Classical Institute dormi
tory. in which she roomed, was
burned. It was necessary to carry
her from the building.
John McKenzie was installed as
noble grand cf the St. George Odd
Fellows lodge.
E A Glidden was elected presi
dent of the Waldoboro Public Li
brary Association.
A P. Lord bought the J. W. In
graham house in Camden.
Walker Fifleld of Vinalhaven be
came
traveling salesman for
Brown. Durrell <fc Co Boston.
Walter Burgess was elected,
commander of Storer-Collins Pest.
A. L. in Union.
Supt. Frank D. Rowe of Warren
was making his rounds on a saddle
horse
Mrs. David Upham died in Rock
pert, aged 82 years.
John Hanley was elected fore
man of the R. H. Counce Engine Co.
Thomaston.
John D. Knowlton. Jr , 41. died in
CamdenScott RacklifT was elected master
of Wessaweskeag Grange, South
Thomaston.

The Care Of Bait

Hospital Workers

Mummy-Chubs Remain Stur Knox Auxiliary Welcome^
Mrs. Folta: More Gatch
dy Under Conditions Dan
Beds To Be Bought
gerous To Other Fish
At the monthly meeting of Knox
The dull colored by vigorous
‘‘mummy-chub" so widely used in Hospital Auxiliary held in Bok
South Eastern Maine as a live bait Home lor Nurses recently, the new
for ice fishing will live and remain superintendent of the Hospital.
sturdy under conditions intollerable Mrs. Dorothy Folta was made wel
to the ornate shiner or the sleek come. Other guests were Mrs. Wil
silver-sided smelt, and with very- liam Brogan and Mrs. Ralph
little care can be kept alive and Brown Mrs. C. K. Passmore Mrs.
active indefinitely in a bucket of Howard Jones.
water in your own cellar.
' Mrs. McCarthy, chairman of
A native of salt and brackish sewing, reported that during the
slow moving water the 'mummy” past four years 986 articles of cloth
adapts himself nicely to most any ing had been completed during the
kind of fresh water for long periods sewing hours at meetings of the
and will live a remarkably long auxiliary, besides many other
time without water if moistened pieces made from old linen donated
occasionally or placed in moistened by friends, as during the war years
seaweed.
it was almost impossible to obtain
Here are a few simple tips from new materials from manufacturers.
R W. Tyler of South Thomaston Donations of old linen tablecloths,
who keeps thousands of them the etc., are urgently needed at all
year around with a loss of less times and con be converted into
than one tenth of 1%.
dresser and tray cloths, etc., for
Use wood glass, enamelware or hospital use.
bright tin container. Nc-.cr use Mrs Folta was asked to pur
galvanized or rusty buckets as they chase more Gatch beds for the
contaminate the water with injur hospital from funds which the
ious chemicals.
Auxiliary will turn over to her for
Use spring, well pond, brook, rain that purpose. Soon, it is hoped, all
or sea water only. Never use tap beds in the institution will be
water from your faucet For the equipped with the adjustable head
purpose of purification it contains and knee-rests which so greatly
chlorine which will stupify or kill add to the patients comfort and
your bait in very few hours. Do not are of assistance to the nurses in
overcrowd. A pint of bait to 12 icaring for same.
quarts of water is satisfactory. Hostesses for the afternoon were
Change water daily.
Mrs. Phyllis Grispi and Mrs. Helen
Do not chill or overheat. A tem Leach, assisted in serving by Mrs.
perature ranging between 34 and 40 Freeman Brown. Mrs. Isadore Gor
degrees is best. Quick changes in don. Mrs. Elmer Crozier. Mrs. Ly
water temperature will paralyze or ford Ames. Mrs. Cheever Ames
stupify them.
Mrs. Ralph Parrln Mrs. Francis
When fishing keep bait as neat- Pearson, Mrs. Arthur Haines. Mrs.
pond temperature as possible. A Edward Chisholm, Mrs. Pearl Levsix-inch tank hole chopped ln the enthal. Miss Annie Carini. Those
ice and filled with pond water is ex who poured were Mrs. John Pom
cellent. Some fishermen use minnow- eroy and Mrs. Roland Ware.
buckets. Others keep bait in a glass
New members.
Mrs. Kathleen
jar carried in the pocket in which Duff. Mrs. Beulah Ames, Mrs Pearl
the bait is refreshed with pond wa Leventhal, Mis. Cietta Whitmore
ter occasionally.
Mrs. O. H. Crie, Mrs. Loretta Per
Hook bait lightly just under the rin and Mrs. Grace Veazie.
skin and avoid hitting the back
M. E. B. Secretary
bone.
Lively minnows will catch the
most fish and very little care and give $10,940 to carry out plans for
consideration will keep them full 1948.
Named so far are the following:
of pep.
local chairmen:
Appleton, Mrs.
Evelyn Pitman; Camden, Miss Bes
sie Bowers:
Friendship,
Mrs.
Charles Stenger; Hope. Mrs. Ber
nice Robbins; South Hope, Mrs.
Begins First Of March To Edith
Willis; Isle au Haul. Mrs. E.
Raise $10,940—Commit M. Rich; Matinicus-Criehaven.
Mis. Hilda E. Ames; Thomaston.
tee Chairmen Named
Mrs. Alta Noble; Union. Mrs. Edith
Vinalhaven. Mrs. Fred
While the list is not yet complete, Bowes;
Greenlaw
and Washington. Mrs.
chairmen are being appointed for
Harriet
Jones.
the March 1, opening of the Red
Chairmen to be announced soon
Cross Fund Drive in Knox County
at which citizens will be asked to include those of Warren. Rockport
Saint George, North Haven and the
Owl’s Head. South Thomaston.
Spruce Head group.
Rockland will probably be han
dled locally through its chapter
office
Ralph W Lee of Owl’s Head ts
general chairman of the drive for
Knox County. Mr. Lee, Commander
Isaac L. Hammond, secretary, and
Chapter chairman Allen Pa5’son of
HORSERADISH
Camden attended the big Maine
rally at which Basil O'Connor. Na
tional Red Cross president spoke
in Hotel Eastland. Fortland, Wed
nesday noon.

Red Cross Drive

To Celebrate Our Tenth Birthday, We Are Offering Unusual
Values-Odd Lots Of Merchandise At Close-Out Prices-Extra

Special Values On Many Others.

Sale Now In Progress - Ends Sat., Feb. 21
TO CLOSE OUT

Five Only—Extra Heavy Scooters, large
size. 10 in. wheels: were 7.95

By

Makers

of

CAIN’S MAYONNAISE

Not infrequently a Mahammedan
woman will beg her huseband to
marry a second wife.

Revere Chrome Plate Solid Copper Tea
Kettles. 4-Quart size; regular 2.98

Sale 2 for 15c

Sale $2.59

SPECIAL CLOSE OUT

Galvanized Pails, 12-Quart. not 10-quart.
Regular 59c

now $4.95
/

£

I

t

Four Only—Aluminum Kitchen Stools,
light but strong: were 7.50

Three Only—Table Model Radios, five
tubes, built-in antenna: were 31.95

Sale 1-2 Price

Close Out $9.95

Three .Only—Kitchen Step Stools, well
made: color red; were 4.49

ANOTHER CLOSE OUT

now $2.49

r ■

Three Only—Folding Chairs, extra
quality; were 5.00

Sale 49c

Quickie Hand Cleaner, cleans without
water, prevents chapped hands; reg. 35c

Volcano Roaster-Toaster, use as hot
plate, bread Toaster, etc.; was 4.50
To Close Out $1.99

Sale 25c

Glass Window Ventilators, keeps out rain
and snow, prevents drafts: reg. 89c

Sale 59c

Sale $2.50

Hostess Candy Dishes, were 98c

Floor Clothes Dryers; were 79c. 89c. 99c

Hostess Ice Cube Buckets, were 98c

Barcoline Paint Cleaner. 1 lb. size:
regular 35c

Sale 1-2 Price

now 69c

Sale 25c

Four Only—Vegetable Bins, metal, color
ivory; were 1.79

Glastonbury Crystal Decorated Salad
plates; were 59c

Betty Brown Table Mats, set of 3 mats:
regular 59c

Sale 99c

To Close Out 39c

Sale 49c

Waste Baskets, large size, hand painted
decorations; colors ivory, red. blue:
were 1.98

Sunshine Window Plant Shelves, as ad
vertised by Joseph Breck & Son;
were 2.65

Laundry Bags. A1 quality: regular 98c

Sale $1.49

To Close Out $1.69

Small Size Waste Baskets, decorated,
were 49c

Kleer-Vieu Knife Racks, holds 8 assorted
kitchen knives and 1 butcher steel;
were 2.65

Baby Dinner Sets, plastic, will not break,
set of 3 dishes, regular $1.89

Sale 29c

now 69c

To Close $1.59

Sale $1.39

MORE BARGAINS

Tea Tiles. Assorted Designs: were 59c:

Walker Ware Aluminum Utensils. Tea
Kettles, Sauce Pots, Kettles, etc.

Sale 39c

25% Off Regular Price

Deluxe Safex, Safety Ash Trays, set oi 3.
were 98c

Universal Potteries Oven Ware, beauti
ful moonstone red; Salad Sets, Tea Pots,
Pitchers, Mixing Bowls, Casseroles, etc.

Sale 69c

Rubber Door Mats, size 18, 30: reg. 1.79
Sale $1.29

Salt and Pepper Sets, large size. 22k.
gold plated. Were 1.89 pair
Sale 99c

Lime Squeezers; were 71c
Sale 59c

Drip Cut Servers, regular 25c
Sale 19c

'

25% Off Regular Price

also above in blue color

Trimz Ready Pasted Wall Paper, mostly
small lots, several designs. This paper
washable, fadeproof, high grade: was
1.98 and 2.19 per box. This is a bargain!

Betty Bright Shelf Paper; reg. 8c pky.
Carv-a-Slice Slicer, made by "The Village
Smith folks.'' A quality slicing knife:
regular 1.98
Voos Stainless Steel Knife and Fork Set.
Extra quajity stainless steel, mirror fin
ish, red handles, six knives, six forks in
display box. Reg. price 9.75 set.
Sale $7.75

U. S. Enamel 2-Quart Sauce Pans, triple
coated; regular 50c
Sale 39c

U. S. Enamel Chambers, child's size
regular 45c

Knives only as above; reg. 9.95 dozen.
Sale $7.95 dozen

New Stainless Steel Coffee Maker, life
time wear, high polish finish; no more
broken howls: reg. price 9.95.

Sale 29c

Lewis Lifetime Stainless Steel Kitchen
Utensils; complete line. Save fuel, save
time, no scouring.

Kromex Casserole, regular 3.39
SPECIAL-CLOSE OUT

Sale $1.39

Sale $1.69

Special—25< f Off Regular Price
Sale $2.29

Sale 79c

Sale 5c pkg.

Wall Plaques, Fruit Designs: were 1.89

Windsor Broom Co. Famous White Cross
Brooms, one of the best brooms ever
made. Regular 1.79

Sale $1.49

Close Out 59c

Lay's Kitchenette Brooms, light weight
but good; sweeping distance 97 miles.
Regular 1.19

Trimz Cedar Closet Paper, mothproof
that closet. Regular price 2.98

Top of Hearth Brooms; were 79c

Special $2.19

Sale 59c

™ Horicon)
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Tavern Candles. 15 inch, most all colors.
Regular 2 for 20c

Sale $7.95

A few Light Fixtures, three and fivelight hanging fixtures used for display.
One-half Price
A few Copper Lanterns,’ heavy, extra
quality.

25% Off Regular Price
Swivelier Jumbo Lamp, adjustable; stays
put at any angle; for use with various
type heat bulbs; reg. 7.95

Sale $5.95

Sale 99c
Many Other Items Not Listed at Reduced
Prices. A Visit To Our Store Will Be
Well Worth While.

Main Street Hardware Co.
441 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

